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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this research was to investigate a radiation dose-image quality 

optimization of a Fuji Computed Radiography (CR) Imaging System; and to 

evaluate the knowledge components of CR, and confidence and attitudes in using 

the system in clinical practice. While the former study used an explanatory 

correlational research design to relate or associate variables in predictive manner, 

using the statistical analysis of correlational analysis; the latter goal was based on 

the use of a non-interventional quantitative cross-sectional survey design. 

 The dose optimization study involved measuring the entrance skin exposure 

(ESE) [and converting it to entrance skin dose (ESD)] free-in-air to an 

anthropomorphic phantom model of the pelvis and lumbar spine, using the 

vendor‟s recommended exposure settings (kVp and mAs) and dose values above 

and below the vendor‟s values (reference dose) for each of the body parts. Fifty 

four images were subsequently recorded (27 for each of the AP pelvis and AP 

lumbar spine) using the dose values mentioned above, and recording the 

corresponding exposure indicators (EIs). The EI of the Fuji CR system is referred 

to as a sensitivity (“S”) value. The ESD data set was used to examine the 

correlation between dose and mAs and between dose and EI. The images were 

assessed in a two-phase process. First 7 expert observers evaluated image quality 

based on the appearance of image noise (quantum mottle) for the purpose of 

establishing an optimized mAs/EI value. Secondly, observers compared test 

images (images recorded with doses above and below the vendor‟s recommended 

values) with the reference images using the well-established Visual Grading 

Analysis (VGA) procedure. This procedure is based on the reproduction and 

visualization of defined anatomical structures. 

 Using snowball sampling (non-probability sampling), an online survey 

questionnaire was administered to 103 diagnostic technologists who routinely 

perform CR imaging in hospitals in British Columbia (BC) 
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 The phantom dosimetry results revealed a strong positive linear relationship 

between dose and mAs; mAs and inverse EI; and dose and inverse EI for both the 

AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine. The optimized mAs/EI procedure showed that 

compared to the reference mAs/EI of 25/86 for the AP pelvis and 50/88 for the AP 

lumbar spine; 16 mAs with an associated EI of 136; and 20 mAs and an associated 

EI of 220 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively, were selected by all 

observers as optimized values. 

 The VGA procedure showed that while the optimized 16 mAs/EI=136 for the 

AP pelvis did not compromise image quality, the optimized 20 mAs/EI=220 for the 

AP lumbar spine compromised image quality. Further analysis of the VGA scores 

(VGAS) showed that for the AP lumbar spine, it was deemed that 32 mAs/EI=139 

were optimized values where image quality was not compromised, compared to 

the vendor‟s recommended values. The selection of the optimized mAs of 16 and 

32 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively resulted in a dose reduction 

of 36% compared to the vendor‟s recommended mAs (dose) values, without 

compromising image quality 

 The results of the survey study showed that the response rate was 69%, and 

that most of the respondents were mostly females above 40 years old, and who 

indicated that their CR education/training was provided by the vendor for less than 

2 hours. The degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology varied from no 

information to little information on selected topics listed on the questionnaire. The 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistics showed that there was no significant 

difference between the variables of age, education level, years of working in CR, 

hours and method of CR education received; on confidence and attitudes in using 

the system in practice. With respect to the use of the EI in practice, the overall 

ANOVA test was significance but the analysis failed to detect a difference between 

the levels of education/training received. 

 The conclusions drawn from this research are; (a) the mAs and its associated 

EIs can be used as radiation dose management strategy for implementing the 
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ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable ) philosophy in routine daily practice of 

CR imaging, since the dose can be reduced by 36% for both body parts studied in 

this research, compared to the vendor‟s recommended exposure technique 

factors; (b) a knowledge gap in CR education/training is clearly apparent, and that 

variables such as age, method and hours of CR education received, as well as 

experience in working CR did not have a statistical impact on confidence and 

attitudes in using the system in clinical practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

“We must actively make an effort to identify areas at risk in our ever-
changing environment of medical radiation use and appropriately design 
our protection to meet those challenges; otherwise we run the risk of being 
unfortunately surprised by our lack of diligence.” 

(Louis K. Wagner, 2004) 

1.1. Introduction 

The major purpose of this thesis is to address the essential elements identified 

in the quote above by Dr. Louis Wagner, PhD, medical physicist, University of 

Texas–Houston Medical School in Houston, Texas. Such elements refer to the 

evolution of diagnostic medical imaging technologies that use ionizing radiation 

(such as x-rays, for example) to produce diagnostic images of patients, that play 

an active role in the medical management of trauma and/or disease processes. 

A significant challenge in “our ever-changing environment” is to optimize 

radiation protection of patients, using the guiding principle of As Low As 

Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) outlined by the International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP). The fundamental tenet of this philosophy requires 

that images of patients be obtained with the lowest possible radiation dose without 

compromising their diagnostic quality. 

1.2. Study Background, Practical Problems, and Needs 

1.2.1. Background 

X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Roentgen on November 8, 1895 at 

Wurzburg University in Germany. In 1896, Roentgen applied his discovery to 

producing an image of the hand of his wife Fran Roentgen. In 1901, he was 
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awarded the first Nobel Prize in Physics. Subsequently, producing an image of his 

wife‟s hand led to the use of x-rays to image the human body. This application 

developed into a diagnostic tool in medicine to aid physicians in the diagnosis and 

management of a patient‟s medical condition. 

This notable technical development evolved into what is now popularly referred 

to as Medical Radiography, which uses x-ray sensitive film sandwiched in between 

two intensifying screens, to create what is now known as a film-screen image 

receptor. Imaging a patient using this receptor is referred to as Film-Screen 

Radiography, where x-rays passing through the patient would fall on the 

intensifying screens and be converted into light which subsequently produced a 

latent image on the film. This latent image would be processed by chemical means 

to render it visible. Film-Screen Radiography has been used successfully as a 

diagnostic medical tool for more than 100 years. 

In addition, while x-rays provide significant medical benefits via radiographic 

imaging, it was later noted that they can cause biological damage. This notion led 

to the subject of Radiobiology, the study of the “effects of radiation on biological 

systems” (Travis, 1997). Furthermore, numerous studies cited in several recent 

reviews on radiation risks (Joint Commission, 2011; West et al., 2009; Hall & 

Brenner, 2008; Amis et al., 2007; Brenner, 2006) have placed the biological effects 

of radiation into two categories, namely stochastic effects and deterministic effects. 

Stochastic effects are those effects for which the probability of the effect 

occurring increases with increasing dose, and for which there is no threshold dose. 

Any dose, no matter how small, has the potential to cause harm. Examples of 

those effects include cancer, leukemia, and genetic effects (Peck & Samei, 2010; 

West et al., 2009; Bushong, 2012; Brenner, 2006; Travis, 1997). 

On the other hand, deterministic effects are effects for which the severity of the 

effect increases with increasing dose and for which there is a threshold dose. 

Examples of these effects include skin erythema (a sunburn-like reddening), 
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epilation (hair loss), and other effects affecting the eyes (such as the formation of 

cataracts), the gonads, and the blood system (bone marrow, circulating blood, 

lymph node, spleen, and thymus) (Peck & Samei, 2010; Forshier, 2009; Bushong, 

2008; Travis, 1997). 

To address these effects when imaging patients, the International Commission 

on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has developed a comprehensive system of 

radiation protection; the goals of which are to minimize stochastic effects and to 

prevent deterministic effects. This system of radiation protection is based on the 

use of three principles of justification, optimization, and reference to dose levels 

and dose limits “to articulate a framework for best practice in radiation protection 

during medical radiation exposure” (Matthews & Brennan, 2008, p. 350). Dose 

limits deal with exposure levels that should be below the threshold dose for 

deterministic effects. According to Peck and Samei (2010) “using the threshold 

dose as a starting point, dose limits are determined using the Principles of 

Justification and Optimization: 

 Principles of Justification: Any decision that alters the radiation exposure to an 

individual or population should have an outcome that does more good than 

harm. This means then any radiation source should provide a benefit with its 

use, either to the individual, or to society at large, and the risk of any 

detrimental effects must be small relative to any benefit. 

 Principles of Optimization: The application of radiation in any situation should 

be developed to minimize the risk of exposure while maximizing the benefit. 

Overly conservation reduction of radiation exposure from medical procedures 

may limit the diagnostic quality of the procedure, resulting in a reduction in the 

patient‟s overall medical outcome. When the medical benefit is retained or 

maximized, the risk should be as low as possible. The principle of optimization 

is analogous to the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) concept” 

(p. 9). 
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In summary, while justification refers to the notion of a radiation exposure 

doing more good than harm, optimization is necessary to meet the requirement of 

diagnostic image quality at a radiation dose that is as low as reasonably 

achievable (Smans et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2005). 

Since its advocation in 1959 by the ICRP, the optimization principle has been 

applied to diagnostic radiology in its evolution to present day technology. This 

means the optimization has been applied to film-screen radiography, and now the 

transition to digital radiography leads to new opportunities for optimization research 

in diagnostic radiology (Smans et al., 2010; Matthews & Brennan, 2009; Mattsson, 

2005; ICRP, 2004). 

1.2.2. Practical Problems 

Film-screen radiography has been the workhorse of diagnostic radiology ever 

since the discovery of x-rays in 1895. The production of a film-based radiographic 

image is shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1. The fundamental steps in the production of a film-based radiographic 
image (From Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar 
Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by 
permission. www.cengage.com/permissions) 
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The x-ray tube produces x-rays that pass through the patient and fall upon the 

film to form a latent image. The latent image is then rendered visible using 

chemical processing, and is subsequently displayed on a light viewbox for viewing 

and interpretation by a human observer. The film image appears with varying 

degrees of blackening as a result of the varying amounts of radiation transmitted 

by different parts of the patient‟s anatomy. A high exposure (more radiation) 

produces more blackening (overexposed image) while a low exposure (less 

radiation) produces less blackening (underexposed image). The visual image 

quality feedback of high and low exposures is clearly illustrated in Figure 1-2. 

 

Figure 1-2. The visual image quality feedback in film-based radiography as a 
result of low and high radiation exposures (From Seeram, E. Digital 
Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part of Cengage 
Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 

The film blackening is referred to as the film density and the difference in 

densities on the image is referred to as film contrast or image contrast. The film, 
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therefore, converts the radiation transmitted through the various types of tissues in 

the patient (tissue contrast) into film contrast or image contrast. 

An image displayed on the viewbox transmits light into the eyes of the 

observer who interprets the image for acceptable quality in order to make a 

diagnosis. The transmitted light can be measured by a densitometer and is 

referred to as the optical density (OD) defined as the log of the ratio of the intensity 

of the light falling upon the film from the viewbox (original intensity = Io) to the 

intensity of the transmitted light (It) through the film. As noted by Bushong (2012), 

this can be expressed algebraically as: 

OD = log Io/It 1.1 

The OD is used to describe the degree of film blackening as a result of 

radiation exposure, and it can be measured by a densitometer. 

The film contrast can be described by what is popularly referred to as the film 

characteristic curve or the Hurter-Driffield (H and D) curve (Bushong, 2012). The 

curve is a plot of the OD as a function of the logarithm of the relative radiation 

exposure used in the imaging process. The purpose of the curve is to indicate the 

degree of contrast or different densities that a film can display using a range of 

exposures. An idealized characteristic curve for film-based radiography is shown in 

Figure 1-3. 
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Figure 1-3. The idealized characteristic curve for film-based radiography (From 
Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part 
of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 

As can be seen, it has three main segments: the toe, the slope (straight-line 

portion), and the shoulder. While the toe and the shoulder regions indicate 

underexposure and overexposure respectively, the slope represents the useful 

portion of the curve, and reflects acceptable exposure, or the range of useful 

densities. This simply means that if an exposure falls at the toe region 

(OD = 0.12 – 0.20), the image will be light and generally useless. If the exposure 

falls in the shoulder region of the curve (OD = about 3.2), the image will be black 

and serve no useful purpose in providing a diagnosis. If the exposure falls within 

the slope of the curve (OD = 0.3 – 2.2), the image contrast (density) will be 

acceptable, and this region of the curve contains the useful range of exposures. 

The base plus fog density region which ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 OD represents the 

film density when no exposure is used (Figure 1-3). 

There are four other factors that can be described using the characteristic 

curve: the film speed, average gradient, film gamma, and film latitude. Only film 

speed and film latitude will be reviewed here. The interested reader should refer to 
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any standard radiography physics text such as Bushong (2008), for example, for a 

further description of the other terms. 

The film speed refers to the sensitivity of the film to radiation. It is inversely 

proportional to the exposure (E) and can be expressed algebraically as: 

Film Speed = I/E 1.2 

This means that films with high speeds (fast films) require less exposure than 

films with low speeds (slow films). On the other hand, the film latitude describes 

the range of exposures that would produce useful densities (contrast). While wide 

exposure latitude films can respond to a wide range of exposures, films with 

narrow exposure latitude can respond only to a small range of exposures. In the 

latter situation, the imaging technologist has to be very precise in the selection of 

the exposure technique factors for the anatomical part under investigation 

(Seeram, 2011; Bushong, 2012). It is important to note that exposure technique 

factors refer to the milliamperage-seconds (mAs) and the kilovoltage (kV) applied 

to the x-ray tube for the production of x-rays for imaging the body part. While the 

mAs determines the quantity of x-ray photons produced by the x-ray tube and 

affects the film blackening (density), the kV determines the quality or penetrating 

power of the photons and affects the film image contrast. These factors will be 

described in detail in the literature review. 

As noted earlier, film-based radiography has been used successfully for more 

than 100 years in diagnostic radiography; however, there are several problems 

imposed by film-based radiography. One of the major problems is poor image 

quality if the initial radiation exposure has not been accurately determined. For 

example, if the radiation exposure is too high, the film is overexposed and the 

processed image appears too dark, making it a useless image for making a 

diagnosis. Alternatively, if the radiation exposure is too low, the processed image 

appears too light and is not useful to the observer in terms of making a diagnosis 

as shown in Figure 1-3. In both of these situations the images lack the proper 
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image density and contrast, and they would have to be repeated to provide an 

acceptable image quality needed to make a diagnosis. Furthermore, the patient 

would be subjected to increased radiation doses due to the repeated exposures. 

There are yet other problems associated with film-based radiography. For 

example: 

 As a radiation detector, film-based radiography cannot show differences in 

tissue contrast less than 10%. This means that film-based imaging is limited in 

its contrast resolution. For example, while the contrast resolution (mm at 0.5% 

difference) for film-based radiography is 10, it is 20 for nuclear medicine, 10 for 

ultrasound, 4 for computed tomography, and 1 for magnetic resonance 

imaging (Bushong, 2012). The spatial resolution (line pairs/mm) for film-based 

radiography, however, is the highest of all the other imaging modalities and 

can range from 5–15 line pairs/mm (Bushong, 2012). This is the main reason 

why film-based radiography has been so popular through the years. 

 As a display medium, the optical range and contrast for film are fixed and 

limited. Film can only display once the optical range and contrast determined 

by the exposure technique factors that produced the image. In order to change 

the image display (optical range and contrast), another set of exposure 

technique factors would have to be used, thus increasing the dose to the 

patient from repeated exposures. 

 As an archive medium film is usually stored in envelopes and stored in a large 

room in the hospital. This approach to film storage requires manual handling 

for archiving and retrieval by individuals (Seeram, 2011). 

 Processing films using a chemical processor poses health problems as a result 

of fumes released by developer and fixer chemical solutions (Bushong, 2012). 
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These problems, however, can be overcome by a digital radiography imaging 

system, the major components of which are illustrated in Figure 1-4. 

 

Figure 1-4. The major technical components of a digital radiography imaging 
system (From Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar 
Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by 
permission. www.cengage.com/permissions) 

Essentially, the system consists of data acquisition, image processing and 

storage by a computer, and image display. With film-based radiography, the image 

acquisition, image display (presentation), and image archiving are bundled on a 

single sheet of film. With a digital imaging system, these functions have been 

uncoupled. There are other significant features as well with a digital radiography 

system. One notable characteristic is that as image “blackening at higher doses 

does not exist with digital systems, there is the hazard of dose creep, meaning an 

unnoticed increase in exposure over time …” (Uffmann & Schaefer-Prokop, 2009, 

p 202 ). 

There are several types of digital radiography imaging systems currently used 

in clinical practice, including computed radiography (CR), flat-panel digital 
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radiography, digital fluoroscopy, and digital mammography. Of these, the dose 

requirements of CR are highest for a given image quality (Veldkamp et al., 2009). 

The subject of this thesis deals with computed radiography and, therefore, only an 

overview of how the system works will be presented here. A detailed description of 

the physics and technology of CR will be outlined in Chapter 2. Digital radiography 

systems are rapidly replacing film-based radiography systems in all parts of the 

world (Busch & Faulkner, 2005; Schaefer-Prokop et al., 2009). 

CR was the first digital radiography imaging system to be introduced into 

medicine about 30 years ago. CR uses a storage phosphor imaging plate coated 

with a layer of photostimulable phosphor, usually barium fluorobromide or barium 

fluoroiodide. When x-rays fall upon the plate, a latent image is created. To render 

the latent image visible, the plate must be scanned by a thinly focused laser beam, 

which results in light being emitted from the imaging plate. The light is captured 

and converted into an electrical signal which is subsequently digitized. The digital 

data is fed into a computer that creates an image which is then displayed on a 

monitor for viewing and interpretation by a human observer. 

The characteristic curve shown in Figure 1-3 describes the response of film to 

radiation exposure. It is clearly apparent that when the exposure is low, the film is 

underexposed and the image density is light and not acceptable. When the 

exposure is high, the film is overexposed and the image density is dark and not 

acceptable. This film density is thus used as an exposure indicator. Such film 

density provides a direct feedback to the technologist regarding the radiation dose 

used to produce the radiographic image. In the case of underexposure and 

overexposure repeat exposures are required to achieve proper film density using 

exposures that fall within the slope of the characteristic curve. This slope defines 

the useful range of exposures referred to as the film latitude (as described earlier) 

or dynamic range of the film image detector. Underexposure of the film results in 

noisy images (few x-ray photons at the detector) and overexposure will result in 

high doses to the patient that may be harmful in terms of biological effects. 
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The above problems are solved by the CR imaging system. The CR digital 

detector has a wider exposure latitude than film as shown in Figure 1-5. 

 

Figure 1-5. The wider exposure latitude of a CR digital detector compared to 
film-based radiography detector, has the advantage of producing 
images that appear visually the same regardless of the magnitude of 
the radiation exposure (Reproduced by permission of Dr Perry 
Sprawls, 2010) 
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The consequence of this wide dynamic range on image quality is also clearly 

shown in Figure 1-5, which illustrates one of the significant advantages of CR 

imaging. Even if the exposure is too low or too high, the image quality is still 

acceptable due to the ability of the CR system to perform digital image processing 

to adjust the image quality to match the image quality that could be produced by 

the optimum exposure. Figure 1-5 shows that a low exposure (underexposure) will 

produce high noise (that can be seen by a human observer), while a high exposure 

(overexposure) will produce very good images compared to the optimum image 

produced by the optimum exposure  (appropriate exposure). As noted by Seibert 

and Morin (2011) “an overexposed image has low noise and appears to very 

acceptable, but without some indication of incident exposure level to the detector, 

this overexposure can go unrecognized with the corresponding needless extra 

radiation dose to the patient. In fact, overexposures 5–10 times a normal exposure 

will have the appearance of a properly exposed image, because of compensation 

by the digital detector. Lack of a feedback indicator and a lack of an understanding 

of what the exposure indicator means can lead to needless patient dose, or „dose 

creep‟” (pp. 575–576). Figure 1-6 is yet another example of the visual effect on 

image quality of the narrow dynamic range of film compared to the wide dynamic 

range of a CR digital detector. In the latter, very low and very high doses result in 

acceptable image quality; however, it is important to note that low doses have the 

effect of creating increased quantum noise. The dynamic range of a digital detector 

is about 400-fold compared to film-based radiography detectors (Uffmann & 

Schaefer-Prokop, 2009). Such a wide dynamic range makes it a challenging and 

difficult task for the observer to recognize underexposed and overexposed images 

(Vano, 2005). 

Digital radiography imaging vendors provide exposure indicators for each of 

their systems to provide some indication of the exposure levels to the digital 

detector. Since there are several vendors (Fuji, Carestream, Agfa, Canon, Philips, 

and Siemens, for example), there are several proprietary methods to compute the 

exposure indicator, and this has led to different exposure indicator names. For 
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example, while Fuji refers to its indicator as an „S‟value, Carestream (formerly 

Kodak) uses the term exposure index, and Agfa uses the term log of median of 

histogram. Vendors also provide exposure indicator ranges for various anatomical 

parts of the body as guidance recommendations for technologists to use when 

imaging patients. “The variability in the reported exposure index values has led to 

widespread confusion and frustration in the imaging community” (Seibert & Morin, 

2011, p 515-516) and this has provided the motivation for the development of a 

standardized exposure indicator by the International Electrochemical Commission 

(IEC) and the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group 

No 16 (Seeram, 2011). 

 

Figure 1-6. The effect of different levels of radiation doses on visual image 
quality (density) for film radiography (upper row of images) and digital 
radiography images (lower row of images) (From Veldkamp et al, 
2009. Reproduced by permission) 

The introduction and rapid development of digital radiography imaging systems 

include an understanding of a wide range of topics related to computer-based 

technologies. These include, for example, characteristics of digital images, 

computer components (input and output devices, central processing and arithmetic 

logic units, magnetic and optical data storage), digital detector construction and 
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function, digital image processing and analysis, and picture archiving and 

communication systems (PACS) and computer network topologies. Therefore, 

when transitioning from film-based radiography to digital radiography, appropriate 

training and education are essential needs (Joint Commission, 2011) for 

successful implementation of the new imaging tools. In this regard, the ICRP 

provided an outline for a “general education and training aspects in digital 

radiology” in publication 93: “Managing Patient Dose in Digital Radiography” 

(ICRP, 2004). The literature clearly lacks such materials (Morrison et al., 2011; 

Nyathi et al., 2010; Peer et al., 2005). The practical problems identified and 

reviewed above can be addressed for possible solutions using the principle of 

optimization where the radiation dose is kept as low as reasonably achievable 

without compromising the diagnostic quality of the image. In summary, these 

problems relate to: 

 exposure creep, meaning that technologists tend to use exposures greater 

than is normally required to produce diagnostic quality images. A significant 

problem imposed by exposure creep is unnecessarily high radiation doses to 

patients (Butler et al, 2010). 

 wide exposure latitude (dynamic range) of digital radiography leads to 

acceptable image quality for low (underexposed) and high (overexposed) 

radiation exposures, which can go unrecognized resulting in images with high 

noise level (low exposure) and increased radiation dose (high exposure) to the 

patient (Fauber et al., 2011). 

 lack of understanding of the dose feedback indicator, the exposure indicator, 

which can subsequently lead to “dose creep.” 

 use of the optimization principle to operate within the ALARA philosophy in an 

effort to address dose in digital radiography. 
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 lack of the appropriate education and training for uses during the transition 

from film-based radiography to digital radiography. 

1.2.3. Need for the Study 

These problems have provided the digital radiography community with new 

opportunities for research. A significant and important challenge in providing 

practical solutions in this regard is to optimize radiation protection of patients. Such 

studies fall into the category of optimization research, meaning “keep the radiation 

dose to a minimum while obtaining the highest image quality for accurate medical 

diagnosis” (Chhem, 2010, p. 1). 

Recently, several articles have appeared in the literature to support the need 

for optimization in radiation protection of the patient (Holmberg et al., 2010; 

Holmberg, Malone et al., 2010; Meghzifene et al., 2010; Schaefer-Prokop & 

Uffmann, 2009; Rehani, 2008). As a result of the ICRP publication 93: “Managing 

Patient Dose in Digital Radiology” in 2004, few studies and reviews on dose 

optimization in digital radiography appeared in the literature (Schaefer-Prokop & 

Neitzel, 2006; Hansson et al., 2005; Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005; Busch & Faulkner, 

2005). 

The ICRP revised its 1991 recommendations in 2007, and maintained that the 

principle of optimization is fundamental to managing patient dose in diagnostic 

radiology (Streffer, 2007). Subsequently and within the last three years, this was 

followed by several research studies on dose optimization, especially in digital 

chest radiography (Alzimami et al., 2009; Veldkamp et al., 2009; Egbe et al., 2010) 

and in skull, abdomen, and hand digital radiography (Butler et al., 2010), as well as 

one study which examined optimization in lumbar spine radiography using a flat-

panel digital detector (Geijer et al., 2009). 

One of the more common recommendations from the above studies, for 

example, is the need for continued exploration of dose-image quality optimization 
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in digital radiography, especially to provide practical solutions to the problem of 

exposure creep and the wide dynamic range of the digital imaging system; the 

latter implying that there is the potential for dose reduction (Egbe et al, 2010; 

Davidson & Sim, 2008). 

In a recent review article on optimization of x-ray examinations, Matthews and 

Brennan (2009) emphasize the following: 

 “It has therefore been proposed that to optimize the operation of digital 

systems, it is essential to evaluate image quality against the dose per image in 

a structured approach, accounting for the various system influences on 

potential dose reduction” (p. 265). 

 “The continuous and iterative nature of optimization advocated by the ICRP is 

reinforced by the findings of most published optimization studies, and clearly, 

ongoing research, as well as evaluative audit, continues to be necessary” 

(p. 266). 

 “The establishment of an accessible, comprehensible and current evidence 

base for radiographers to consult when deciding the techniques they apply is 

clearly a necessary and compelling area of research” (p. 267). 

 “Ongoing research contributing to the iterative process of optimization is 

therefore essential. Such research should aim to continue to identify options 

for better implementing the ALARA principle” (p. 267). 

The iterative nature and process mentioned in the above quotes refer to those 

of the ICRP 2007 recommendations, and summarized succinctly as follows: 

1. evaluation of a need for action 

2. selection of appropriate references 

3. identification of options for implementing the ALARA principle 

4. selection of the most appropriate option for implementing the ALARA principle 
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5. implementation of this option 

6. regular evaluative review 

7. how to avoid emergencies and unnecessary exposures (Matthews & Brennan, 

2009). 

Furthermore, the literature reveals that with respect to the seven items listed 

above, numbers 3, 4, and 5 are commonplace for research conducted by 

physicists and technologists. Results of these studies demonstrate various ways to 

reduce dose to the patient without compromising image quality (Matthews & 

Brennan, 2009). 

The ICRP (2007) recommendations also advocate at least two levels of 

optimization. While one level deals with optimization associated with the design 

and construction of x-ray imaging instrumentation, the other level outlines 

optimization during daily operation. This thesis will focus on the latter. Optimization 

during daily operation simply implies the effective use of various technical methods 

for image quality and dose optimization. A recent article by Willis (2009) 

categorizes these methods as: 

1. Technological methods of dose reduction 

2. Operational methods for improving image quality 

3. Operational methods for controlling patient radiation dose 

4. Changes in imaging practice to optimize image quality and dose. 

From the above list, numbers 2 and 3 will be central to the research of this 

thesis. Two important factors that play a major role in dose and image quality 

optimization related to the goal of this thesis, in particular, are the exposure 

technique factors (kVp and mAs) which provide the user with a visual display of the 

exposure indicator on the image for each examination. This is the only feedback 

available to the operator/user regarding the dose and image quality for every 

computed radiographic examination. This exposure indicator “is the key to 

controlling exposure levels in CR … radiography” (Willis, 2009, p. 267). 
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An important point to note is that the exposure indicator was only recently 

standardized (IEC, 2008); however, current digital radiography systems still use 

different dose quantities. Despite this notion, the exposure indicator can be “used 

as a surrogate for dose management” (Uffmann & Schaefer-Prokop, 2009) and, 

furthermore, it can also be considered as “the first step in dose optimization in CR 

examinations” (Davidson & Sim, 2008, p. 112). 

The need for further research on the use of the exposure indicator as a dose 

optimization strategy has been identified and recommended recently (Seibert & 

Morin, 2011; Butler et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2009; Tsalafoutas 

et al., 2008; Schaefer-Prokop, 2008; Lanca & Silva, 2008; Vano et al., 2008; 

Compagnone et al, 2008; Stewart et al., 2007; Rehani, 2007) and even dates back 

to 2004–2005 (Brindhaban & Al Khalifah, 2005; Mattsson, 2005: Willis, 2004; 

IRCP, 2004). 

As noted earlier in this chapter, there are several factors that affect the 

exposure indicator value such as collimation, source-to-image receptor distance 

(SID), patient size, x-ray beam centering to the CR detector, as well as exposure 

technique factors (kVP and mAs) (Davidson & Sim, 2008; Willis, 2002). Of these 

factors which are used routinely on a daily basis, the exposure technique factors 

are central to the success of the examination. 

The literature is replete with studies investigating the use of the kVp as an 

optimization strategy, however, with conflicting results (Fauber et al., 2011; Moore 

et al., 2009; Matthews & Brennan, 2009). Additionally, most of the studies 

examined chest radiography of adults and neonates (Matthews & Brennan, 2009). 

Furthermore, while several studies used automatic exposure control (AEC) only a 

few studies made use of manual techniques (Moore et al., 2009; Matthews & 

Brennan, 2009; Peters & Brennan, 2002). Willis (2009), however, points out that in 

operational methods for controlling patient radiation dose that “AEC is not practical 

for the majority of pediatric exams. Where it can be used, it is important to calibrate 
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the AEC properly to account for the difference in energy dependence of the CR … 

receptor from film-screen”  (Willis, 2009, p. 272). Willis (2009) and Jacob et al. 

(2009) also suggest the use of manual techniques. 

With respect to optimizing mAs, the literature is sparse, that is, little empirical 

research exists and, therefore, there is a need for further exploring the mAs as an 

option when implementing the ALARA philosophy (Matthews & Brennan, 2009). 

Another important observation in the previously cited literature is that 

optimization studies have been performed mainly on the Agfa, Carestream 

(formerly Kodak), Philips, and Siemens digital radiography imaging systems. One 

system that is widely available as well is the Fuji computed radiography imaging 

system and the literature is limited with optimization studies on this system. 

Therefore it is important to research the Fuji CR systems since they differ in the 

manner in which their exposure indicators are characterized (Seibert & Morin, 

2011; Butler et al., 2010). 

In addition to the needs issues described above, another significant and 

important challenge that is vital to the implementation of the ALARA philosophy 

when transitioning from film-based radiography to digital radiography is that of 

education and training on the equipment. As early as 2003, the need for formal 

relevant education and training was identified and an outline of topics was 

proposed by the European DIAMOND Consortium (Peer et al., 2003). The outline 

lists topics related to digital imaging x-ray systems; digital image acquisition, post 

processing, transfer and analysis; quality control for digital imaging components; 

aspects of digital visualization and reporting; workstations; image presentation, 

transfer, and archiving; and patient dose management (ICRP, 2004). 

It is clearly apparent from these topics that a new paradigm for understanding 

digital radiographic imaging technologies was needed. The transition from film-

based to digital radiography and the resulting lack of education/training created a 

“state of confusion” for technologists and radiologists alike (Don, 2011). 
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Subsequently, the lack of understanding the essential physics and technology of 

digital radiography prompted various recommendations on the need for relevant 

education and training in this technology (Seibert & Morin, 2011; Nyathi et al., 

2010; Holmberg et al., 2010; Heron et al., 2010; Willis, 2009; Davidson & Sim, 

2008; Vano & Soto, 2007; AAPM, 2006; Vano, 2005; Willis & Slovis, 2005; Peer et 

al., 2005). 

A recent research of the literature for studies exploring the nature and scope of 

digital radiography education for technologists revealed only two recent studies 

and one in 2005 (Morrison et al., 2011; Nyathi et al., 2010; Peer et al., 2005). The 

two most recent studies recommend the following: 

 “There is a clear and widespread need for comprehensive education in digital 

image technology at a practical level for radiologic technologists” (Morrison et 

al., 2011, p. 602). 

 Findings from this study suggest that “there is a need for formal education, 

continuing education, and manufacturer training” (Nyathi et al. 2010, p.1). 

In summary, the current literature on digital radiography (including CR imaging) 

illustrates that there is a clear need for: 

1. continued exploration of the dose-image quality optimization process to provide 

practical solution to the problem of exposure creep and the challenge imposed 

by the wide dynamic range of the digital imaging system; the latter implying that 

there is the potential for dose reduction. 

2. further research on the use of the exposure indicator as a dose optimization 

strategy since manufacturers of digital imaging systems recommend wide 

exposure indicator ranges to be used in practice for various examinations. 
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3. exploring the mAs component of the exposure technique factors as an option 

when implementing the ALARA philosophy, as well as its influence on the 

exposure indicator. 

4. dose-image quality research on the Fuji computer radiography imaging system. 

5. exploring the education and training issues relating to transitioning from film-

based to digital radiography when implementing the ALARA philosophy. 

1.3. Purpose of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to investigate the optimization of the mAs 

and associated exposure indicator of a Fuji computed radiography (CR) imaging 

system as a radiation dose management strategy in the implementation of the 

ALARA principle. This means that the lowest possible radiation dose will be used 

in an anthropomorphic phantom model to produce images of the lumbar spine and 

pelvis without compromising diagnostic image quality. Furthermore, the study 

seeks to evaluate the degree of knowledge, confidence, and attitudes of radiologic 

technologists (radiographers) in using CR imaging systems in clinical practice. 

1.4. Significance of the Study 

This study makes a significant and original contribution to the scholarly 

literature and provides potential solutions that will be useful to CR imaging in 

clinical practice, particularly in the areas of dose-image quality optimization and 

education/training issues in CR. First, a significant contribution relates to the use of 

the mAs and the exposure indicator as a means of addressing the problem of 

exposure creep, as a radiation dose management strategy, as a practical and 

important option in the implementation of the ALARA philosophy. Secondly, as an 

original contribution, this study is the first of its kind to investigate the optimization 

of the mAs and the exposure indicator of the Fuji CR imaging system at two levels. 
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The first phase of this dissertation is a non-interventional quantitative study to: 

1. correlate the mAs and the exposure indicator with the entrance skin dose 

(ESD) using a range of mAs values while holding the kVp constant. 

2. determine an optimum mAs and exposure indicators for the AP pelvis and AP 

lumbar spine and compare these with the Fuji CR manufacturer‟s 

recommended exposure indicator values for the two different body parts. 

Optimized mAs and associated exposure indicators would result in a decrease 

in the ESD without compromising diagnostic image quality. 

3. optimize the dose and image quality using a Fuji CR imaging system in a visual 

grading analysis assessment of anatomical structures rather than pathological 

lesions, using technologists and not radiologists. While the viewing task of a 

technologist is anatomical structure identification, the viewing task of a 

radiologist is lesion detection. 

The second phase of this dissertation is a non-interventional quantitative 

survey, the first of its kind exploring technologists‟ knowledge of CR physics and 

technology components, confidence and attitudes in the use of the Fuji CR imaging 

system in an adult clinical practice environment. 

Finally, this study is worthy of research due to the recent increasing concerns 

regarding the stochastic effects of exposure to low-dose ionizing radiation from 

medical imaging (FDA, 2010; Holmberg et al., 2010; Mezhzifene et al., 2010, Peck 

& Samei, 2010; West et al., 2009; Reza et al., 2009; Fazel et al., 2009; Hall & 

Brenner, 2008). Stochastic effects fall within the linear, no threshold dose-

response model of bioeffects, meaning that any dose, no matter how small, has 

the potential to cause harm. The chance of the effect occurring increases linearly 

as the dose increases. Such effects include cancer and leukemia, for example. 

The above is a serious and important issue in CR imaging, where exposure 

creep and a lack of understanding of dose elements are linked to unnecessary 
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radiation to patients (Joint Commission, 2011). Furthermore, the dose-image 

quality optimization strategy and survey results provided in this study offer a small 

but significant step in the quest to reduce radiation dose to patients without 

compromising diagnostic image quality, thus minimizing the probability of 

stochastic effects of radiation exposure. 

1.5. Overview of Methodology 

The research design used in this study is based on the guiding principles of the 

quantitative approach to conducting research. The study has two major research 

phases. First, the study seeks to explore the degree of association or the 

relationship between the exposure technique component of mAs and the entrance 

skin dose (ESD); and between the ESD and the exposure indicator. Furthermore, 

an optimized mAs will be established and used in a dose-image quality 

optimization study of the Fuji CR imaging system in an anthropomorphic phantom 

model of the pelvis and lumbar spine. Secondly, the study seeks to describe trends 

in knowledge components of CR physics and technology and confidence and 

attitudes in using CR technology in an adult patient clinical environment rather than 

in pediatric clinical practice. 

Since the two approaches mentioned above are non-interventional (no control 

or manipulation of variables, as in an experiment) and since the overall goal of the 

study is to explain the association or relationship among variables, an explanatory 

correlational research design is a central feature of the first phase of this 

dissertation (Cresswell, 2008). Furthermore, correlational researchers “refrain from 

using the terms independent and dependent variables and instead refer to the 

correlation of two variables, a meaning consistent with something less than the 

independent variable influencing the dependent variable” (Cresswell, 2008, 

pp. 358–359). 
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The second phase of this study will employ another quantitative research 

approach to examine trends in a population (Cresswell, 2008) of radiologic 

technologists. Since this data will be collected only at one point in time, a cross-

sectional survey research method will be used (Gray & Guppy, 2009; Cresswell, 

2008). 

It is important to note that since this research will not be comparing groups, 

research objectives (rather than research hypotheses) will be used (Cresswell, 

2008). Research objectives are “statements of intent used in quantitative research 

that specify goals that the investigator plans to achieve in the study” (Cresswell, 

2008, p. 122). 

1.6. Research Objectives 

Keeping in mind, the practical problems described previously and the needs 

that are clearly apparent in the current literature, the objectives of this dissertation 

are: 

1. To correlate the mAs and associated exposure indicator with the entrance skin 

dose (ESD) using a range of mAs settings while holding the kVp constant. 

2. To determine an optimum mAs and corresponding exposure indicator for the 

AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine of an anthropomorphic phantom, and compare 

these with the Fuji CR manufacturer's recommended values. 

3. To determine a dose-image quality optimization strategy using the mAs and 

corresponding exposure indicator as an option for better implementation of the 

ALARA philosophy on the Fuji CR imaging system. 

4. To evaluate the degree of the knowledge of CR physics and technology, and 

explore the level of confidence and attitudes of radiologic technologists in using 

CR systems for imaging adult patients in clinical practice. 
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1.7. Assumptions 

In objective 3 of this thesis, a dose-image quality optimization strategy will be 

determined, using the established visual grading analysis (VGA) of anatomical 

structures. Therefore, an important assumption in this study is one made in the 

literature. Tingberg et al. (2005), for example, stated that “the use of the VGA is 

motivated by the assumption that the level of visibility of anatomical and 

pathological structures are connected, so that if the visibility of the normal anatomy 

is increased, for example, by the use of a different diagnostic technique, then the 

visibility of pathological structures is also increased” (p. 54). This reasonable 

assumption has also been noted more recently by Niemann et al. (2009). For the 

survey phase of this study, it is assumed that the results represent accurately the 

knowledge of CR physics and technology education, and that participants are 

honest and provide accurate feedback. The last assumption in this respect is that 

participants reflect sufficiently the population of technologists in BC. 

1.8. Definition of Key Terms 

The key terms central to this study and used throughout the dissertation are 

defined as follows: 

 Attitudes: affect or feelings toward using the CR imaging system in clinical 

practice, recorded through the use of a Likert scale with an inventory of 

statements to which responses ranging from “strongly agree”; “agree”; 

“disagree”; “strongly disagree”; and “no idea” are recorded about the 

statements. 

 Clinical practice: performing radiography examinations on patients in a hospital 

radiology department in British Columbia, Canada. 

 Computed Radiography (CR): this is a digital x-ray imaging system that uses a 

flexible imaging plate (IP) composed of photostimulable storage phosphor 
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(PSP) that is known as the digital detector and an image processor (also 

known as the CR “reader”) which uses a laser beam to render the latent image 

captured by the detector into a visible digital image (Lanca & Silva, 2009; 

Shepard et al., 2009; Schaefer-Prokop et al., 2009). 

 Digital Radiography: “radiographic imaging technology producing digital 

projection images such as those using photostimulable storage phosphors 

(computed radiography, or CR), amorphous selenium, amorphous silicon, 

CCD, or MOSFET technology” (AAPM, 2009, p. 5). 

 Dose: “a general term referring to radiation dose (i.e., either radiation dose to a 

patient or to an imaging device)” (ICRP, 2004, p. 8). 
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 Entrance Surface Dose (ESD): “… generally refers to absorbed dose in air or 

some other medium at a point when the x-ray beam axis enters the patient or 

detector” (ICRP, 2004, p. 65). The ESD is “the quantity that is generally of 

greatest interest in routine measurements of the patient dose in diagnostic 

radiology … It is expressed as a dose to air, …” (Hambali et al., 2009). 

 Exposure creep or Dose creep: the use of a higher than normal necessary 

radiation dose to a patient due to operator (technologist) overcompensation in 

avoiding the noise produced by underexposure (Seeram, 2011). 

 Exposure Indicator or Exposure Index (EI): is a numerical parameter that 

appears on the image and provides the technologist with visual feedback 

regarding radiation dose to the digital detector; thus can be regarded as a 

quality control tool to facilitate optimization of radiation protection (Seeram, 

2011). 

 Exposure technique factors: “are factors that influence and determine the 

quantity and quality of x-radiation to which the patient is exposed…” (Bushong, 

2009, p. 245). “The prime exposure factors are kVp, mA, exposure time(s), and 

source-to-image receptor distance (SID)” (Bushong, 2009, p. 245). These are 

factors used to produce images of the patient. While the kVp is the kilovoltage 

and controls the x-ray beam quality (penetrating power of the beam), the mAs 

(mA x s) determines the quantity of x-rays produced (Bushong, 2009). 

 Image processing: manipulation of the displayed image using a variety of 

digital techniques to improve the image quality for the purpose of enhancing 

diagnostic interpretation (Seeram, 2011). 

 Image quality (radiographic image quality): “refers to the fidelity with which the 

anatomical structure that is being examined is imaged on the radiograph” 

(Bushong, 2009, p. 273). An image that faithfully reproduces the anatomical 

structures is referred to as a high quality image (Bushong, 2009). 
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 Observer: a radiologic technologist who has several years of working in a 

clinical practice environment, and/or teaching radiography that involves image 

critique for diagnostic acceptability. 

 Optimization: “is frequently used in diagnostic radiologic imaging to describe 

the process of obtaining the highest quality diagnostic images at the lowest 

practical ionizing radiation dose to the patient. An acronym that embodies this 

philosophy is „ALARA,‟ i.e., As Low As Reasonably Achievable” (Willis, 2009, 

p. 266). 

 Phantom (referring to an Anthropomorphic Phantom): “real bone x-ray 

anatomical phantoms are comprised of human skeletal parts embedded in 

anatomically accurate, tissue equivalent material. … the materials have the 

same absorption and secondary radiation-emitting characteristics as living 

tissues” (Cardinal Health, 2003). 

 S Number: this is the exposure indicator of the Fuji CR imaging system, 

referred to as the „sensitivity‟ number. It is an indicator of the photostimulable 

luminescence (PSL) given off by the IP when it is scanned by the laser beam 

in the CR „reader‟. (Seeram, 2011) 

 Visual Grading Analysis (VGA): in a VGA “the quality of an image or a 

particular part of the image is compared with a reference image and a grading 

is given depending on whether the quality of the image is better or worse than 

the reference image” (Tingberg et al., 2005, p. 53). 
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1.9. Organization of the Study 

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. The first chapter introduces the 

nature and scope of the study by identifying practical problems, needs for the study 

and the research objectives, and concludes with a definition of key terms used in 

the dissertation. Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature that describes both 

theoretical and important empirical foundations for this study. Chapter 3 details the 

methodological approaches to conducting quantitative correlation and survey 

research methods to address the central objectives of this research. Samples, data 

collection, and data analysis are described. Chapter 4 presents the results of the 

dose-image quality optimization component of the study using the correlational 

research design to examine the degree of association between two or more 

variables. In Chapter 5, the results of the survey component of this dissertation 

which seeks to capture knowledge components of CR physics and technology, as 

well as confidence and attitudes of technologists using CR imaging in an adult 

patient clinical practice environment. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the interpretation 

and recommendations by providing a summary and discussion of the results, 

implications for further research, as well as implications for practice. Furthermore, 

recommendations, limitations, summary, and conclusions are outlined in 

Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

―Originality rarely means starting from scratch, but looking to expand that 
which is already known.‖ 

(Ruth-Sahd & King, 2006, p. 119) 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter outlines the literature that provides not only the conceptual 

framework that supports the basis for this study but also provides a synthesis and 

analysis of previous research relating to the purpose of this dissertation. As noted 

by Calabrese (2006) ―a conceptual framework has its genesis in the ideas, 

constructs, experiences, and facts surrounding the study … providing an 

explanation of the relationship among factors, constructs, or key variables in the 

inquiry‖ (p. 24). In this regard, the conceptual framework in this research is 

centered around the physical foundations of Film-Screen (FS) radiography and the 

transition to digital radiography, including the problems arising from both 

technologies. Furthermore, major efforts to solve these problems specifically relate 

to radiation dose and image quality optimization, as well as to education/training 

issues in digital radiography. The latter refers to the use of the Computed 

Radiography (CR) system in practice in terms of knowledge, confidence, and 

attitudes. 

The topics covered in this literature review will be restricted to the following: 

 Search Strategy 

 Discovery of X-Rays and its Application in Medicine 

 The Essential Physical Principles of FS Radiography 

 Bioeffects of Radiation and the Need for Radiation Protection 

 Radiation Protection Framework 

 CR Physics and Technology 

 The CR Imaging System under Investigation 
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 Radiation Dose Management Strategies 

 Optimization Research: Exposure Technique Approaches in CR Imaging 

 Methods of Image Quality Assessment 

 Visual Grading of Normal Anatomy 

 Education/Training Issues: Use of the CR Imaging System in Practice – 

Knowledge, Confidence, and Attitudes 

Finally, a summary of the literature review will be presented followed by, 

themes, patterns, and common findings and gaps identified in the recent literature 

will be outlined. 

2.2. Search Strategy 

The search strategy used in this review of the literature consists of a 

systematic search of several databases for the health sciences, including 

Biomedical Central, Biomedical Reference Collection, the Cumulative Index to 

Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) with full text, MEDLINE and 

PubMed (the National Library of Medicine‘s free search service). Additionally, the 

following key terms were used in the initial scan of the databases: 

 Computed radiography physics 

 CR image quality 

 Exposure Indicator in CR 

 CR radiation dose 

 CR exposure creep 

 Dose optimization 

 Dose-image quality optimization in CR 

 Radiation dosimetry 

 Image quality assessment in digital radiography 

 Visual grading of anatomical structures 

 Education/Training in digital radiography 

 Education/Training issues in CR 
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An initial scan of PubMed (with citations from MEDLINE and additional life 

sciences journals) revealed several articles on CR physics and technology and a 

few papers on image quality and radiation dose, dose optimization, dosimetry, 

biological effects of radiation exposure, and image quality assessment. These 

articles are from major journals: Radiology, Physics in Medicine and Biology, 

Medical Physics, Journal of Digital Imaging, and Radiation Protection. 

Furthermore, a few review articles and reports were found from the American 

Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) and the International Commission on 

Radiological Protection (ICRP). 

The focus of the literature search was subsequently centered mainly on 

several scholarly (peer-reviewed) journals such as Radiation Protection Dosimetry, 

Radiology, American Journal of Roentgenology, British Journal of Radiology, 

European Journal of Radiology, Radiography, Journal of Medical Imaging and 

Radiation Sciences, Radiologic Technology, and Medical Physics. The results of 

this phase of the search revealed that the literature is replete with articles relevant 

to the nature of the topic of this dissertation. 

The final phase of the search strategy focussed on articles for inclusion in this 

literature review. It was decided to include mostly articles that date back to 2005. A 

few seminal papers were older and included in the citations used here. A 

structured review (Bolderson, 2008) of selected papers based on dosimetry, 

dose-image quality optimization methods, image quality assessment tools, and 

education and training in CR was conducted. This was based on the following 

format; author, purpose of the study/research question/objectives, methodology, 

and results. Key issues were identified and summarized to generate a statement of 

the conclusion(s) drawn. In this regard, it is important to note that a number of 

quotations have been used so as not to detract from the authors‘ original meaning. 
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2.3. Discovery of X-Rays – Applications in Medicine 

Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen was born in 1845 and in 1868, he obtained a 

mechanical engineering diploma, after which he later received a doctorate degree 

in physics from the University of Zurich. In 1895, while working with cathode rays 

(electrons), he discovered x-rays, and subsequently used these rays to produce an 

x-ray photograph of his wife‘s hand. This idea gave birth to a new tool for use in 

medicine, and for this work Roentgen received the first Nobel Prize in Physics in 

1901. 

It is interesting to note that ―the fact that the darkening of a photographic plate 

increases with the amount of radiation exposure made it possible to create images 

of some objects opaque to light‖ (Wolbarst, 2005, p. 22). This phenomenon led to 

the development of an imaging modality popularly referred to as Film-Based 

Radiography or Screen-Film Radiography, or simply X-ray Imaging. The use of the 

word ‗screen‘ implies that a film is sandwiched between two fluorescent screens 

that serve to convert x-rays to light which is then used to create the image on the 

film. This method of creating an image on a film using screens (as opposed to no 

screens) was recognized as a significant effort in reducing the radiation dose to the 

patient. 

The fluorescent screens contain phosphors with high atomic numbers such as 

calcium tungstate (CaWO4) used in the older screens. Later, rare earth phosphors 

such as gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2P2S) and lanthanum oxybromide (LaOBr) 

became commonplace in screen-film radiographic imaging. In order to optimize 

image formation on the film, the screen‘s light emission must match the light 

sensitivity of the film, a process referred to as spectral matching. 

The response of a film to radiation was reviewed briefly in Chapter 1 and 

illustrated in Figure 1-3. Such a response is referred to as the film characteristic 

curve described by Hurter and Driffield and popularly referred to as the H and D 

curve. The central tenet of this curve is that in order for a film-screen image to 

have acceptable optical density (OD) and make it acceptable for diagnostic 

interpretation, the radiation exposure must fall within the slope of the curve. This is 
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the exposure latitude of the film. If the exposure falls outside the latitude in the toe 

or shoulder regions of the curve, the image will be light and dark respectively. The 

exposure latitude or the dynamic range (as it is sometimes referred to) of film is 

narrow. The consequence of this narrow exposure latitude is that the operator has 

to use very precise exposure technique factors for the anatomy under study 

(Seeram, 2011). 

The narrow exposure latitude has been labelled a major problem with screen-

film radiography. This problem has now been solved with the introduction of digital 

detectors, such as the one used in CR, since the exposure latitude of a digital 

detector is much wider than film latitude. In general, the dynamic range of a digital 

detector is 1:10,000 compared to 1:30 for a screen-film detector. The consequence 

of this is clearly illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1. The dynamic range of a digital detector is wider than that of a FS 
detector (Lanca & Silva, 2009. Reproduced by permission of Elsevier 
Publishers) 
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It is clear from the images in Figure 2-1 that low and high exposures for the 

digital detector produce images that appear to have equal image density and 

contrast. This is not the case with the film, where an underexposed image is light 

and an overexposed image is black; both of which would not be diagnostic. 

While the film‘s narrow dynamic range requires a fixed radiation dose (due to 

the fixed film response to exposure) the wide dynamic range of the digital detector 

allows the operator to use a wide range of doses. Such a wide dynamic range can 

act as a ―two-edged sword,‖ meaning that there is a potential for dose reduction 

(use of low doses) as well as a risk of overexposure to patients (Neitzel, 2006). 

2.4. The Principles of FS Radiography: An Overview 

Screen-film radiography has been described in detail in several textbooks on 

Radiology Physics and Equipment (Johnson & Fauber, 2012; Bushong, 2012; 

Bushberg et al., 2012; Wolbarst, 2005; Hudd & Slove, 2003; Seeram, 2001; 

Sprawls, 1995; Seeram, 1985). The standard radiographic imaging process 

showing the major system components is illustrated in Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2. The major system components of a standard radiography imaging 
process clearly illustrating the x-ray tube and mA and kVp control 
circuits (From Wolbarst, A. Physics of Radiology. Medical Physics 
Publishing, 1993 and 2004, Reproduced by permission). 
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X-rays are produced by an x-ray tube that is under control of the x-ray 

generator. The tube consists of an anode containing a target and a cathode 

containing a filament. A high current is applied to the filament to heat it up to a high 

temperature which causes electrons to ―boil off‖ the filament, in a process referred 

to as thermionic emission. When an x-ray exposure is made, a high voltage is 

applied between the cathode and anode. This kilovoltage (kVp) causes the 

electrons to travel at high speeds to strike the target, thus resulting in the 

production of x-rays. 

The flow of electrons between cathode and anode is referred to as the tube 

current expressed in milliamperes (mA). The product of mA and the exposure time 

in seconds (s) is the mAs. When high speed electrons strike a target, the energy of 

the electrons is converted into about 1% x-rays and 99% heat (Wolbarst, 2005). An 

important point made by Wolbarst (2005) in this regard is that ―the beam produced 

by an x-ray tube and incident on a patient is smooth and nearly uniform, but only 

1% or so of the radiation entering any part of the body exits from the far side – and 

the beam that does emerge is spatially modulated‖ (p. 25). This ―1% or so‖ of the 

beam strikes the image detector to create a latent image on the film, which must be 

processed by a chemical processor, to render it visible. This point is extremely 

important to the nature of this dissertation, since one of the goals of this research is 

to relate the Exposure Indicator (EI) to the surface entrance x-ray beam which is 

100% at the surface of the patient. The EI refers to the dose at the detector, and 

not to the patient. 

As can be seen in Figure 2-2, the x-ray tube produces a uniform beam of x-

rays and is directed to pass through the patient to strike the film detector. The 

beam is first collimated (or shaped) to fall only on the anatomy of interest. As the 

beam passes through the patient, it is attenuated by the various tissues and organs 

in the body. The transmitted beam falls upon the film to create a latent image which 

is subsequently rendered visible by chemical processing. The processed image is 

displayed on a light viewbox for viewing and interpretation by an observer. 
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During the imaging of a patient, the technologist selects the mAs and the kV 

manually (automatic selection is also possible) for a particular examination. These 

factors are referred to as the exposure technique factors, and they must be 

carefully selected to ensure optimum image quality at the lowest patient dose 

possible. In this regard, a brief review of how kV and mAs affect radiation exposure 

is noteworthy. 

The intensity of an x-ray beam from an x-ray tube is measured in 

milliRoentgens (mR) or in milliGrays in air (mGya), and is referred to as the x-ray 

quantity, also commonly called the radiation exposure (Bushong, 2012). X-ray 

quantity refers to the number of x-ray photons in the x-ray beam and is affected by 

a number of factors such as mAs, kVp, filtration, and distance. However, only the 

mAs and kVp relationship to exposure will be outlined here. 

The quantity of x-rays or the radiation exposure is directly proportional to the 

mAs and can be expressed algebraically as: 

Exposure  α  mAs 2-1 

meaning that when the mAs is doubled, the exposure to the patient is doubled. On 

the other hand, the kVp affects the exposure in a different way, expressed 

algebraically as 

Exposure  α kVp2 2-2 

meaning that as the kVp is doubled, the exposure will be increased by a factor of 

four. 

It appears that technologists understand the mAs-dose relationship somewhat 

better than the kVp-dose relationship (Bushong, 2012). 

The quality of an image is determined by at least three principal factors, 

namely, contrast, resolution, and noise. Wolbarst (2005) defines each of these as 

follows: 
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 Radiographic contrast refers to the extent to which the various different tissue 

structures within the body will be distinguished from one another … and can be 

made to stand out in different shades of gray‖ (p. 31) 

 The resolution or sharpness of an image or an imaging system is a measure of 

its proficiency at revealing fine detail … sharpness sometimes refers 

specifically to the ability to represent sharp edges as such, like at bone 

surfaces‖  (pp. 32–33). 

On the other hand, Bushong (2009) defines noise as follows: 

 ―a grainy or uneven appearance of an image caused by an insufficient number 

of primary x-rays‖ (p. 642). 

Such grainy appearance is associated with quantum mottle ―that results from 

the use of a low number of x-rays to produce the image‖ (Bushong, 2009, p. 27). 

The control of these three image quality characteristics, contrast, resolution, 

and noise, is under the direct control of the technologist. While the control of 

resolution depends on the selection of geometric factors such as the size of the 

focal spot of the x- ray tube, the phosphor size in the image detector (intensifying 

screen in screen-film radiography), as well as the source-to-image receptor 

distance (SID), contrast and noise depend on the kVp and mAs used in the 

imaging process. These factors also influence the exposure to the patient as 

described earlier. 

2.5. Biological Effects of Radiation Exposure 

It is well known that while the use of ionizing radiation such as diagnostic 

x-rays results in benefits of restoring the health of a sick patient, it can also cause 

tissue damage, leading to what is popularly referred to as biological effects. 

The biological effects or risks of exposure to ionizing radiation are well known 

and described in the recent literature (Peck & Samei, 2010; West et al., 2009; 

Fazel et al.,2009; Verdun et al., 2008; Hall & Brenner, 2008; Amis et al., 2007; 
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Brenner, 2006). As reviewed by Peck and Samei (2010), there are two categories 

of biological effects, stochastic effects and deterministic effects. Stochastic effects 

are those effects for which the probability of the effect occurring depends on the 

amount of the radiation dose. As the dose increases, the probability of occurrence 

increases. There is no threshold dose for stochastic effects; any dose no matter 

how small has the potential to cause harm. Cancer, leukemia, and genetic effects 

are examples of stochastic effects (Peck & Samei, 2010; Hall & Brenner, 2008). 

Deterministic effects on the other hand are those effects for which the severity 

of the effect increases with increasing dose, and for which there is a threshold 

dose. Examples of deterministic effects include skin erythema (burns), epilation 

(hair loss), and cataracts. 

The growing concern about the increasing use of diagnostic medical imaging 

procedures and the subsequent increase in the collective dose to the population 

have resulted in a ‗multi-faceted challenge‘ to manage the use of radiation in 

medical imaging. Several radiological procedures have been identified as high 

dose procedures including the lumbar spine and the pelvis (Hricak et al., 2010; 

Peck & Samei, 2010; Geijer et al., 2009; Geijer & Persliden, 2005). For this 

reason, the doses to these two anatomical body parts are under investigation in 

this dissertation, simply because the gonads of both male and female patients are 

in close vicinity, or in the direct path of the primary x-ray beam respectively. 

2.6. Radiation Protection Framework 

The goal of radiation protection is, therefore, to minimize the probability of 

stochastic risks and to prevent the occurrence of deterministic effects. To achieve 

this goal, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP, 2007) 

has developed a framework that is guided by the same three principles described 

in its 1991 recommendations. These principles relate to justification, optimization, 

and dose limitation (ICRP, 2007). While justification refers to the fact that every 

exposure a patient receives must have a positive net benefit associated with it, 

optimization is intended to ensure that all exposures be kept as low as reasonably 
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achievable (ALARA) without compromising the diagnostic quality of the 

examination. According to Streffer (2007) dose limits will be the same as outlined 

in ICRP Publication 60. 

A major theme of this dissertation focuses on the optimization principle, which 

is central to current radiation protection standards. The ICRP (2007) in Publication 

73: Radiological Protection and Safety in Medicine notes that there are two levels 

of optimization, one that deals with the design and construction of equipment and 

the other that addresses optimization during daily operation. While the former 

looks at designing equipment to comply with radiation protection standards, the 

latter examines the procedural and operational practices during the conduct of an 

x-ray examination, that play an important role in reducing the dose to patients while 

maintaining image quality. This is the central tenet of the ALARA philosophy. 

Two of the ‗continuous iterations‘ of the principle of optimization of the 

ICRP as noted by Matthews and Brennan (2009): 

1. Identification of options for implementing ALARA principle 

2. Selection of the most appropriate option for implementation of the ALARA 

principle 

Three of the four objectives of this dissertation address directly relates to the 2 

iterations above. The specific option in this dissertation is the mAs component of 

exposure technique and its associated EI. The latter represents the most 

appropriate option for implementing ALARA for the CR imaging system under 

investigation in this dissertation. 

The physics and technology of CR imaging will be described in the next 

section of this chapter. 

2.7. CR: Physics and Technology 

A fundamental overview of CR was introduced in Chapter 1. In summary, CR 

is based on the use of photostimulable phosphors (PSPs) (such as those 
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belonging to the barium fluorohalide family) deposited onto a substrate to act as an 

image detector typically referred to as the imaging plate (IP). 

The x-ray absorption physics interactions are similar to that of a conventional 

intensifying screen, used in film-based radiography. An important significant 

difference, however, is that: 

―the useful optical signal is not derived from the light emitted in prompt 
response to the incident radiation, but rather from subsequent emissions, 
when the latent image, consisting of trapped charge, is optically stimulated 
and released from metastable traps. This triggers a process called 
photostimulable luminescence (PSL) resulting in the emission of short 
wavelength (blue) light in an amount proportional to the original x-ray 
irradiation‖ (Rowlands, 2002, p. R123). 

The physics of CR has been described in some detail by Rowlands (2002) 

after two earlier detailed reviews, one by Kato (1994) and the other by Seibert 

(1997). Rowlands (2002) identified the x-ray absorption mechanisms of PSPs and 

subsequent PSL emitted by the phosphor (as it is scanned systematically by a 

laser beam) as two important physics topics essential to understanding CR. 

Furthermore, Rowlands (2003) elaborates on the nature of PSPs and the 

mechanism of trapping electrons, photostimulation, and x-ray properties of PSPs. 

In this comprehensive review of the physics of CR, Rowlands (2002) 

elaborates on the technology of CR including topics such as the IP structure and 

function, image readout technology, digitization, and performance characteristics of 

a CR imaging system. These include the response of the IP to radiation, the 

modulation transfer function (MTF), the noise power spectra (NPS), and the 

detective quantum efficiency (DQE). Subsequently, Rowlands‘s (2002) review was 

followed by several recent reviews focussing mainly on the technology of CR, 

including updated technology components essential to efficient CR imaging. These 

reviews include those by Seeram (2011); Schaefer-Prokop et al. (2009); Seibert 

(2009); Shepard et al., (2009); the AAPM (2009); Seibert (2008); Coven et al. 

(2007); Korner et al. (2007); AAPM (2006); Seibert (2006); Seibert (2004); and 

Schaetzing (2003). 
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2.7.1. Historical Overview of CR 

The history of CR is linked to PSP and PSL and can be traced back to the 

1600s to the discovery of the Bolognese stone (glowing stone) in Italy. Later, in the 

1800s, Becquerel worked on the notion of de-excitation of atoms by optical means. 

In 1975, Kodak patented a device that made use of infer-red stimulable phosphor 

to store images (Bushong 2012). This was followed by several notable 

developments shown in Figure 2-3. Note that in 1983, the first commercial CR 

imaging system became available for clinical use, when Fuji Medical Systems 

(Tokyo, Japan) introduced their FCR 101 unit. Subsequently, other vendors such 

as Kodak (now called Carestream) and Agfa introduced their CR imaging systems. 

Today, several manufacturers (vendors) such as Fujifilm, Carestream, Agfa, 

Konica, Cannon, General Electric, Philips, Siemens, and Swissray are actively 

engaged in marketing their CR systems for use in diagnostic radiology (Seibert & 

Morin, 2011). 

 

Figure 2-3. Notable developments in the history of CR technology (From 
Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part 
of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 
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2.7.2. CR Imaging System Components 

The major system components of a CR imaging unit are illustrated in 

Figure 2-4. These include x-ray exposure of the imaging plate, the imaging plate, 

reader/processor, image processing, and display of the processed image for 

diagnostic interpretation. X- ray exposure of the IP is referred to as image 

acquisition, and it includes positioning of the patient, x-ray beam collimation to the 

anatomy of interest and beam centering, the use of appropriate IP for the 

examination, grid selection, and the use of the correct radiographic exposure 

technique factors. 

 

Figure 2-4. The major components of a CR imaging system (From Samei E, 
Seibert JA, Andriole K, et al., AAPM/RSNA tutorial on equipment 
selection: PACS equipment overview: general guidelines for 
purchasing and acceptance testing. Radiographics 2004; 24: 313-
334. Reproduced by permission of the Radiological Society of North 
America). 

As illustrated in Figure 2-4, image acquisition refers to x-ray exposure of the 

storage phosphor plate-cassette, or IP as it is popularly referred to. It is at this 

point where the technologist must pay careful attention to technical details, such as 

positioning, centering of the x-ray beam, selection of the appropriate IP, grid 

selection, and correct radiographic exposure technique factors (kVp, mAs). 

Image acquisition also refers to the mechanism of x-ray interaction with the 

phosphor to produce a latent image and subsequent scanning of the IP by a laser 
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beam to produce photostimulable luminescence (PSL). The scanning of the IP 

takes place in the imaging plate reader/processor (Figure 2-4). This readout 

process consists of essentially laser scanning, detection, and conversion of the 

PSL and digitization of the signal from the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) as 

shown in Figure 2-4. These elements will be described in detail later in the chapter. 

Image processing in CR refers to the use of several digital operations for pre- 

processing and post-processing of the CR image data. Pre-processing deals with 

shading corrections, pattern recognition, and exposure field recognition. Post- 

processing of the CR image data on the other hand refers to contrast 

enhancement (image grayscale processing) and edge enhancement, a technique 

which is based on spatial frequency processing. Additionally, energy subtraction 

imaging can be done in CR using a special algorithm to create separate images of 

bone and soft tissue. Image processing will be elaborated on in the section on 

image processing in this chapter. 

After images have been processed, they are displayed on a calibrated monitor 

for viewing and interpretation. In a Picture Archiving and Communication Systems 

(PACS) environment, the technologist determines and assesses the overall image 

quality of the image, and subsequently sends the image to the PACS. Once in the 

PACS, images are retrieved for interpretation by a radiologist. 

Finally, communication of the CR image to the PACS is accomplished via 

computer networks. 

2.7.3. Physics of CR Image Formation 

As can be seen in Figure 2-5, the IP contains the PSP. The phosphors used in 

Radiology must have certain physical characteristics such as good x-ray 

absorption efficiency and must be capable of being stimulated by a helium-neon 

(He-Ne) laser. Additionally, the luminescence light must be compatible with the 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) phosphor (for proper detection and capture) and the 

time for luminescence must be shorter than 1 µsec (Fuji, 2002). These phosphors 
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should also be able to store the latent image for a number of hours without 

compromising the signal from the IP. 

 

Figure 2-5. The CR image acquisition process is a cycle consisting of three 
steps; x-ray exposure of the IP, laser scanning of the exposed IP, 
and erasure of the IP for subsequent re-use (From Seeram, E. Digital 
Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part of Cengage 
Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 

The phosphors that meet the above requirements and are used by several 

manufacturers are in general, Barium Fluoro Halide: Europium (BaFX: Eu2+). The 

halide (X) can be chlorine (Cl), bromine (Br), or iodine (I), or a mixture of them 

(Neitzel, 2005). The phosphor is usually doped with Eu2+ which acts as an activator 

to improve the efficiency of PSL. Another phosphor used in CR is BaFBr/I: Eu2+ 

and recently cesium bromide (CsBr: Eu2+) is being considered as a PSP for CR 

imaging (Neitzel, 2005). As mentioned above, good x-ray absorption efficiency is 

one of the requirements of a PSP for CR imaging. Such efficiency depends on not 

only the kVp (x-ray energy) used but also the thickness of the phosphor used in the 

IP. The x-ray absorption efficiency of BaFBr PSP is shown in Figure 2-6 and 

compared with the x-ray absorption efficiency of the rare-earth phosphor, 
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gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S) and cesium iodide (CsI). Figure 2-6 shows that 

between 35 keV and about 50 keV, BaFBr attenuates (absorbs) x-rays much better 

than Gd2O2S rare earth screens because of the lower k-edge absorption of barium. 

Note, however, that at energies lower than 35 keV and greater than 50 keV, 

Gd2O2S attenuates much better than BaFBr (Seibert, 2012) 

 

Figure 2-6. X-Ray absorption efficiency as a function of x-ray energy for BaFBr, 

Gd2O2S, and CsI phosphors. The mg/cm2 is the ‗typical‘ thickness of 
the phosphor. (From Seibert A. Computed radiography technology. In 
L.W. Goldman & M.V. Yester (Eds.), Specifications, performance 
evaluation, and quality assurance of radiographic and fluoroscopic 
systems in the digital era (pp. 153–174). Madison, WI: Reproduced by 
permission of Medical Physics Publishing.2004) 

X-ray exposure of the PSP IP creates a latent image and laser scanning of the 

exposed IP produces PSL. The information captured from the PSL is used to 

create the CR image. The physics of latent image creation and the mechanism of 

PSL are shown in Figure 2-7. When x-rays fall upon the PSP IP, the europium 

atoms are ionized by the radiation and the electrons move from the valence band 

(ground state) to the conduction band (higher energy). Electrons in the conduction 

band are free to travel to a so-called ―F-center.‖ F comes from the German word 

―Farbe‖ meaning color (Fuji, 2002). The number of trapped electrons is 

proportional to the absorbed radiation. It is at the point in the process where the 

electrons are spatially distributed to create the latent image. In addition to this 
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mechanism, x-ray exposure of the IP causes it to fluoresce (emits light when it is 

exposed to x-rays) for a very brief duration. 

 

Figure 2-7. The mechanism of latent image creation and photostimulable 
luminescence (PSL) (From Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 
2011 Delmar Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced 
by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions) 

To render the latent image visible, the PSP IP is taken to the CR 

reader/processor to be scanned by a laser beam. This process is referred to as 

photostimulated excitation (Fuji, 2002). While in the CR reader, the PSPIP is 

scanned systematically (to be described later in the chapter). The laser light used 

must be capable of being absorbed by the ―F-centers.‖ This absorption causes the 

trapped electrons to move up to the conduction band, where they are free to return 

to the valence band, thus causing the Eu3+to return to the Eu2+ state. This 

transition of the electrons from a higher energy state to a lower energy state 

(ground state) results in an emission of bluish-purple light (~ 415 nm wavelength). 
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This is referred to as photostimulable luminescence (PSL) in the IP (AAPM, 2006; 

Bushong, 2009). This PSL is very different from the fluorescence described earlier. 

The lasers used today for PSL in CR units are semiconductor lasers that 

produce light with a 680 nm wavelength compared to He-Ne lasers that produce 

light with a 633 nm wavelength used in earlier CR units. 

The PSL from the IP is collected by a special light-collection device and sent to 

a photomultiplier tube that produces an electrical signal. This signal is 

subsequently digitized and sent to a digital computer for processing and CR image 

creation. 

2.7.3.1. PSL Characteristics 

There are several characteristics of PSL that are important in CR imaging. 

These include the light spectra related to the PSPIP and fading (Fuji, 2002). The 

light spectra of the PSP include the storage phosphor stimulation and the PSL 

emission spectra shown in Figure 2-8. 

 

Figure 2-8. The emission and stimulation spectra of the IP in CR. The stimulation 
spectra of two lasers, a heliun-neon gas laser and a solid state laser 
diode (photostimulable excitation) is different from the emission 
(PSL) spectra. This difference is critical in CR imaging (From 
Schaetzing, Schaetzing, R. Computed radiography technology.In 
Samei E , Flynn MJ. Advances in digital radiography: RSNA 
Categorical Course in Diagnostic Radiology Physics. Radiological 
Society of North America (RSNA).2003: 7–22. Reproduced by 
permission of RSNA) 
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The critical point to note is that the stimulation spectra are different from the 

PSL emission spectra. This is important to CR imaging since it is the PSL emission 

being captured by the PMT that creates the CR image. 

Fading is a term that refers to the time it takes for the latent image to 

disappear. The latent image can last for several hours; however, it is important to 

read the exposed IP in a reasonable time, so as not to compromise the PSL signal. 

For example, the PSL decreases by about 25% if the time between exposure and 

image reading is 8 hours (Fuji, 2002). 

2.7.4. CR Technology 

The CR imaging system is shown in Figure 2-4. The components of 

significance in this illustration are the imaging plate (IP) and the imaging plate 

reader/processor. Other components, such as image display and image 

processing, will be described later in the chapter. 

The digital detector used in CR imaging is the imaging plate (IP). A cross 

section of the IP showing the major structural components is shown in Figure 2-9. 

 

Figure 2-9. A cross section of a typical imaging plate (IP) used in CR imaging, 
showing the major structural components 

The IP consists of the PSP layer on a base that provides support. In addition, 

the IP structure consists of two protective layers; an electroconductive layer and a 
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light- shielding layer. The support holds the other components of the IP together 

and provides mechanical strength. One of these critical components is the 

photostimulable phosphor. The phosphor is mixed with an organic binder (polymer, 

such as polyester, for example) and coated onto the support layer. Two layers coat 

the phosphor, a front and a back protective layer (Figure 2-9). The front protective 

layer must be constructed so that it provides durability during multiple uses. This 

layer must also allow light from the laser and the stimulated light to pass through it. 

The purpose of the electroconductive layer, shown in Figure 2-9 is to reduce any 

problems when the IP is transported in the CR reader (CR scanner or processor) 

and static electricity problems that may degrade image quality. Some IPs have a 

barcode for easy identification. 

Essentially, there are two types of IPs; a standard resolution IP and a high 

resolution IP. While standard IPs have thick phosphor layers and absorb more 

radiation, high resolution IPs have thinner phosphor layers and provide sharper 

images compared to thick phosphors. The sharpness is due to the fact that thinner 

phosphors reduce the lateral spread of the laser light. 

In terms of radiographic speed, thick phosphor IPs have faster speeds than 

high resolution IPs (slow speeds), similar to the cassettes used in conventional 

radiography. Of course, the high resolution IPs will be used for extremity imaging 

and other small parts where detail (sharpness) is critical. The imaging plate size 

varies depending upon the manufacturer, however, (43×43 cm), (43×35 cm), 

(35×43 cm), and (35x35 cm) are not uncommon. Smaller sizes are also available. 

CR IPs are housed in cassettes similar to conventional film-screen cassettes, with 

the IP replacing the film, and there are no intensifying screens. The CR cassette is 

usually made of aluminum (Fuji) or aluminum honeycomb panel. While the front of 

the cassette is radiolucent, the back of the cassette is designed with a lead 

backing to prevent backscatter radiation from getting to the IP. Backscatter will 

lead to image artifacts. 
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2.7.4.1. The IP Imaging Cycle 

One of the advantages of CR is that the IP can be used over and over again 

for several hundreds of exposures. During imaging, the IP goes through the 

imaging cycle shown in Figure 2-4. This cycle basically consists of at least three 

steps; x-ray exposure of the IP, readout of the exposed IP, and erasure of the IP. 

In the first step, the ―ready-to-use‖ IP is exposed to x-rays using radiographic 

exposure factors (kVp, mAs) suitable to the needs of the examination. X-ray 

exposure produces an immediate light emission, but also creates a latent image in 

the form of energy storage in the phosphor. The energy stored is directly 

proportional to the intensity of x-rays striking the phosphor. The exposed IP is the 

readout in the CR reader (CR processor) to render the latent image visible. While 

in the CR reader, a laser light scans the IP to produce the photostimulated 

luminescence as described earlier. The mechanics and electronics of this readout 

procedure will be described in the next section. Finally, in the third step of the IP 

imaging cycle, the IP is erased using a high intensity light to remove any residual 

energy after the IP has been scanned by the laser beam. The erased IP is now 

ready to be used again. 

2.7.4.2. The CR Reader 

The CR reader, or scanner, as it is sometimes referred to, is a machine for 

scanning the exposed IP to render the latent image visible. To do this efficiently 

and effectively require a set of technical components engineered precisely to allow 

the IP to be scanned, erased, and made available for repeated use by the 

technologist. The purpose of the CR reader is to render the latent image stored on 

the exposed IP, visible. The electrical signal generated as a result of scanning the 

IP is amplified and subsequently digitized. 

2.7.4.3. The CR Reader: Scanning Technologies 

Acquiring the latent image from an exposed IP can be accomplished by Point- 

Scan (P-S) CR readers, (Figure 2-10A or more recently by Line-Scan CR readers 

(Figure 2-10B). 
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Figure 2-10. The major technical components of two types of CR Readers. While 
a Point Scan Reader is illustrated in A, a Line Scan Reader is shown 
in B (From Seibert A. Computed radiography technology. In L.W. 
Goldman & M.V. Yester (Eds.), Specifications, performance 
evaluation, and quality assurance of radiographic and fluoroscopic 
systems in the digital era (2004, pp. 153–174). Madison, WI: 
Reproduced by permission of Medical Physics Publishing) 

The major components of a P-S CR reader include the laser source, the IP 

transport mechanism, light channeling guide, photodetector (PMT), and the 

analog-to- digital converter (ADC). Each of these will now be described briefly. 

First, the IP is removed from the cassette and is placed on the transport 

mechanism for scanning by a laser beam. While the movement of the IP is referred 

to as the ―slow-scan‖ direction, the laser beam movement across the IP is called 

the ―fast- scan‖ direction (Seibert, 2004). The laser beam is used to stimulate the 

trapped electrons (latent image) in the exposed IP. In the past, gas lasers such as 

a helium-neon (HeNe) laser were used; however, current CR readers use 

solid-state laser diodes that emit a red laser beam having wavelengths of about 

670-690 nm (Schaetzing, 2003). The laser stimulation of the IP causes it to emit 

light (by photostimulable luminescence (PSL) that is of a much different 

wavelength than the stimulating laser light. 
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Secondly, the emitted light from the IP is optically filtered and collected by the 

light channeling guide or light collection optics as it is sometimes referred to as. 

This light (PSL) is then sent to the photodetector (a photomultiplier tube in the case 

of Figure 2-10A or charge-couple devices (CCDs) as in the case of Figure 2-10B 

which converts the PSL into an electrical signal (analog signal) that is first 

amplified and subsequently digitized by the ADC. It is not within the scope of this 

thesis to describe the mechanics of amplification. Amplification is sometimes 

referred to as ―signal conditioning‖ (Schaetzing, 2003). 

Finally, the analog signal from the photodetector is sent to the ADC for 

digitization. Digitization involves both sampling the analog signal and quantization. 

Depending on the amplification, the ADC will produce 8–16 bits of quantization per 

pixel, providing discrete gray levels ranging from 28 to 216 (Schaetzing, 2003; 

Seibert, 2004). 

As mentioned earlier, current CR readers employ a Line-Scan principles as 

opposed to the Point-Scan image acquisition (Figure 2-13A) just described. These 

systems use several linear laser sources, a lens system, and a linear array of CCD 

photodetectors (Arakawa, Hiroaki, Kuwabara, Suzuki, Suzuki, & Hagiwara, 2004). 

While the laser beam is collected and shaped by the lens system (Shaping Lens), 

to scan the IP line-by-line (instead of point-by-point for Point-Scan systems), the 

PSL from the IP is collected by the CCD linear photodetector array. In this manner, 

the Line-Scan CR reader is much faster than the Point-Scan CR reader. 

As described above, the IP is scanned on one side to emit the PSL that is 

used to produce an image. Recently, however, dual-sided reading technology has 

become available in more recent CR units. Where two sets of photodetectors (dual 

light collection system) are used to capture PSL from the front and back side of the 

IP. In this way, more signal is obtained to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and, 

hence, improve image quality. Additionally, Schaetzing (2003) reported that a 

thicker phosphor layer can be used to increase the absorption of x-rays, hence 

improving system efficiency. 
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After the latent image has been extracted by laser stimulation and collection of 

the PSL from the IP, the IP must be erased to prepare it for another exposure. 

Erasure of the IP is done in the CR reader by exposing it to a high intensity light 

that is brighter than the stimulating laser light, to get rid of any residual signal left 

on the IP. It is interesting to note also that since the IP is also sensitive to 

background radiation, as well as scattered radiation from x-ray procedures, it must 

be erased before use, especially if the IP has not been used for a period of time. 

The CR workstation provides the technologist with the opportunity to interact 

with the entire CR process by facilitating a number of important functions ranging 

from the input of patient identification or selection of patient data and target 

exposure and image preview, image processing, quality assurance procedures, 

image printing, and sending images to the PACS through the Digital Imaging and 

Communication in Medicine (DICOM) standard. 

A typical CR workstation consists of the image processing computer and 

image display monitor, keyboard, and mouse. In addition, some workstations offer 

a barcode reader and a magnetic card reader. While cathode-ray tube (CRT) 

monitors are used for some CR workstations, liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors 

have become commonplace. These LCD monitors are available in different sizes; 

however, 21-inch and 20-inch monochrome monitors are common. A 3-mega-pixel 

monitor offers high resolution display of pixels with a bit depth of 8 (28 = 256). With 

high resolution monitors, radiologists can perform soft copy reading of CR images. 

The keyboard allows the technologist to input relevant information about the 

CR examination, and the mouse allows the selection of various operations. Some 

monitors utilize touch-screen technology to enable the technologist to 

communicate with the software. Finally, the barcode reader enables the 

registration of the various IPs used. 

In general, CR software should be intuitive to provide ease of use of the 

system. Such software will allow the technologist to perform several functions 
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including quality assurance tasks and simple and complex image processing 

operations. Image processing will be described subsequently. 

2.7.4.4. Digital Image Processing in CR 

Image processing operations, such as image contrast and brightness control 

as well as spatial frequency filtering while images can be enhanced for sharpness 

and blurred for the purpose of meeting the viewing needs of the observer, were 

described in detail. 

Image processing in CR can be discussed in terms of pre-processing and 

post- processing operations both of which are intended to enhance the visual 

appearance of the image displayed for viewing on a monitor (soft-copy viewing), in 

an effort to assist the radiologist in image interpretation (Seeram and Seeram, 

2008) 

 Pre-Processing Operations 2.7.4.4.1.

Pre-processing operations are used to identify, correct, and scale the raw 

image data obtained when the IP is scanned in the CR reader and before the 

image is displayed for viewing and subject to post-processing (Seibert, 2006). 

Pre-processing operations are also referred to as acquisition processing. 

Pre-processing operations for digital detectors are several and, more 

importantly, each manufacturer offers proprietary algorithms for their systems. 

Pre-processing in CR is essential to correct the raw digital data collected from the 

IP and the CR reader that may have imperfections. For example, the IP may have 

scratches and other marks and the CR reader may have dirt on the light-

channeling guide, all of which will lead to image artifacts. In addition, the raw data 

is scaled to ensure that only the useful anatomic signals are used in the digitization 

process to improve image quality. 

One important pre-processing method in CR is Exposure Field Recognition 

also referred to as Exposure Data Recognition (Fuji) and Segmentation (Kodak). 

The basic steps of exposure recognition are shown in Figure 2-11 and include 
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exposure field recognition, histogram analysis, and grayscale rendition. The 

purpose of exposure recognition is to identify the appropriate raw data values 

(minimum and maximum values) to be used for image grayscale rendition and to 

provide an indication of the average radiation exposure to the IP CR detector 

(Flynn, 2003). The latter will be described later in this chapter. 

 

Figure 2-11. The basic steps of exposure recognition are exposure field 
recognition, histogram creation, and grayscale rendition. The 
histogram in this case is referred to as the scanned or measured 
histogram to distinguish it from the stored histogram (From Seeram. 
Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part of 
Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 

In the first step of exposure field recognition, the collimation edges or 

boundaries are detected and anatomical structures that should be displayed in the 

image are identified using specific algorithms, such as the ―shift and subtract‖ 

method where ―the image is subtracted from an identical copy of itself and then 

shifted onto horizontal and vertical directions by two or more pixels. This produces 

differential signals at locations of rapid change (e.g., collimator shadows) and 

identifies the area of interest‖ (Seibert, 2004, p.69). In the second step, a 

histogram of the information on the IP (including the anatomy and the collimated 

and opened regions of the image) is created. This is referred to as the measured 

histogram or scanned histogram, to distinguish it from what is referred to as known 

or stored histograms, that is, the identical copy of the images of the anatomy under 

study stored previously in the machine. The CR imaging system will compensate 

for underexposure or overexposure by matching the measured histogram with the 
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appropriate known histogram using anatomy-specific template matching algorithm 

(Seibert, 2004). This is illustrated in Figure 2-12 where the measured histogram 

from an overexposure (dotted line) is shifted to match the known histogram (solid 

line) stored in the machine to produce an acceptable image. This is accomplished 

by rescaling that ―involves mapping the minimum useful value to a correspondingly 

small digital value and mapping the maximum useful value to a correspondingly 

large digital value within the typical output image (10–12 bits)‖ 

 

Figure 2-12. Digital systems compensate for under- or over-exposure by 
automatically adjusting the internal gain of the output conversion 
stage once the minimum and maximum values are identified (see 
overexposure histogram (dotted line)). The histogram shifts position 
but does not change shape. Although not shown, the digital system 
gain curve can also adjust slope to adjust for variation of the input 
exposure dynamic range. PSL = photostimulable luminescence. 
(From American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM). 
Acceptance testing and quality control of photostimulable storage 
phosphor imaging systems. AAPM Report No. 93. 2006. College 
Park, MD. Reproduced by permission). 

The final step in exposure recognition is grayscale rendition of the image 

(Figure 2-16). Grayscale rendition is a procedure that ―maps the raw image values 

for the least penetrated anatomic region to the largest presentation value for 

display at maximum luminance. The most penetrated anatomic region of interest is 

mapped to the smallest presentation value for display at minimum luminance. The 

intermediate raw values are then mapped to presentation values in a monotonically 

decreasing fashion. This produces a presentation with a black background similar 

to that of conventional radiographs‖ (Flynn, 2003, p 72). This is illustrated in 
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Figure 2-13. Note that a Look-Up Table (LUT) is used to do this function. Exposure 

recognition may not always be successful and may fail due to problems with too 

much scattered radiation, metallic components in the patient such as implants the 

presence of lead markers, and immobilization devices (Flynn, 2003). 

 

Figure 2-13. Gray scale rendition maps the degree of penetration of the 
anatomical regions to the degree of luminance of the display device. 
Large and small penetration values are mapped to the maximum 
luminance and minimum luminance respectively (From Seeram. 
Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, a part of Cengage 
Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions). 

In CR, exposure recognition performs another task and that is to provide an 

indication as to the amount of radiation falling upon the detector as a result of the 

exposure technique used by the technologist (Seibert, 2004; Flynn, 2003). This 

exposure indicator appears on the displayed image and serves to provide the 

technologist with a visual cue as to whether correct or incorrect exposure technique 

was used. Incorrect exposure techniques are those that result in underexposure or 

overexposure of the patient. In this regard, the exposure indicator can be used as a 

quality control tool to facilitate the optimization of radiation protection. 
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 Post-Processing Operations 2.7.4.4.2.

Post-processing of the displayed image, to suit the viewing needs of the 

observer, who may want to not only sharpen and reduce the noise in the image but 

also enhance the image contrast as well, logically follows pre-processing. There 

are several types of post-processing algorithms for use in CR. These in general 

include contrast enhancement; spatial frequency or edge enhancement; multi-

scale, multi-frequency enhancement; dual-energy and disease-specific processing 

(Bushberg et al 2012; Seeram and Seeram, 2008). 

The purpose of contrast enhancement is to optimize the image contrast and 

density to enhance diagnostic interpretation of the image. Essentially the pixel 

values are normalized and rescaled using a LUT. An example of a very common 

approach for contrast enhancement is the unsharp mask method. 

Another common post-processing operation is edge enhancement or spatial 

frequency processing. These algorithms are intended to adjust or control the 

sharpness or detail of an image by adjusting the frequency components of the 

image. An image in the spatial location domain for example, can be transformed 

into an image in the frequency domain using the Fourier Transform (FT). The 

spatial frequency domain image contains both high spatial frequencies (detail 

information) and low spatial frequencies (contrast information). 

It is important that technologists realize that the information content of an 

image depends primarily on the radiation dose used. During the conduction of an 

examination, the technologist must strive to use the appropriate exposure 

technique factors (kVp and mAs) that produce the best possible image quality, with 

the least radiation dose to the patient. This task requires a careful assessment of 

all the parameters that influence the selection of appropriate exposure technique 

factors. 

The technologist should not depend on the use of inappropriate image 

processing to improve image quality. As noted by Willis et al. (2004) ―image 

processing is not a panacea. Misuses of image processing include compensation 
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for inappropriate radiographic technique, compensating for poor calibration of 

acquisition and display devices, and surreptitious deletion of non-diagnostic 

images. Image processing to recover non-diagnostic images to prevent 

re-exposure should be the last resort, not a routine activity. Routine preprocessing 

indicates a problem with automatic image processing or technical practice‖ (p. 19). 

The proper use of image processing ―can produce dramatic improvements in 

image quality‖ (Flynn, 2003) and this should be the primary goal of the technologist 

who is involved in the use of these image-processing algorithms to enhance digital 

images for diagnostic interpretation. 

2.7.5. Exposure Control in CR 

The use of proper exposure technique factors is a vital part of any radiographic 

examination, since these factors determine the image quality obtained as well as 

the radiation dose to the patient. 

2.7.5.1. IP Response to Exposure 

The response of radiographic film to radiation exposure is well understood as 

is described by the characteristic curve or the H and D curve as it is often referred 

to (Chapter 1). When the exposure is low, the film is underexposed and the image 

is light and is not acceptable. When the exposure is high, the film is overexposed 

and the image is dark and is not acceptable. In both cases repeat exposures are 

required to achieve the proper film density using image receptor exposures that fall 

within the slope of the characteristic curve. This slope defines the useful range of 

exposures referred to as the film latitude or dynamic range of the image receptor. 

Underexposure of the film results in noisy images while overexposure will 

result in high doses to the patient. 

The above problems are solved by a CR imaging system since the IP has 

wider exposure latitude than film, as shown in Figure 2-1. The consequence of this 

wide dynamic range on the image quality is also clearly illustrated in Figure 2-1, 

and which shows one of the significant advantages of CR. If the exposure is too 
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low or too high, the image quality is still acceptable due to the ability of the CR 

system to perform digital image processing to adjust the image quality to match the 

image quality that would be produced by the optimum exposure. As seen in 

Figure 2-1, a low exposure (underexposure) will produce high noise (that can be 

detected by the radiologist), while a high exposure (overexposure) will produce 

very good images, compared to the optimum image produced by the optimum 

exposure (appropriate exposure). 

The fundamental problem with high exposures is that of increased radiation 

dose to the patient. When higher exposures are used ‘dose creep’, is a typical 

occurrence. To identify an estimate of the exposure used for a given image, CR 

manufacturers have devised methods to analyze the digital numbers in the image 

based upon the calibrated response to known incident exposure. As noted one of 

the functions of exposure data recognition is to provide an indication of the amount 

of radiation falling upon the CR IP. This is referred to as the exposure indicator or 

exposure index (AAPM, 2006). 

2.7.5.2. Exposure Indicators 

An exposure indicator is a numerical parameter used to monitor the radiation 

exposure to the IP in CR imaging. The determination of exposure indicators differs 

among CR vendors. While Fuji refers to their exposure indicator as a sensitivity 

number (S-number); Kodak uses the term exposure index (EI). Agfa on the other 

hand, uses the term log of the median of the image histogram (LgM-Log of Median 

Values); and Konica uses the term sensitivity value (S-value). Only the first three 

will be described briefly in this chapter. 
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Sensitivity Number (S-number) of the Fuji CR System 

Fuji‘s Sensitivity Number (S) is derived from the following relationship, 

using a standard resolution IP and under normal processing operations 

(Seibert, 2004; Goldman, 2004): 

)mR(IPthetoExposure

200
S 

 

This relationship shows that S is inversely proportional to the exposure; hence 

a low exposure will result in a high S-number, and a high exposure will result in a 

low S-number. It should be noted that if the exposure to the IP is low, the PMT 

signal will be weak, and must be increased. On the other hand if the exposure to 

the IP is high, the PMT signal is strong and must be decreased to produce 

optimum image quality. Adjusting the PMT‘s signal in this manner, means that the 

sensitivity of the PMT will be set for the final scan of the IP. Recall that the IP 

undergoes a first scan to generate a histogram based on the collimation 

boundaries. This histogram is labeled the scanned histogram to distinguish it from 

stored histograms (pre-programmed histograms for various body parts to be 

imaged). During the final scan or the final read of the IP, the scanned histogram is 

compared with the pre-programmed histogram. 

This adjustment of the sensitivity of the PMT shows the amount of 

amplification that the system applies to the image signal to produce the proper 

image in order to match the scanned histogram to the correct pre-stored histogram 

for the body part under investigation. 

The relationship S = 200/exposure (mR) means that an exposure of 1mR 

{0.258 10-3 millicoulombs/kilogram (mC/kg)} a known incident exposure to the IP, 

will result in an S-number of 200. A low exposure of 0.1mR )kg/mC10258.0( 4

will result in an S- number of 2000, while a high exposure of 10mR 

)kg/mC10258.0( 2  will result in S-number of 20. Figure 2-14 shows the effect of 

S-numbers of 1000 (low exposure), 200 (optimum exposure) and 50 (high 
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exposure) on image quality. The challenge imposed y the CR imaging system is 

for the technologist to optimize the exposure indicator (in this case, the S-number), 

to reduce the dose to the patient while maintaining optimum image quality, so as 

not to compromise the diagnostic interpretation of the image. 

 

Figure 2-14. CR has a wide exposure latitude compared to film-screen 
radiography. The advantage of this is that CR can produce images 
that appear visually the same. See text for further explanation 
(Reproduced by permission of Dr Perry Sprawls, 2010) 

The S-number can be thought of as being equivalent to the speed of the IP. If 

the exposure is low, the speed is increased (hence the S-number is large, say 

S=1000) as shown in Figure 2-14 and the image will be noisy. If the exposure is 

high, the speed will be decreased (low S-number, say S=50, as shown in 

Figure 2-14 and the image is very good, but at a higher dose to the patient. 
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Exposure Index (EI) of the Kodak CR System 

Carestream‘s (formerlyKodak) Exposure Indicator (EI) also provides 

information about the average exposure to the IP, and it is calculated using the 

following relationship: 

EI = Log (Exposure in mR)   1000  +  2000 

This relationship shows that the EI is directly proportional to the exposure; 

hence a high exposure will result in a high EI and a low exposure will generate in a 

low EI. The relationship also shows that a 1mR exposure (under certain conditions) 

will produce an EI of 2000. Exposures of 0.1mR (low) and 10mR (high) will result 

in EIs of 1000 and 3000 respectively. If the exposure is doubled, the EI will 

increase by 300. On the other hand, a reduction of the exposure by 0.5 (one-half) 

will reduce the EI by 300 (Seibert, 2004). 

Log of Median (LgM) Values of the Agfa CR System 

The Agfa CR system uses an exposure indicator called the Log of Median 

(lgM) that is related logarithmically to the median value of the histogram from 

exposed IP. Under certain conditions, the relationship is given as: 

lgM = 2.2  + log (Exposure in mR) 

If the exposure to the IP is 1mR, then the LgM would be 2.2, and ―each 

increment of 0.3 in LgM corresponds to doubling or halving of the exposure level at 

the plate.‖ (Goldman 2004). As noted by the AAPM (2006) ―every Agfa PSP 

examination is assigned a Speed Class, and the system compensates for 

exposure variations of a factor of 4 around the intended speed. The lgM value 

indicates the actual exposure to the IP by a mathematical relationship to the 

Scanned Average Level (SAL), which is just the average grayscale value. A 

2.2 mR (20µGy) exposure to the IP using 75 kVp and 1.5 mm added Cu developed 

with a Speed Class of 200 results in a SAL of 1800.‖ 

SAL200 = 1214  [exposure (mR)] 
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Agfa CR systems feature an option described appropriately by Seibert (2004) 

as follows: ―After ~ 50 images of the same examination, the lgM mean value of 

‗acceptable‘ exposures is stored as a reference value. Subsequent lgM values are 

compared to the reference value, and a graphical indicator is displayed in the text 

fields of each image. If a given exposure exceeds a predetermined threshold limit, 

a visible warning bar is printed and warning messages are logged into a database 

file. This procedure provides an exam-specific feedback indicator that allows 

variable-speed characteristics of the CR system to be used to advantage.‖ 

2.7.5.3. Exposure Indicator Standardization 

At the time of writing this chapter, two groups have been working on the 

standardization of exposure indicators in digital radiography. These two include the 

AAPM and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The IEC hopes to 

publish such standardization in August 2008. More recently, Seibert and Morin 

(2011) have described the essential features of the standardized Exposure 

Indicator (EI). Later in Chapter 7, the basis of such standardization will be reviewed 

briefly. 

2.8. The CR System under Investigation 

The CR imaging system used in this study is the Fuji FCR XG 5000 CR Multi- 

Loader image reader in conjunction with a standard IP (ST-VI) of dimensions 

35 cm  43 cm as the x-ray image detector (Fuji Medical Systems, USA Inc., 

Stamford, CT). This system is used for general radiographic examinations ranging 

from extremities, abdomen, spine, pelvis, and the head and neck. 

The basic specifications for the FCR XG 5000 are those related to IP 

phosphor; pixel readout technology, standard pixel density, and the reading 

grayscale. While the phosphor is BaFBr:Eu2, the pixel readout technology is based 

on a 633 mm wavelength He-Ne laser. Images are read out as 12-bits data, but 

they are processed and converted to 10-bits for storage or display. For the 

35 cm  43 cm standard IP, images are read out with a spatial resolution of 
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5 pixels/mm with a matrix size of 1760  2140. The same IP was used for all 

images of the pelvis and lumbar spine to ensure consistency (see Chapter 3). 

The CR reader was first calibrated (as described in Chapter 3) to operate at an 

‗S‘ number of 200 (Fuji‘s recommended calibration procedure). 

2.8.1. Fuji’s Exposure Data Recognition 

The exposure data recognition (EDR) is intended to automatically optimize the 

contrast and brightness of an image even with the use of slightly different exposure 

technique factors. 

The Fuji EDR processing flow involves several steps. After an image has been 

created for recognition by the EDR function, the partitioned patterns of the image 

are recognized, the exposure field is found, and the important areas of the image 

(needed for diagnosis) are established. The EDR then finally changes the 

brightness (density) and contrast based on the image histogram information. 

There are three EDR reading modes that can be changed after image 

acquisition to meet the needs of the user, by changing the examination menu. 

These modes include the AUTO reading mode, the SEMI auto reading mode, and 

the FIX reading mode. The main differences among these modes are outlined in 

Table 2-1. 

A brief description of the modes of operation of the Fuji‘s FCR XG 5000 CR 

imaging unit is as follows: 

“A (AUTO MODE) Adjusts density (brightness) automatically (S and L 
values are dependent on this mode). 

 S-value: a value that corresponds to the center x- ray dose, when the 
range of the x-ray dose is determined by means of EDR so that the 
image data consisting of four-digit x-ray dose is recorded as an image. 

 L-value: a logarithmic value showing the range of x-ray dose to be 
recorded as an image. 
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S (SEMI AUTO MODE) A mode where the dynamic range (L-value) of 
x-ray dose to be recorded as an image has been determined, and the 
center point (S-value) used for the purpose of image recording is decided 
based on the average x-ray dose that enters the preset photometric area, 
so that the density is adjusted automatically. 

F (FIX MODE) A mode where the range of the x-ray dose to be recorded 
as an image has been determined.‖ 

There are three important characteristics under consideration in the operation 

of the CR imaging system under study.  First, the FCR XG 5000 reader was 

operated in the AUTO reading mode, since this was the default setting selected by 

the BCIT (British Columbia Institute of Technology) Medical Radiography 

department. One major reason for using the AUTO reading mode in this study is 

that most of the menus for the various body parts use the AUTO mode, so that the 

brightness and contrast of images do not depend on the exposure technique 

factors. The second important characteristic of the reader is that of the sensitivity 

(‗S‘) numbers. Furthermore, a ‗rough guide‘ of the ‗S‘ numbers provided by Fuji is 

shown in Table 2-2. It is clearly apparent that the ‗S‘ value range for the pelvis and 

lumbar spine (anatomy under investigation in this study) is 250–600 and the 

L-range for the same body parts is 1.5–2.5. 
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Table 2-2. A rough guide to Fuji‘s sensitivity numbers (Fuji, 2011) 

 Sensitivity Range 
Department 

Sensitivity Range 
Fuji 

Latitude Range 
Fuji 

Head  250 – 600 1.6 – 2.5 

Chest  300 – 800 1.8 – 2.6 

Abdomen  300 – 700 1.5 – 2.5 

Spine  250 – 600 1.5 – 2.5 

Pelvis  250 – 600 1.5 – 2.5 

Upper Extremity  120 – 400 1.4 – 2.4 

Lower Extremity  120 – 400 1.4 – 2.4 

GI STUDIES  250 – 600 1.4 – 2.6 

High S# = Lower/under exposure (mAs) 

Low S# = Higher/over exposure (mAs) 

The third important characteristic of the CR reader under consideration is the 

image processing parameters. The Fuji FCR XG 5000 features several processing 

methods such as multi-objective frequency processing (MFP), the most 

comprehensive package; gradation processing (GP), the most basic and suitable 

for routine imagine procedures; flexible noise control (FNC); grid pattern removal 

(GPR); energy subtraction (E-SUB); and tomographic artifact suppression (TAS). 

Of these, the GP package was the only one available for use on the CR system 

under investigation in this study, and therefore a brief description is noteworthy. 

2.8.2. Gradation Processing (GP) 

The overall goal of GP is to change the contrast of the image appropriately by 

adjusting the angle of the characteristic curve (H and D curve described earlier), to 

change the slope of the curve. This operation is labeled GA, and it is the amount of 

contrast set for the entire image and is usually set at 1.0. As this value increases 

the contrast is enhanced. Fuji recommends a range of settings of –4.1 to –0.1 and 

0.1 to 4.0 to adjust the contrast level of images during a study. This is a more 

accurate method of changing image contrast compared to using the touch screen 

with fingers or using the mouse (Fuji, 2011). 
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The other GP operation is the gradation shift (GS) which is used to adjust the 

brightness (density) of the entire image by shifting the characteristic curve to the 

left (darker) or to the right (lighter). This method of changing image brightness is 

strongly recommended by Fuji, instead of dragging one‘s finger on the touch 

screen of the image display monitor or using the mouse. Fuji‘s recommended 

range for the GS is –1.44 to +1.44. All images for both the pelvis and lumbar spine 

in this study were done with a GA setting of 0.6 and a GS setting of 0.98 since 

these values provided an optimum contrast and brightness level for images 

displayed on the CR workstation monitor used in this study. 

2.9. Radiation Dose Management Strategies 

The problem of dose creep in CR has been described in Chapter 1. In review, 

dose creep refers to ―the risk of increasing patient dose, possibly without being 

aware of it … or an increase in exposure over time when using digital systems with 

manual tube settings‖ (Uffmann & Schaefer-Prokop, 2009, p. 202). In a similar 

vein, Cohen et al (2011) explain that dose creep is an ―unintended excessive 

exposure and subsequent unnecessary patient radiation exposure …‖ (p. 593). 

For diagnostic imaging workers using digital systems, this is a significant 

problem, and has resulted in a number of activities/publications to ensure that 

users have a clear understanding of the dose-image quality relationship. For 

example, the ICRP provides a seminal report (Publication 93) on ―Managing 

Patient Dose in Digital Radiology‖ (ICRP, 2004); the Society for Pediatric 

Radiology (SPR), the AAPM, the American College of Radiology (ACR), and the 

American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT) have formed the Alliance for 

Radiation Safety in Pediatric Imaging (Image Gently) in an effort to educate users 

on dose issues when imaging children (Willis, 2009). Furthermore, 

Schaefer-Prokop and Neitzel (2006) have provided a comprehensive review of 

some 75 papers appearing before 2006 that examine the relationship between 

dose and image quality in CR/DR. In this review, the authors emphasize that users 

understand the physical aspects of digital detectors, the EI as a control 
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mechanism, and other technical parameters as methods of controlling dose creep, 

when attempting to optimize the imaging system. 

Strategies for radiation dose management in digital radiography, including CR, 

have been identified and reviewed by several authors (Seibert & Morin, 2011; 

Johnston et al., 2010; Uffmann & Schaefer-Prokop, 2009; Lanca & Silva, 2009; 

Willis, 2009; Seibert, 2008; Matthews & Brennan, 2007; Schaefer-Prokop & 

Neitzel, 2006; ICRP, 2004; Willis, 2004). 

In two recent papers, one examining the dose and image quality balance 

(Schaefer- Prokop & Neitzel, 2009) and the other on optimizing digital radiography 

of the pediatric patient (Willis, 2009). the authors first outline the various methods 

for dose-image quality optimization. Willis (2009) describes four broad approaches 

including technical methods to reduce dose, operational approaches to improving 

image quality, operational techniques for controlling patient radiation dose, and 

reform in clinical practice to optimize dose and image quality. Schaefer-Prokop and 

Neitzel (2009) on the other hand review dose requirements and image quality with 

respect to 14 items. First, they begin with a fundamental discussion of ALARA and 

image quality classes (high, medium, and low), followed by a reviewing of various 

strategies for dose containment. Subsequently, they outline the optimization of 

tube voltage and beam filtration approach; the use of scattered radiation grids; 

optimizing image processing; image noise; speed-class systems; and the use of 

the EI as a ―surrogate for dose- management‖ (p. 207). 

In summary, both reviews identify clinical and operational approaches for 

optimizing patient dose and image quality in digital radiography (CR/DR). While the 

technical approaches to dose reduction focus on radiographic exposure technique 

factors, detection efficiency, antiscatter grids, source-to-image receptor distance 

(SID), beam collimation, filtration, and the EI for example, operational approaches 

to improving image quality ―is affected by decisions made by the radiographer 

while performing the examination‖ (Willis, 2009, p. 220). In addition, operational 

approaches for controlling patient dose include the use of the automatic exposure 

control (AEC) device, use of manual techniques, avoiding the use of grids, 
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increasing the SID, paying attention to the EI feedback, collimation and 

reprocessing images rather than repeating the examination (Willis, 2009). 

More recently Seibert and Morin (2011) note that there is an opportunity for 

dose optimization using the EI associated with the standardization of the EI for 

digital radiography. 

2.10. Optimization Research: Exposure Technique Approaches in 
CR Imaging 

The use of the most appropriate exposure technique factors (mAs and kVp) is 

the basis for the production of a diagnostic image, as well as factors that play a 

significant role in determining the dose to the patient. The effect of each of these 

two factors on patient dose was described earlier in this chapter. In summary: 

 the radiation dose is directly proportional to the mAs (Dose α mAs). When the 

mAs is doubled, the dose is doubled. 

 the radiation dose is directly proportional to the square of the kVp (Dose % 

kVp2). When the kVp is doubled the dose is increased by a factor of four. 

The selection of the most appropriate exposure technique factors is one of the 

fundamental options for implementing the ALARA principle during routine daily 

operation of the CR imaging system. 

2.10.1. Optimization of kVp in CR Imaging Research 

During the transition from film-based radiography to digital radiography, 

exposure technique factors used for film-based radiography have been assumed to 

be appropriate for use in digital radiography (McEntee et al., 2004). An important 

consideration in this respect is that the response of the CR detector to the beam 

energies used in diagnostic radiology is simply different than that of a conventional 

film-screen detector (Moore et al., 2008). The typical CR detector phosphor 

BaFBr/I (barium fluorobromide/iodide) has a k-edge at approximately 37 keV, while 

that of a typical rare- earth film-screen detector such as Gd2O2S has a k-edge of 
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about 50 keV. Moore et al. suggest therefore ―that lower tube voltages relative to 

those used for film-screen should be used for CR‖ (p. 771). The significance of this 

point is that departments should consider optimization of the kVp when using CR 

systems. In this regard, the literature is replete with studies focussing on 

optimization of the tube voltage (kV) using different CR imaging systems and 

different body parts to the extent that these studies have produced ―conflicting 

results‖ (Fauber et al., 2011; Moore et al., 2009: Moore et al., 2008; Neofotistou 

et al., 2005). 

An early review of the influence of kVp on image quality in chest images using 

CR technology was published in 2004 (McEntee et al., 2004). In this paper, the 

authors reviewed the literature prior to 2004 on optimizing kVp for chest 

examinations, since it is the most frequent examination conducted in radiology 

departments. The structures in the chest such as the lungs and mediastinum as 

well as fine structures (nodules for example) pose a radiation attenuation 

challenge. 

This challenge was reviewed by McEntee et al. (2004) who identified about ten 

studies dealing with kVp optimization in CR, using beam energies ranging from 60 

kVp to 125 kVp for chest radiography. The conclusions drawn from the review of 

these studies are as follows: 

 ―CR systems produce better image quality at beam energies below 100 kVp 

compared with higher beam energies, and the E (effective dose) does not 

increase significantly. The dose to the gonads of both the male and the female 

will be reduced as a result of the decrease in tube potential‖ (p. 291). 

 ―Further research on the topic is required‖ (p. 291). 

Following the year 2004, several studies on optimizing tube potential in digital 

radiography appeared in the literature from 2005 to 2010. This literature review 

narrowed the search to CR studies (rather than flat-panel DR studies) and found 

eight CR studies as outlined in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3 Elements of eight CR studies on optimization of the tube potential 
from 2005 to 2010 

Year Author Title of the Article Journal 

2005 Tingberg, A. & 
Sjöström, D. 

Optimization of image plate 
radiography with respect to 
tube voltage 

Radiation Protection 
Dosimetry, 114(1–3), 
286–293 

2005 Hansson, J. 
et al. 

An optimization strategy in a 
digital environment applied to 
neonatal chest imaging 

Radiation Protection 
Dosimetry, 114(1–3), 
278–285 

2005 Honey, I.D. 
et al. 

Investigation of optimum 
energies for chest imaging 
using film-screen and 
computed radiography 

British Journal of 
Radiology, 78(929), 
422-427 

2005 Brindhaban, A. 
et al. 

Effect of x-ray tube potential 
on image quality for lumbar 
spine CR examinations 

Australasian Physical & 
Engineering Sciences in 
Medicine, 28(4), 216–222 

2006 Sandborg, M. 
et al. 

Comparison of clinical and 
physical measures of image 
quality in chest and pelvis CR 
at different tube voltages 

Medical Physics, 33(11), 
4169-4175 

2008 Moore, C.S. 
et al. 

Investigation of optimum x-
ray beam tube voltage and 
filtration for chest radiography 
with a CR system 

British Journal of 
Radiology, 81, 771-777 

2008 Bumbare L, 
et al. 

Quality of the CR Image 
acquired with decreased 
doses 

NBC Proceedings (20); 
1-4 

2010 Egbe, N.O. 
et al. 

A simple phantom study of 
the effects of dose reduction 
(by kV increment) below 
current dose levels on CR 
chest image quality 

Radiography, 16(4), 
327-332 
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2.10.1.1. Studies in 2005 

Hansson et al. (2005) conducted a study to investigate the optimum tube 

voltage for neonatal chests using a Fuji FCR 5000 (Fuji Photo Film, Tokyo, Japan) 

CR imaging system using a living rabbit as a phantom. Images were obtained at 

nine kVp settings ranging from 40 kVp to 90 kVp and at mAs values to ensure a 

constant effective dose at all kVp settings. Both standard and high resolution IPs 

were used and six images were produced for each kVp setting for each IP type. 

While the mAs settings for the standard IP corresponded to 50, 100, and 200% of 

the effective dose, they were 100, 200, and 400% for the high resolution (HR) IP. A 

total of 52 images were collected. For image viewing, the monitor was calibrated 

and all images were processed using processing parameters at 70 kVp. 

Furthermore, gradation processing controlled by Fuji‘s GA (contrast) and GS 

(brightness) were adjusted to obtain the proper luminance. 

This study employed an absolute Visual Grading Analysis (VGA ) procedure to 

assess image quality using ten observers to rate the reproduction of anatomical 

structures on a 4-point graded ordinal scale using the Commission of European 

Communities (CEC) quality criteria for pediatric chest radiography. In addition, a 

validation study was also conducted using neonatal images from Sahlgrenska 

University Hospital. These images were collected at 70 kVp and were compared 

with the rabbit phantom images obtained at 90 kVp, using a relative VGA study, 

meaning that image pairs were collected and assessed (standard IPs were used 

for the validation study). Structures on the evaluated images were compared with 

those in a reference image, using a 5-point graded scale. Based on the results, the 

authors conclude that ―although tube voltages ≤ 70 kVp are common in 

radiography of neonates, a high tube voltage such as 90 kVp seems to be a good 

alternative in digital radiography. Based on the results of the phantom study, the 

use of standard imaging plates gives better image quality than the use of HR 

imaging plates, particularly at low levels‖ (Hansson et al., 2005, p. 284). 

In another study published in 2005 by Tingberg and Sjöström (see Table 3-1), 

the researchers‘ goal was to determine the optimization of a Fuji FCR AC-3CS/ID 
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CR system, with respect to kVp for chest and pelvis, at a constant effective dose, 

using anthropomorphic phantoms of the chest and pelvis. While images of the 

pelvis were obtained with tube voltages ranging from 50 to 102 kVp and 

corresponding mAs settings ranging from 112 to 8 mAs (mAs settings were 

adjusted to ensure the same effective dose) chest images were obtained with tube 

voltages from 70 to 150 kVp with corresponding mAs settings ranging from 32 to 

4 mAs and adjusted to ensure constant effective dose. Six observers evaluated all 

chest and pelvis images on image quality criteria established by the CEC using a 

VGA procedure. 

The results of this study showed the following: 

1. VGA scores were higher at low kVp settings for both chest and pelvis images, 

meaning that clinical image quality improves at lower tube voltages 

2. Statistical analysis using the Newman-Keuls test to show significant differences 

reveal that: 

a. For chest images, there were differences between the 70 kVp and 141 kVp 

settings (p = 0.033) at 5% level; and at the 10% level between 70 kVp and 

133 kVp (p = 0.054) and at 70 kVp and 150 kVp (p = 0.061). 

b. For the pelvis images, there was no significance between small changes in 

kVp (60–63); however, for large changes between 50 to 60 kVp, there was 

a significant difference (p < 0.05). 

The authors conclude that for the CR system, clinical image quality of the 

chest and pelvis can be improved when the tube voltage is reduced ―compared 

with standard settings (125 kVp and 70 kVp for chest and pelvis respectively) 

which were used for screen-film radiography previously‖ (Tingberg & Sjöström, 

2005, p. 286). 

In yet another study published in 2005 by Honey et al. (see Table 3-1) the 

researchers‘ objectives were ―to determine the optimum tube potential for chest 

imaging using CR, and to assess the comparative image quality for FS and CR as 
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a function of tube voltage‖ (p. 423). Using a contrast-detail detection phantom 

(CDRAD), images were obtained using both FS radiography on an Agfa CR 

system at 75 kVp, 90 kVp, and 125 kVp at different detector doses, from about 

0.5 µGy to 20 µGy. Two observers evaluated hard copy images using a masked 

light viewing box to score threshold contrast indices. These indices were then used 

to calculate a visibility index (VI). The authors summarize their results and 

conclusion as follows: 

―The improvements in VIs obtained using CR at 75 kVp and 90 kVp were 
found to be statistically significant compared to 125 kVp at matched dose 
levels. The relative performance of FS and CR varies as a function of 
energy, owing to the different k-edges of each system when changing from 
FS to CR. The use of lower tube potentials may allow image quality to be 
maintained whilst reducing effective dose. A tube voltage of 90 kVp is 
indicated by this work, but may require clinical verification‖ (Honey et al., 
2005, p. 422). 

The final study published in 2005 is one by Brindhaban et al. (see Table 3-1). 

The purpose of this study was to examine optimization of the tube potential for the 

lumbar spine using two different CR systems; the Fuji FCR 9000 and the Kodak 

Direct View CR 900 systems. Images of a pelvis-lumbar spine phantom including 

L2 to L5 with a thickness of 23.5 cm and weighing 73.6 kg were obtained at 

different kVp settings. For the Fuji system, the kVp values increased from 81 to 94 

to 104, as opposed to 80, 92, and 105 for the Kodak CR system. Exposures were 

measured with a Victoreen Model 660 survey meter containing a 5.6 cm diameter 

ionization chamber. 

Nine observers (five radiologists, one medical physicist, and three 

radiographers with more than 15 years of clinical experience) evaluated image 

quality using the CEC quality criteria to assess visibility of anatomical structures on 

a 5-point scale. Mean image scores (IS) were computed for the nine observers. 

The dose was measured with backscatter included for each of the techniques used 

to produce the images. Three images were recorded for each tube voltage-mAs 

combination, and the entrance surface dose (ESD) was calculated. 
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The results showed that doses can be reduced by 25 to 50% without affecting 

image quality by increasing the kVp and reducing the mAs (using the 15% rule). 

The authors conclude that ―the optimization of the balance between image quality 

and patient dose can be achieved by exploring changes in exposure factors used 

in CR‖ (Brindhaban et al., 2005, p. 222). 

2.10.1.2. Studies in 2006 

In 2006, a study by Sandborg et al. (see Table 3-1) was conducted to 

investigate the correlation between physical measures of image quality such as 

SNR, for example, and clinical image quality. Additionally, another goal of this 

study was to explore a range of tube voltages for chest and pelvic CR 

examinations in an effort to optimize the kVp. 

The researchers used a computer model of the imaging system and an 

anthropomorphic phantom for both chest and pelvis examinations. The tube 

voltage for the chest and pelvis (both in the AP position) ranged from 70 kVp to 

150 kVp and 50 kVp to 102 kVp respectively. The reference tube voltage for the 

chest and pelvis was 125 kVp and 70 kVp respectively. Ten different kVp values 

were used for each examination, while the mAs was adjusted to produce a 

constant effective dose. 

Both chest and pelvis examinations were conducted with the Fuji FCR AC-3 

CR system using the standard IP coated with barium fluorochloride PSP. Images 

were evaluated by six experienced radiologists using the CEC image quality 

criteria. The images were displayed on a monitor and radiologists used the VGA 

procedure to score images on visibility of anatomical structures. 

The results of this study demonstrate that for CR chest and pelvis 

examinations, optimum kVp values are lower compared to those employed in 

film-based radiography, that is, 125 kVp for the chest and 70 kVp for the pelvis. 

Furthermore, Sandborg et al. (2006) concluded that ―using an anthropomorphic 

phantom and a computer model of the imaging system, physical measures of 
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image quality can be derived that correlate with clinical VGAS image quality 

descriptor‖ (p. 4174). 

2.10.1.3. Studies in 2008 

There were two studies found that were published in 2008. The first is one by 

Moore et al. (2008) who conducted a study to explore the optimization of kVp for 

chest examinations using an Agfa 75.0 CR system, with MD 4.0 IPs. Using a chest 

phantom, images were obtained at 60 kVp, 80 kVp, 90 kVp, and 120 kVp, and the 

air kerma dose data were measured, followed by a calculation of the contrast-to-

noise ratio (CNR), with respect to the air kerma for each kVp setting. 

Statistical analysis of the data obtained for defined chest anatomical structures 

(lung region, heart and spine region, and the diaphragm) showed that the optimum 

kVp depends on the specific anatomical region. The authors subsequently 

conclude that ―tube voltages that maximize CNR‖ using the Agfa CR system are 60 

kVp for the lungs; 80–125 kVp for the heart/spine; and 60–90 kVp for the 

diaphragm anatomical compartments. 

The other study that appeared in 2008 is one by Bumbure et al. who 

investigated optimization of the dose-image quality in a plexiglass phantom 

coupled with a test plate (―ETR-1‖) using a Kodak Direct View CR 500 system. 

Phantom images were obtained both with the AEC and manual timing modes. The 

air kerma (mGy.m2) was measured with a dose-area-product (DAP) meter. 

In the AEC mode, the kVp and associated mAs values were 40 kVp and 

23.7 mAs; 50 kVp and 6.34 mAs; 60 kVp and 2.79 mAs; 70 kVp and 1.59 mAs; 

80 kVp and 0.98 mAs; and 90 kVp and 0.59 mAs. Images were obtained at each of 

these settings. In the manual mode of operation, images were obtained at 40 kVp 

and 16 mAs; 50 kVp and 4 mAs; 60 kVp and 1.6 mAs; 70 kVp and 1 mAs; 80 kVp 

and 0.63 mAs; and 90 kVp and 0.5 mAs. 

Image quality was assessed on two parameters; the lateral resolution in line 

pairs/mm and the contrast. For the lateral resolution a defined region of the test 
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object was used. Image contrast was calculated using optical density values. The 

authors did not describe the details of the number of observers used in the study. 

The results showed that compared to the AEC mode, the manual mode of 

operation resulted in a dose reduction of 40–75% while maintaining “good” image 

quality. 

2.10.1.4. Studies in 2010 

Only one study on optimization of the kVp in CR was found for the year 2010. 

This study was one by Egbe et al. (2010) who conducted an image quality and 

dose optimization investigation in chest radiography using a Kodak Direct View CR 

800 system. Images of a chest phantom were recorded at 102 kVp; 117 kVp; 

133 kVp; and 150 kVp using the AEC operational mode. The ESD (mGy) was 

measured as well at each kVp setting, using four exposures per setting. All 

exposures were done in a single day, and IPs were processed within the first 30 

minutes of exposure. 

The assessment of image quality was done by four medical physicists who 

viewed 40 images of the lungs and 24 mediastinum-simulated lesion images per 

dose setting, on a calibrated monitor. The assessment lasted between 24 hours to 

one week, and images were scored on clarity and detectability of simulated lesions 

seen on the images. 

The results showed that clarity and detectability of simulated lesions became 

worse as the dose was reduced below a certain reference dose of 0.17 mGy, when 

images were not manipulated. At 0.06 mGy, the clarity in the lung area was 

significantly different and significant detectability changes were seen at 0.04 mGy. 

Furthermore, image manipulation resulted in parallel image quality changes. 

Significant differences in image clarity and detectability were observed at 

0.10 mGy. There was no significant difference in image clarity and detectability in 

the mediastinum area at all doses, with and without image manipulation. 
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The authors conclude that image clarity and detectability of simulated lesions 

in the chest at different doses ―may be dependent on whether or not contrast 

enhancement techniques are employed. There is also evidence to suggest that low 

dose images of the high density mediastinum can be enhanced with post 

processing, making exposure at high doses unnecessary‖ (pp. 327–328). 

2.10.1.5. Studies in 2011 

A more recent study is one by Walker (2011) who investigated the relationship 

between exposure technique factors and image quality in an attempt to establish 

dose- image quality optimization using a Konica-Minolta Regius 170 CR system. 

Walker imaged a pelvis phantom using 60 kVp; 70 kVp; 81 kVp; and 90 kVp along 

with six different mAs settings for each of the kVp values used. The mAs was 

doubled at each kVp increment. In addition, the x-ray beam was collimated to 

show beam restriction along the four sides of the 35 cm × 43 cm IP. A hip 

processing algorithm was selected to process images of the pelvis using the 

Konica-Minolta workstation, for each of the 24 images obtained for all kVp settings. 

The radiation dose was measured using a DAP meter in mGy/m2. Additionally, 

both entrance and exit doses were measured with a UNFORS dosimeter. All 

images were assessed on the Konica-Minolta CR workstation monitor without any 

image post processing such as windowing, and evaluated by one experienced 

radiographer. The images were given a quality score based on a 5-point scale 

where 1 indicates a poor image to 5 indicating excellent image quality. Images 

were also presented in a random order and assigned a letter of the alphabet which 

referred to an anonymized exposure value. 

The results of this study indicate that while poor and high image quality scores 

were associated with low and high mAs values respectively, doubling the mAs 

resulted in a doubling of the surface doses. The author emphasized that despite 

the subjective nature of the image quality evaluation, the results demonstrate that 

higher mAs techniques produce better image quality that low mAs settings for the 

same kVp setting. Additionally, the author noted that the results follow the 15% 
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kVp rule, meaning that if the kVp is increased by 10 kVp, the mAs must be reduced 

by one-half to produce equivalent image quality. 

2.10.2. Optimization of mAs in CR Imaging 

It is clearly apparent from the above studies that ―manipulation of the operating 

kVp cannot stand alone even with digital systems, and concomitant compensation 

of the applied mAs, together with adequate scatter control are necessary‖ 

(Matthews & Brennan, 2007, p. 265). One of the fundamental concerns in digital 

imaging is the inverse relationship between mAs and image noise. As a result, 

optimization must consider the assessment of image quality with respect to the 

dose per image. Increasing the dose per image will decrease the noise, thus 

improving image quality (Marshall, 2004). 

As described earlier in this literature review, one of the benefits of digital 

radiography is the wide exposure latitude, meaning that images can be obtained 

with a wide range of detector doses from about 0.05 µGy to 300 µGy per image 

(Marshall, 2001). While this wide range can be advantageous to the operator, it 

can also allow the operator to use higher than necessary doses, as is evident in 

the phenomenon of exposure creep (Seibert & Morin, 2011). 

Optimization should, therefore, assess image quality with respect to the dose 

per image (Marshall, 2001). A search of the literature revealed only one study 

(between 2005 and 2010) using such an approach, that is the lowest mAs possible 

―without excessive noise degradation of image quality‖ (Matthews & Brennan, 

2007, p. 215) in optimizing the dose-image quality in CR imaging. This study is by 

Fauber (2009) who investigated the ―insufficient and excessive radiation exposure 

on CR image quality.‖ 

The goal of Fauber‘s study was to reduce patient dose without compromising 

image quality and explore how the variation in the radiation quantity would 

influence the EI, radiographic contrast and resolution (detail). Using a Fuji XG-1 

Smart CR system (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan) and a Fuji FCR 1-Shot Quality Control 

(QC) phantom (Fuji Medical Systems, Stamford, CT). Five images were obtained 
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for each of the following exposure groups: 1 mAs; 2 mAs; 4 mAs; 8 mAs (baseline 

value); 16 mAs; 32 mAs; 64 mAs; and 125 mAs. Fauber (2009) explained that ―the 

mAs value to achieve an optimal quality QC phantom image was ultimately 

decreased by 300% for the lowest mAs value and increased 400% for the highest 

mAs value‖ (p. 212). The EI (‗S‘ number for Fuji CR) for each of the five exposure 

groups were recorded. Images were then printed on film to measure the optical 

density (OD) using a densitometer and using the differences in OD to evaluate 

radiographic contrast. The resolution grid on the image of the phantom was used 

to assess resolution in terms of the number of line pairs. 

The results of this study showed that: 

1. ―The EI is stable over a wide range of radiographic exposures above the 

optimal baseline value‖ (Fauber, 2009, p. 212). 

2. The change in OD from 1 mAs to 125 mAs was only 2% meaning that the OD is 

essentially stable with the wide range of exposures. 

3. It was noted that for high density differences, circles on the QC test tool image, 

the OD decreased consistently from 8 mAs to 125 mAs. 

4. The line pairs/mm were difficult to discriminate at low exposures compared to 

the baseline value of 8 mAs, and image mottle (noise) was pronounced at low 

exposures below the baseline value of 8 mAs. 

The author concluded that the results of this study simply support the literature 

on dose optimization in digital radiography, in that diagnostic quality images can be 

produced with a wide range of exposures above or below an optimal level (8 mAs). 

2.10.3. Optimization of the EI Practice 

Optimization of the EI is closely linked with optimization of exposure technique 

factors (kVp and mAs). The EI was described in detail earlier in this chapter. In 

summary, the EI is a numerical parameter devised by CR manufacturers to provide 

the user with a visual cue as to the amount of exposure to the CR IP. It provides 
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the technologist with an indication of whether the appropriate radiographic 

techniques are used for the examinations under study. 

The exposure dependence, X, for the Fuji, Carestream, and the Agfa systems 

for example are: 200/S α X(mR); EI + 300 = 2X; and lgM + 0.3 = 2X respectively, 

where ‗S‘ is the sensitivity number, EI is the exposure index, and lgM is the log of 

the median of the histogram (Seibert & Morin, 2011). This means that for the Fuji S 

number for example, as the exposure increases, the S number decreases. For the 

Carestream CR system if the EI is increased by 300, then the exposure to the IP 

(detector) is doubled. 

The EI is not the patient dose. Patient dose depends on several factors such 

as kVp, mAs, beam filtration, SID, body part being imaged, and collimation for 

example (reviewed earlier). The significance of the EI is that it is an important tool 

for QC purposes (Baker, 2011), appropriate use of the equipment, and ―to optimize 

radiation dose on an exam-by-exam basis for appropriate patient care (Seibert & 

Morin, 2011, p. 574). 

In terms of using the EI as part of an optimization strategy in digital 

radiography, the literature is extremely sparse in this area of research. In the 

previous studies on optimizing kVp and mAs reviewed above, no attempts were 

made to explore the influence of the kVp and mAs on the EI values. Only one 

study published in 2002 by Peters and Brennan, specifically addressed the notion 

of an optimized EI as a dose management strategy via establishing an optimized 

mAs. In brief, the researchers found that the optimized mAs resulted in a 

significant decrease in the average EI (for the Kodak CR system) during mobile 

chest radiography, from 1840 to 1570 (p < 0.001). Furthermore, the optimized EI is 

―substantially lower than the manufacturer‘s guidelines of 2000‖ and significantly 

lower than those used in clinical practice (Peters & Brennan, 2002). Additionally, 

the authors report that ―although dose levels to the patient have not been directly 

measured, it is safe to assume that a strong correlation exists between higher 

exposure indices and higher patient dose‖ (p. 2385). In this respect, Fauber et al. 

(2011) state that: 
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―Further research is necessary to understand the significance of the 
exposure indicator and its relationship to exposure techniques and patient 
exposure‖ (p. 508) 

This is one of the goals of this dissertation. 

In 2007, Warren-Forward et al. (2007) conducted a study to explore the use of 

the EI by radiographers in clinical practice, as well as exposure creep, and the 

relationship between EIs and radiation dose. The study was divided into two 

phases; a retrospective study and a phantom study, using the Kodak CR 800 and 

850 systems. The only difference between the two systems as pointed out by the 

authors is that the 800 system reads less IPs/hour than the 850 CR system. 

The retrospective study examined data (on patients older than 16 years of 

age) such as exam information, date, time of exam, as well as EIs for the PA chest 

and the lateral lumbar spine, from two hospitals, between 2004 and 2005. The 

phantom study employed a lung/chest phantom using several exposures at 

125 kVp at 180 cm SID under AEC operation. An average of three EI values 

(1550) ―was used to control all other exposure factors‖ (p. 27). Subsequently, 

exposures of the phantom at 70–125 kVp were recorded making sure that the EI 

was maintained at 1550. The ESD was measured at these factors (70–125 kVp) 

using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) for every exposure. Three 

exposures were made and the mean was used for data analysis. 

The results of the retrospective study showed that radiographers used EIs that 

were beyond the manufacturer‘s recommended range of 1700 to 1900. While EIs 

of less than 1700 were observed for 25% of both examinations, exposure creep 

was clearly apparent over the 18-month period especially for the lateral lumbar 

spine at one hospital. The phantom study results clearly showed that ―a small 

increase in the EI produced a large increase in the entrance surface dose … an EI 

of 2000 produced at 125 kVp can deliver the same patient dose as an EI of 1700 

produced at 70 kVp, where the EI difference of 300 represents a doubling of the 

dose to the detector‖ (p. 31). In addition, the authors stated that ―a reduction of as 

little as 10% of the manufacturer recommended range (1530–1700) can result in a 
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dose saving of nearly 50% and this has shown that EIs produced at this range 

produce diagnostically acceptable images‖ (Warren-Forward et al., 2007, p. 31). 

Furthermore, evaluation of the phantom images by four experienced radiographers 

indicated that higher contrast and less noise were characteristic of low kVp values, 

and all images were acceptable. 

2.11. Image Quality Assessment Tools for Optimization in Digital 
Radiography 

2.11.1. Image Quality Definition 

In a recent paper on image quality, Zarb et al. (2010) noted that ―image quality 

is difficult to define, since it is a nonspecific and subjective measure of the 

readability of a visual image‖ (p. 148). In CR, a digital image is acquired on the 

basis of the physics of PSL and the technology of the CR imaging plate and 

subsequent digital image processing by the computer. The image is finally 

displayed on a monitor for interpretation by an observer. The displayed image 

contains normal anatomical structures and those structures such as lesions, which 

usually provide the justification for the patient to have a diagnostic x-ray 

examination. 
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2.11.2. Image Quality Descriptors 

The quality of the displayed image can be described in terms of several 

parameters as illustrated in Figure 2-15. 

 

Figure 2-15. Five image quality parameters of a digital image, such as a CR 
image (From Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar 
Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by 
permission. www.cengage.com/permissions) 

The image quality descriptors for a digital image such as a CR image for 

example are illustrated in Figure 2-15, and include spatial resolution (detail), 

density resolution, noise, quantum detective efficiency (DQE), and artifacts (Korner 

et al, 2007; Seibert, 2006). Only four of these five, namely spatial resolution, 

density resolution, noise, and the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) will be 

described briefly. This chapter will not describe these in any detail however the 

essential elements of each will be highlighted. 

2.11.2.1. Spatial Resolution 

The spatial resolution of a digital image is related to the size of the pixels in the 

image matrix. Different sizes of IPs have different pixel sizes. For example, IP 

sizes of 35cm  43cm (24‖  17‖); 23cm x 30cm (10‖  12‖) and 18cm x 24 cm 

(8‖  10‖) for one manufacturer, have pixel sizes of 0.2 mm, 0.14mm, and 0.1mm, 

respectively. The smaller the pixel size the better the spatial resolution of the 

image. 
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The pixel size (PS) can be calculated using the relationship: 

PS  =  Field of View (FOV)/matrix size) 

Thus, for the same FOV, the greater the matrix size, the smaller the pixels and 

the better the image sharpness. Typical CR image matrix size is 2048  2048. 

There are other factors affecting the sharpness of the digital image but they will not 

be described here. 

2.11.2.2. Contrast Resolution 

The contrast resolution of a digital image is linked to the bit depth, which is the 

range of gray levels per pixel (see Chapter 2). An image with a bit depth of 8 will 

have 256 (28) shades of gray per pixel. In general, the greater the bit depth, the 

better the contrast resolution of the image. 

2.11.2.3. Noise 

Noise on the other hand can be discussed in terms of electronic noise (system 

noise) and quantum noise (quantum mottle). The quantum noise is determined by 

the number of x-ray photons (often referred to as the signal, S) falling upon the 

detector to create the image. While low exposure factors (kVp and mAs) will 

produce few photons at the detector (less signal and more noise, N), higher 

exposure factors will generate more photons at the detector (more signal and less 

noise). The former will result in a noisy image (grainy image) that is generally a 

poor image, and the latter will produce a better image at the expense of increased 

dose to the patient. The noise increases as the detector exposure decreases. 
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2.11.2.4. Detective Quantum Efficiency 

The final descriptor of digital image quality is the DQE. The overall concept of 

the DQE for a digital detector is illustrated in Figure 2-17. As can be seen, the 

detector receives an input exposure (incident quanta) and converts it into a useful 

output image. The DQE is a measure of the efficiency and fidelity with which the 

detector can perform this task. Note that the DQE also takes into consideration not 

only the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) but also the system noise, and therefore 

includes a measure of the amount of noise added. 

The DQE can be calculated using the following relationship: 

in
22 SNR/SNRDQE out  

The DQE for a perfect digital detector is 1 or 100%. This means that there is 

no loss of information. Since SNRin takes into consideration the amount of 

exposure used and the SNRout considers the resultant image quality, the DQE 

indicates the detector performance in terms of output image quality and input 

radiation exposure used. 

The DQE for CR is much better than film-screen (F-S) image receptors. This 

means that CR can convert an input exposure into a useful output image over a 

much wider range of exposures compared to F-S radiography. Seibert (2004) 

points out that for ―conventional CR detectors‖ the DQE is ―typically less than 

30%‖. Different manufacturers will report different DQE values for their respective 

CR systems. Interested readers should consult the CR specifications of the 

different manufacturers for their reported values. 
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Figure 2-17. The concept of the DQE. The digital detector takes the input 
exposure and converts it into a useful output image. The DQE is a 
measure of the efficiency with which the detector performs the task 
(From Seeram, E. Digital Radiography, 1E. © 2011 Delmar Learning, 
a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
www.cengage.com/permissions) 

It is interesting to note that in his seminal article on the Physics of Computed 

Radiography, Rowlands (2002), in elaborating on the clinical use of CR, stressed 

that ―a primary criterion used by radiologists in comparing image quality … is the 

appearance of x-ray noise in the image or quantum mottle. Any visual signs of 

mottle make an image unacceptable‖ (p. R160). 

2.11.3. Methods of Image Quality Assessment 

A number of authors (McCullough et al., 2006; Månsson, 2000; and Martin 

et al., 2008) have discussed the notion that image quality assessment is an 

involved and difficult process, involving both quantitative objective physical 

measures as well as the subjective performance to provide information on how 

human observers perform in clinical practice. 

There are a number of methods for evaluating image quality in diagnostic 

imaging as shown in Table 2-4. 
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Table 2-4 Methods for quality evaluation of diagnostic imaging procedures 
identified in a study by Tingberg, 2000. 

Level of 
ambition 

Investigation Measurement 

Lowest Radiographic technique • Equipment characteristics 
• Exposure parameters 

 Primary physical characteristics • Contrast 
• Spatial resolution (MTF) 
• Noise (WS) 
• Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

 Overall system performance • DQE 
• Image quality index (IQ) 
• Contrast-detail resolution 

 Images of anthropomorphic phantoms • ROC 
• ROC related methods 
• Visual grading analysis 

(VGA) 

Highest Images of patients • ROC 
• ROC related methods 
• Visual grading analysis 

(VGA) 
• Image criteria (IC) 

 

Furthermore, the table shows the ―level of ambition,‖ ―investigation,‖ and the 

―measurement‖ required  for this complex task. These methods have been 

summarized by Lanca and Silva (2009) based on a PhD dissertation by Tingberg 

(2000) on quantifying the quality of medical x-ray images, from Lund University, 

Malmö. 

The methods can be placed into two broad categories; objective physical 

measures and observer performance methods. 
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2.11.3.1. Objective Physical Measures 

As can be seen in Table 2-4, physical measurements consist of those 

parameters that are essential in characterization of the primary physical 

characteristics of the digital imaging system, as well as the overall performance of 

the imaging system. These characteristics and performance measures include the 

MTF, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the Wiener Spectrum (WS), also known as 

the NPS, and the DQE (Bushberg et al, 2012). It is not within the scope of this 

literature review to describe details of the MTF, SNR, WS, and DQE (since they 

are not the basis of this dissertation; however, a very brief description is 

noteworthy. 

The DQE was described earlier and it has become commonplace and it is 

used to evaluate the performance of a digital detector. It is a physical concept that 

explains how the detector deals with the x-ray photons incident on it, with respect 

to resolution, contrast, and noise. ―The DQE as a function of dose (D) and 

frequency (f) is given by: 

in
2SNR)f,D(NPS

)f(MTF)signalareaeargl(
)f,D(DOE

22

  

where MTF is the Modulation Transfer Function (describing the resolution 

properties of the system) and the NPS is the Noise Power Spectrum (describing 

the noise properties of the system). The ‗large area signal‘ comes from normalizing 

the NPS, and the signal- to-noise (SNR) squared describes the photon-or-energy-

weighted variance of the incident beam‖ (Månsson, 2000, pp. 90–91). Graphic 

tutorial overviews on the determination of the MTF, NPS, and DQE are presented 

in Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16 The DQE is obtained using the MTF and the NPS (From Månsson, 
2000. Used by permission of Oxford University Press) 
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The figure illustrates how the DQE is obtained using the MTF and the NPS. 

First, an image of a slit is imaged on a detector and a plot of the relative intensity 

as a function of distance results in the LSP. The Fourier Transform (FT) of the LSP 

will generate the MTF. Secondly, FT of a two-dimensional noisy image will result in 

the NPS. Finally, multiplying the MTF and the NPS by the large area signal2 and 

the SNR2 respectively will result in the DQE. 

While these objective physical measures are essential and useful tools in 

describing the performance of the imaging system in terms of image quality, they 

do not relate to all components of the imaging chain (Bath, 2010; Sund et al., 

2004; Månsson, 2000) as illustrated in Figure 2-19. Furthermore, Tapiovaara 

(2008) in a review of the relationships between physical measurements and user 

evaluation of image quality, emphasizes that ―exact physical measurements 

cannot supersede subjective evaluation in judging the acceptability of clinical 

images …‖ (p. 244). 

 

Figure 2-17 The positions for physical image quality measures (DQE and NEQ) 
and observer performance methods (ROC and VGA) in the 
diagnostic imaging chain (NEQ = noise equivalent quanta; 
ROC = receiver operating characteristics) (Image reproduced from: 
Sund P, Båth M, Kheddache S, Månsson LG (2004)Comparison of 
visual grading analysis and determination of detective quantum 
efficiency for evaluating system performance in digital chest 
radiography. European Radiology, 14; 48–58) 

In Figure 2-17, the observer is usually the radiologist, however, a technologist 

is the first observer to assess image quality in both film-based and digital 

radiography, and subsequently sends these images for interpretation by the 

radiologist. At this point, ―the information has to be adjusted to conform to the 

human perception‖ (Sund et al., 2004, p. 49). In this regard observer performance 
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is central to both the assessment of the visibility of anatomical structures as well as 

lesion detection (Bath, 2010; Lanca & Silva, 2009; Månsson, 2000). 

2.11.3.2. Observer Performance Methods 

The ultimate goal of an observer viewing and interpreting images in diagnostic 

radiology is four-fold: 

―1. distinguish among various states of disease and health 

2. accurately report diagnostically relevant structures and features 

3.  accurately classify different types of abnormalities or 

4. reliably detect relevant structures in the image‖ (Månsson, 2000, p. 89) 

While all of the above four goals are in the domain of the radiologist, the last 

one (No. 4) can be stated with some degree of accuracy to be mainly within the 

domain of the technologist. In particular, the relevant structures refer to anatomical 

structures. While the primary viewing task of the radiologist is lesion detection 

(defined by all four goals listed above), the major viewing task of the technologist is 

based on the visualization of anatomical structures. In this regard, therefore, 

observer performance methods fall into two categories, those methods based on 

lesion detection and those based on the visualization of anatomical structures 

(Bath, 2010; Zarb, 2010; Lanca & Silva, 2009; Sund et al., 2004; Månsson, 2000; 

Tingberg, 2000). More importantly, both of these approaches consider the 

contribution of the entire imaging chain (including the radiologist) to clinical image 

quality (Chakraborty, 2010; Lanca & Silva, 2009). While lesion detection makes 

use of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Analysis, visualization of 

anatomical structures utilizes methods referred to as VGA. This dissertation uses 

the VGA paradigm, which will be discussed in the next section of this literature 

review. The ROC paradigm will not be reviewed here since this dissertation is 

based on the assessment of the visibility of anatomical structures in an image. One 

important point to note, however, is that although ROC and its several variants 

(Free- response ROC, Localization ROC, Alternative free response ROC, etc.) are 

based on the scientific method and considered the ‗gold standard‘ for image quality 
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assessment, ―concerns have been raised regarding their clinical relevance‖ (Bath, 

2010, p. 31). In addition, ―conducting these types of studies may be cumbersome, 

since they are based on the establishment of truth for all cases and normally 

require a large number of cases in order to produce statistically significant results 

(meaning that the reliability is relatively low). For these reasons, ROC-related 

methods may not be the method of choice for the local optimization task at a 

radiation department where the intention is to find, for example, the optimal image 

processing setting or (dose level) for a given examination‖ (Bath, 2010, p. 31). 

2.12. Visual Grading of Normal Anatomy 

Visual grading of normal anatomy is a well-established, valid, popular, and 

simple method of subjectively assessing image quality based on the visibility and 

reproduction of anatomical structures and characterized by ‗powerful discriminating 

properties‘ in a ‗controlled scientific manner‘ (Bath, 2010; Smedby & Fredrickson, 

2010; Sund et al., 2004; Månsson, 2000; Tingberg, 2000). Sund et al. (2000) note 

that an assumption of visual grading is that ―the visibility of normal anatomy is 

strongly correlated to the detectability of pathological structures‖ (p. 49). 

2.12.1. Reasons for Visual Grading 

In a recent comprehensive review article on Evaluating Imaging System: 

Practical Applications, Bath (2010) provides several reasons for using visual 

grading as follows: 

―First of all, the validity of such studies can be assumed to be high if the 
anatomical structures are selected based on their clinical relevance and if 
the observers are experienced radiologists. Second, visual grading 
methods have in special cases been shown to agree both with detection 
studies using human observers and with advanced calculations of the 
physical image quality. This is important, and validates in some way the 

assumption that the possibility to detect pathology correlates to the 

reproduction of anatomy—the basic ideas of visual grading. Discrepancies 
between the methods have been reported, but have been explained with 
the different tasks for the methods rather than low validity for visual 
grading. Third, visual grading studies are relatively easy to conduct, 
especially in comparison with ROC studies, which is important when 
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optimising equipment at the local level. How to perform visual grading 
studies has been extensively described, and the learning threshold for 
conducting such studies is low. Fourth, the time consumption is moderate, 
at least for the observers, which means that it is realistic to believe that 
these methods can be implemented at almost any hospital. The workload 
on each participating radiologist is typically in the order of a few hours, 
which means that a study is easy to justify from an economical perspective 
for the hospital‖ (p. 32). 

It has been argued that because of the subjectivity involved in visual grading 

bias may become an issue. To address the problem of bias, formal criteria have 

been developed by a group of expert radiologists and medical physicists. These 

criteria are referred to as the European Guidelines on Quality Criteria for 

Diagnostic Radiographic Images, and have been published by the Commission of 

European Communities (CEC) in 1996 (CEC, 1996). 

2.12.2. The European Quality Criteria 

A central tenet of the European quality criteria guidelines holds that the results 

of every radiographic examination must be ‗reproducible and have sufficient 

sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and predictive value.‘ These guidelines for quality 

criteria will, therefore, serve to ensure the optimization of image quality for specific 

examinations not only in adult and pediatric radiography but also in CT; they have 

been adopted for digital radiography (Busch, 2004; Sund et al., 2000; Månsson 

et al., 1999). In their study, Sund et al (2000) concluded that ―the modified 

European quality criteria are useful for separating digital images with different 

image quality‖ (p. 192). 

The criteria are defined for specific anatomical landmarks as well as their 

required level of reproduction in an image to facilitate accurate diagnostic 

interpretation. For every examination, say for example an AP pelvis, the criteria are 

organized around three major headings: 

1. Diagnostic requirements 

2. Criteria for radiation dose to the patient 

3. Example of good radiographic technique 
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Diagnostic requirements specifically relate to the image criteria which define 

the degree of visibility of certain anatomical structures. The European guidelines 

(CEC, 1996) explain the meaning of degree of visibility for four terms as shown in 

Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5 The CEC (1996) definitions of the degree of visibility for anatomical 
structures in an image. 

Term Definition 

Visualization Characteristic features are detectable but details are 
not fully reproduced; features just visible 

Reproduction Details of anatomical structures are visible but not 
necessarily clearly defined; detail emerging 

Visually Sharp 
Reproduction 

Anatomical details are clearly defined; details clear 

Important Image Details These define the minimum limiting dimensions in the 
image at which specific or abnormal anatomical details 
should be recognized 

 

The two body parts examined in this dissertation are the pelvis and the lumbar 

spine. The anatomical criteria for evaluation of image quality for these two parts 

and recommended by the European guidelines (CEC, 1996) are provided in 

Table 2-6. 
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Table 2-6 The CEC (1996) anatomical criteria for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar 
spine images 

Part and Projection Image Criteria 

Pelvis AP Visually sharp reproduction of the: 
1. Sacrum and its intervertebral foramina 
2. Pubic and ischial rami 
3. Sacroiliac joints 
4. Necks of the femora (no foreshortening or rotation) 
5 Greater trochanters 
6. Cortex/trabecular patterns 

Lumbar spine AP Visually sharp reproduction of the: 
1. Upper and lower end plate surfaces 
2. Pedicles 
3. Intervertebral joints 
4. Spinous and transverse processes 
5. Cortex/trabecular patterns 

The locations of the anatomical structures listed in Table 2-6 for the AP pelvis 

and AP lumbar spine are shown in Figure 2-18. 

 

                            A                                          B 

Figure 2-18 The locations of the anatomical structures listed in Table 2-6 for the 
AP pelvis (A)  and the AP lumbar spine (B)  
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The second major heading is that of the radiation dose to the patient. The CEC 

guidelines (1996) recommend that for a standard-size adult (70 kg body weight) 

the entrance surface dose expressed as the absorbed dose in air (mGy) for both 

the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine be 10 mGy. 

Finally, the guidelines of the CEC (1996) on image criteria list examples of 

‗good radiographic technique‘ for each examination with respect to several 

parameters. Table 2-7 provides examples of these parameters for the AP pelvis 

and the AP lumbar spine. It is clearly apparent in Table 2-7 that the CEC 

guidelines were developed for film-screen radiography and, therefore, the next 

obvious question is whether these radiographic techniques are applicable to digital 

radiography, including CR. 

Table 2-7 Examples of good radiographic technique as recommended by the 
CEC (1996) for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine 

Parameter AP Pelvis AP Lumbar Spine 

Radiographic Device  Grid table Grid table 

Nominal Focal Spot Size ≤ 1.3 ≤ 1.3 

Total Filtration ≥ 3.0 mm Al Equivalent ≥ 3.0 mm Al Equivalent 

Antiscatter Grid Grid ratio = 10:1 Grid ratio = 10:1 

Screen-Film System Nominal speed class 400 Nominal speed class 400 

FFD 115 (100–150) cm 115 (100–150) cm 

Radiographic Voltage 70–90 kV 70–90 kV 

Automatic Exposure- Chamber selected – Chamber selected – 

Control  central or lateral central 

Exposure Time  < 400 ms < 400 ms 

Protective Shielding where appropriate, 
gonadal shields should be 
employed for male 
patients and for female 
patients if possible 

where appropriate, 
gonadal < 400 m shields 
should be employed for 
male patients and for 
female patients if possible 
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A close examination of the list of good radiographic techniques given in Table 

2-7 reveal that all of the parameters except for the film-screen image detector 

apply to digital radiography. It should also be noted that manual techniques are 

missing. Manual techniques are important not only in portable radiography and 

extremity examinations but also in educational radiography programs that ―still 

need to instruct students in manual technique selection and subsequently to 

evaluate students‘ performance in this regard‖ (Goldman, 2004, p. 293). 

Furthermore, Seibert (2008) supports the notion of the use of manual techniques 

for adult portable chest CR radiography and suggested adjusting mAs depending 

on whether the patient is small, medium, or large. In a similar vein, Willis (2009) 

recommends that ―in pediatric projection radiography, manual technique is 

preferred‖ (p. 272) when optimizing dose and image quality in radiography of 

children. 

Another critical issue to note in Table 2-7 is that of the recommended kVp for 

the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine, which ranges from 75–90 kV for both body 

parts. The kV used in this dissertation is the manufacturer‘s recommendation of 80 

kV for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine for CR imaging using the Fuji CR XG 

5000 unit. 

2.12.3. Visual Grading Approaches 

There are two common methods of visual grading of the visibility of anatomical 

structures. In the CEC ‗quality criteria‘ (1996), the specific image criteria 

themselves are used in visual grading experiments (Bath, 2010; Rainford et al., 

2007; Bath & Månsson, 2007; Sund et al., 2004). These methods include IC 

scoring and VGA. 
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2.12.3.1. Image Criteria Scoring 

In the IC method the task of the observer in viewing and assessing the image 

is to determine whether the image criteria are fulfilled or not (Tingberg, 2000). 

Subsequently, an image criteria score (ICS) is calculated using the following 

algebraic expression: 
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where ARO,I,C  is the absolute rating for a particular observer (O), image (I), and 

criterion (C). O, I, and C refer to the number of observers, images, and criteria 

respectively (Lanhede et al., 2002). The ICS is the proportion of fulfilled criteria 

and is averaged over all observers, images, and criteria. 

One of the problems, however, with the ICS method is that ―there is no soft 

transition from ‗not fulfilled‘ to ‗fulfilled‘; the observer may have difficulties in 

deciding whether a specific criterion is fulfilled or not when the reproduction of the 

anatomical structure is close to the decision threshold of the observer. Also, no 

consideration is taken to how far away from the decision threshold the reproduction 

is, which may lead to difficulties in interpreting the results‖ (Bath & Månsson, 2007, 

p. 170). With this in mind, another approach is required, one which will allow the 

observer to grade the visibility of anatomical structures, using a multi-step rating 

scale (Bath, 2010). This is the basis of visual grading analysis, and it is intended to 

improve the ‗sensitivity to small differences in image quality‘ (Smedby & 

Fredrickson, 2010). 

2.12.3.2. Visual Grading Analysis (VGA) 

VGA used in conjunction with the European quality criteria has become an 

established tool with high validity in optimization studies in digital radiography 

(Smedby & Fredrickson, 2010; Bath, 2010). 

The VGA approach requires the observer to assess image quality based on 

his/her opinion about the visualization and reproduction of defined anatomical 
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structures using an absolute or a relative rating scale. The meaning of these 

ratings is outlined in Table 2-8. In the absolute approach the observer rates (or 

scores) his/her opinion about the visibility of the anatomical structures using a 

scale consisting of at least four steps from 1 to 4 as explained in Table 2-8. In the 

relative approach, the observer grades (rates) the visibility of each defined 

anatomical structure using a scale consisting of at least five steps from –2 to +2 as 

explained in Table 2-8. 

Table 2-8 The meaning of the absolute and relative rating scales used in VGA 
studies to assess image quality using the European quality criteria as 
identified in studies by Bath & Månsson, 2007; Tingberg & Sjöström, 
2005; and Sund et al., 2004. 

Absolute Rating Meaning – The structure in the image is: 

1 Not visible 

2 Poorly reproduced 

3 Adequately reproduced 

4 Very well reproduced 

Relative Rating Meaning – The reproduction of the structure in the image is: 

–2 Much worse than: 

–1 Worse than: 

0 The same as: Better than: 

+1 Much better than: 

+2 the reproduction of the corresponding structure in the 
REFERENCE image 

 

The data collected from the absolute rating approach can be computed to 

provide a VGA score (VGASabs) using the following algebraic expression: 
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where G(abs) is the absolute rating for a specific image (i), structure (s), and 

observer (o). I, S, and O refer to the number of images, structures, and observers 

respectively (Sund et al., 2004). As seen in Table 2-8 the relative rating approach 

uses a reference image in which all structures in the test images are compared to 

the corresponding structures in the reference image. The data from a relative 

rating VGA study can be calculated to provide a relative VGA score (VGASrel) 

using the following algebraic expression: 
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where Go,i,c is the grading for observer (o), image (i), and criterion (c). O, I, and C 

refer to the number of observers, the number of images, and the number of criteria 

respectively (Geijer & Persliden, 2005; Tingberg & Sjöström, 2005). It has been 

suggested that in a VGA relative rating approach that the reference image should 

always be presented side by side on the same monitor used to display the test 

images to ensure that these images are displayed with the same monitor 

brightness and contrast (Gorham & Brennan, 2010; Tingberg & Sjöström, 2005). 

2.13. The Use of VGA in CR Dose-Image Quality Optimization 
Research 

As noted earlier the use of visual grading as an assessment tool in image 

quality studies has gained popularity since it can be completed by experienced 

observers in a short amount of time (Smedby & Fredrickson, 2010). Several 

studies of dose-image quality in digital radiography have been reviewed earlier 

including those that included a VGA component. 

A search of the literature that dates back to 2005 revealed that the use of the 

VGA approach in CR optimization studies is limited. There were only three studies 

found that employed the relative VGA approach using the European quality criteria 

described in detail above (Sandborg et al., 2006; Wiltz et al., 2005; Sund et al., 

2004). 
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2.14. Using the CR Imaging System in Practice: Knowledge, 
Confidence, and Attitudes 

CR is a complex technology and requires an understanding not only a certain 

degree of physics, but also technical concepts as well, as described earlier in this 

chapter. For example, the nature of the wide exposure latitude, the physics of PSP 

and PSL, image processing algorithms, EIs, and the problem of exposure creep 

(Seeram, 2011) all require a good knowledge and understanding to use the CR 

system. Such understanding is essential for the correct and appropriate use of the 

CR system in an effort to optimize dose and image quality, to ensure the ALARA 

philosophy is adhered to in routine daily operation (Seibert, 2008). 

During the transition from film-based radiography to digital radiography in the 

early years, coupled with the subsequent rapid development of CR/DR, user 

education and training have been identified as critical components in dose-image 

quality optimization (Morrison et al., 2011; Seibert & Morin, 2011; David & Redden, 

2011; Don, 2011; Nyathi et al., 2010; Johnston et al., 2010, FDA, 2010; Patefield, 

2010; Vano & Fernandez, 2007; Peer et al., 2005; ICRP, 2004). 

In 2004, the ICRP discussed the education and training needs for 

radiographers, radiologists, and medical physicists. In this regard, the ICRP (2004) 

supported the outline of topics for the general education and training aspects of 

digital radiology as proposed by the European DIMOND consortium (Peer et al., 

2005) shown in Table 2-9. 
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Table 2-9 Outline of topics for digital radiography education-training 
(ICRP, 2004, p. 40) 

1. X-Ray Systems for Digital Imaging 

• Image Acquisition 

• Image Transfer 

• Image Analysis 

2. Quality Control 

3. Digital Visualization and Reporting 

4. Workstations 

5. Image Presentation 

6. Image Transfer and Archiving 

7. Patient Dose Management 

In 2011, Seeram provided an outline of topics specifically for CR and intended 

for the education of technologists (radiographers) based on information gathering 

from several sources. These include a review of the CR literature, personal 

communications with various CR manufacturers, and several notable physicists 

working in CR research, and observations of technologists working in CR in clinical 

practice. It is clearly apparent that the ICRP topics are more generalized and 

include Digital Fluoroscopy and other topics such as image compression, workflow 

concepts, legal issues, security and quality control for example. 

2.14.1. Studies on CR Education/Training and Use of CR in Practice 

A search of the literature using the sources mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter and search terms such as CR/DR, education and training in CR, use of CR 

in clinical practice, and survey of technologists revealed only two studies. 

The first study is one by Nyathi et al. (2010) who conducted a survey of digital 

radiography practice in four South African hospitals for the purpose of capturing 

information on radiographers‘ familiarity and preferences with digital radiography. A 

questionnaire was designed to capture data on familiarity, preferences, knowledge, 
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and ―workmanship‖ of radiographers working in a digital radiology department, 

using a cross-sectional research design. 

The questionnaire included closed and open-ended questions and was sent to 

205 participants including qualified and student radiographers. It was first sent to 

the medical physicist at each of the four hospitals surveyed (via email), who made 

hard copies and subsequently distributed it to all participants. 

The response rate was 31% (63 out of 205), 10 students and 53 

radiographers. Descriptive statistics including summary measures and frequency 

tables were used to analyze the data. Of the four hospitals, only two used CR 

systems; the other two used DR (flat-panel systems) from manufacturers such as 

Philips, Siemens, General Electric, Toshiba, Agfa, Fuji, Kodak, and Konica-

Minolta. Of the 31% who completed the questionnaire, only 15% (8) has four or 

more years of experience with FS radiography. 

The questionnaire focused on three ―factors of interest,‖ namely; training, 

comparison between digital and FS radiography, and preference in digital 

radiography. The training factor included responses to formal education in digital 

radiography (61%); formal training in digital radiography QC (16%); reading of the 

digital radiography system manual (23%); and easier to perform retakes in digital 

radiography (55%). In comparing digital radiography with FS radiography on 

superior spatial resolution, superior image quality, more dose to the patient, and 

wider dynamic range, the responses were 71%; 74%; 51%; and 91% respectively. 

Furthermore, preference in digital radiography for collimation rather than cropping 

and the use of grids were 89% and 100% respectively. 

The authors conclude that while radiographers are familiar with digital 

radiography in terms of advantages and disadvantages in clinical practice, QC 

procedures for digital radiography are lacking in radiology departments. 

Additionally, the authors emphasize that there is a need for ―formal education, 

continuing education, and manufacturer training with respect to QC as institutions 
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make the transition from conventional FS radiology to digital radiology‖ 

(Nyathi et al., 2010, p. 2). 

The second survey study on digital radiography education is one by Morrison 

et al., (2011). The goal of this study was to ―evaluate knowledge of image quality 

and dose management in pediatric digital radiography among radiologic 

technologists in the US‖ (p. 602). The authors noted that the survey was 

sponsored by the American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT) and the 

Education subcommittee of the Image Gently Computed Radiography/Direct 

Radiography committee. 

A 23-item questionnaire designed to capture data on the nature of the 

education received by technologists on image quality and dose management in 

digital radiography particularly in the pediatric population, was sent to 493 

registered technologists. These individuals were selected from both dedicated 

children‘s hospital and hospitals serving the needs of both adult and pediatric 

patients. The questions focused on image acquisition, QC workstations, quality 

assurance (QA), radiation exposure, and education in digital radiography. The 

questionnaire is shown in its entirety in Table 2-11 to highlight the nature and 

depth of the questions asked. 
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Table 2-11 The 23-item questionnaire regarding digital radiography education in pediatric clinical 

practice (Morrison et al., 2011. ©2012, the American Society of Radiologic Technologists. 
All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission of the ASRT for educational purposes) 

Image acquisition 

1. What percentage of your work is with pediatric patients? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

2. Do you work in a dedicated children’s institution? 

Yes 
No 

3. In what percentage of procedures do you use automatic 
exposure control? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

4, In what situations are grids used? 

5. In what percentage of procedures do you use lead 
markers? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

6. In what percentage of procedures do you use electronic 
markers? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

Quality control workstation 

7. In what percentage of procedures are the electronic 
collimators (mask, shutter) used? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

8. In what percentage of procedures is the image adjusted at 
the quality-control workstation? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

9. Does adjusting the image at the quality-control 
workstation affect the exposure index? 

Yes 
No 

Quality assurance 

10. Do you have a way to monitor your repeat rate? 

Yes 
No 

11, What are the common causes of repeat exposures? 

12. What percentage of procedures require repeat images? 

0%–25% 
26%–50% 
51%–75% 
76%–100% 

13. Do you have a quality control technologist who checks 
images, or does the radiologic technologist on shift 
perform this function? 

Yes, there is a quality control technologist 
No, many technologists must perform quality control 
Other (please specify below) 
Please specify: 

14. Do other radiologic technologists approve exams they did 
not perform? 

Yes 
No 

15. Are there established exposure values that are acceptable? 

Yes 
No 

16. Is there a mechanism in place to determine the percentage 
of examinations that fall into the acceptable range, or that 
produce too much or too little exposure? 

Yes 
No 

17. How to radiologists’ expectations affect your ability to 
produce high-quality, low dose Computed 
Radiography/Direct Radiography images? 

Radiation exposure 

18. What do you feel contributes to or causes excess radiation 
exposure when performing pediatric computed radiology 
procedures? 

19. What do you feel contributes to or causes excess radiation 
exposure when performing pediatric direct radiography 
procedures? 

Computed Radiography/Direct Radiography education 

20. What was the primary source used to provide Computed 
Radiography/Direct Radiography education in your 
institution? 

On-the-job training 
Equipment manufacturer 
Off-site training 
Other (please specify below) 
Please specify: 

21. What educational materials would you like manufacturers 
to provide to those who operate the equipment? 

22. What educational materials would you like manufacturers 
or others to provide regarding radiation dose? 

23. What emphasis is placed on radiation dose reduction for 
Computed Radiography/Direct Radiography at your 
institution? 

Emphasized all of the time 
Emphasized most of the time 
Emphasized some of the time 
Never emphasized 
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The results of this survey study showed that: 

1. For image acquisition, 38.6% use grids for thicker patients such as adult 

patients. Furthermore, technologists who worked with pediatric patients were 

less likely to use AEC. 76% of technologists use lead markers compared to 

74% who used electronic markers 25% or less of the time. 

2. For the use of the QC workstation, the response indicates that electronic 

collimation is used regularly. 69.9% of technologists indicate that electronic 

collimation has no impact on the EI value. 

3. For quality assurance (QA), the focus was on monitoring repeat rates, and in 

this respect participants identified patient motion, poor positioning, ―clipping of 

anatomy,‖ and artifacts as common causes of repeats. 

Finally, respondents stated that repeat rates are few. 

4. 90.6% of participants indicate that radiation exposure values were 

predetermined for patients at the respective hospitals. The causes of increased 

exposure dose to patients were identified as patient motion and poor 

positioning, as well as incorrect exposure technique selection and incorrect 

gonadal shielding. 

5. Technologists received their education from ―on-the-job‖ training and from 

equipment vendors. Hospital dose reduction methods varied. 42.8% noted that 

dose reduction methods were ―emphasized all of the time,‖ while 11.4% noted 

that dose reduction methods were ―never emphasized.‖ 27% on the other hand 

reported that dose reduction was emphasized ―most of the time.‖ There was a 

statistically significant higher percentage of technologists who worked in a 

children‘s hospital, who reported that dose reduction was emphasized all of the 

time (p < 0.05). 

The authors conclude that ―there is a clear and widespread need for 

comprehensive and practical education in digital image technology for 

radiologic technologists, especially those engaged in pediatric radiography‖ 

(Morrison et al., 2011, p. 602). 
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2.15. Summary of the Literature Review 

Chapter 2 presented a review of the literature on several physical principles 

and technical concepts relevant to the nature of this dissertation. First, a review of 

FS radiographic physics and principles of image formation reflect several 

limitations, including the narrow dynamic range (exposure latitude) of the FS 

detector. This limitation implies that the correct exposure technique factors must be 

used at all times in order to produce an acceptable diagnostic image. This 

limitation has been solved by the digital radiography detector. 

Secondly, the physics and technology of CR were reviewed. In particular, the 

wide dynamic range of the CR detector allows for the use of a wide variation of 

exposure technique factors, producing acceptable images at low and high radiation 

doses. A significant problem imposed by this wide exposure latitude is exposure 

creep, meaning an increase in exposure over time when using the CR system that 

may not be recognized. To provide the technologist with an indication of the dose 

to the detector, manufacturers have devised an exposure indicator (EI) which 

provides a visual cue as to the use of the correct exposure technique for the 

examination. 

The third point in this review relates to the bioeffects of radiation exposure. 

These include stochastic effects and deterministic effects. To minimize the 

probability of stochastic effects and prevent deterministic effects, the practice of 

radiology is guided by the radiation protection framework established by the ICRP. 

One of the important principles of this framework is that of optimization, meaning 

the use of as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) dose without compromising 

the quality of the image. Optimization, therefore, involves strategies to manage the 

radiation dose to the patient. 

The fourth major aspect of this literature review addressed optimization 

research focussing specifically on exposure technique approaches in CR imaging. 

Three approaches were reviewed: optimization of kVp; optimization of mAs; and 

optimization of the EI in practice. Only papers dating back to 2005 were described 

in this section. 
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The next topic reviewed addressed image quality assessment tools for 

optimization in digital radiography. Such tools include objective physical measures 

(MTF, SNR, DQE for example) and observer performance methods such as the 

use of visual grading of normal anatomy. Having reviewed the reasons for visual 

grading, the European quality criteria was described in detail followed by a 

discussion of two visual grading approaches. These include the image criteria 

scoring and visual grading analysis (VGA). 

The sixth topic of review dealt with the use of VGA in CR dose-image quality 

optimization research. 

Finally, the literature review concluded with an outline of the research on the 

use of CR imaging in practice, specifically in terms of knowledge, confidence in 

use of the system, and attitudes. 

2.16. Themes, Patterns, and Common Findings 

The major themes, patterns, and common findings from the literature reviewed 

are centered around dose management strategies; optimization research; and 

education and training in digital radiography. The important features are as follows: 

1. Dose management strategies for digital radiography include each of the 

following: 

 The EI has been identified as a dose control mechanism 

 The EI can be used as a ―surrogate for dose management‖ 

 The use of the EI has been viewed as an opportunity for dose optimization 

 Operational techniques for controlling patient dose 

 Operational approaches to improving image quality 

2. Optimization research has focussed mainly on optimizing the kVp in CR 

imaging as a means of implementing the ALARA philosophy. These studies 

have concentrated on mainly chest imaging using different CR systems such as 

those commercially available from Fuji, Agfa, Kodak, and Konica-Minolta. 
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These studies have produced ―conflicting results‖ (Fauber et al., 2011; Moore 

et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2008; Neofotistou et al., 2005). In addition, a common 

pattern was the use of automatic exposure control (AEC) and the measurement 

of constant effective dose, and the use of a dose-area product (DAP) meter. 

Furthermore, the dose-image quality optimization component of optimization 

research makes use of the CEC image quality criteria in conjunction with the 

well- established VGA procedure. This procedure is used to evaluate image 

quality based on the visualization and reproduction of defined anatomical 

structures in images, and not on lesion detection. 

3. Several papers dating back to 2004, including the ICRP Publication 93 (2004) 

―Managing Patient Dose in Digital Radiography‖ identified the need to explore 

the education and training elements for users (technologists and radiologists) 

operating CR imaging systems. 

2.17. Gaps in the Recent Literature 

The themes, patterns, and common findings presented above demonstrate 

that there are several gaps in the literature reviewed as follows: 

1. The lack of optimization of the mAs in the implementation of the ALARA 

philosophy is clearly apparent. Only two studies from 2005 to 2011 described 

elements of mAs as a dose control mechanism in digital radiography. The mAs 

has been identified as an ―operational technique‖ for optimization during daily 

operation in digital radiography. 

2. The lack of EI optimization research is also clearly apparent. Only two papers 

explored optimization of the EI in practice. No studies from 2005 to 2011 

explored the correlation of the EI and the ESD and the comparison of an 

optimized EI with that of the manufacturers‘ recommended values for the AP 

pelvis and AP lumbar spine. 
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3. Most of the studies addressed the optimization of the kVp in chest imaging. The 

literature is, therefore, sparse on dose-image quality optimization in the pelvis 

and lumbar spine in CR imaging. 

4. The research literature is sparse on optimization studies using the Fuji FCR XG 

5000 CR imaging system. 

5. The CEC image quality criteria does not mention the use of mAs techniques 

with manual exposure timing approaches. This study aims to provide 

preliminary results on manual exposure timing in CR imaging. 

6. The use of the VGA approach to assessing image quality in optimization 

research in CR has been sparse in the literature from 2005–2011. 

7. Only two research studies were found that investigated education and training 

issues in digital radiography. These studies were lacking specifically in the 

following areas: 

a. CR Physics and Technology knowledge components 

b. the use of CR technology in practice 

c. confidence in using the CR imaging system in practice 

d. attitudes towards CR use in practice 

e. specific use of the EI in practice 
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The purpose of this research is two-fold: 

1. To investigate the optimum mAs and associated EI of the Fuji FCR XG 5000 

CR system in a dose-image quality optimization study, and to compare the 

optimized EI (and associated mAs) with the manufacturer‘s recommended 

values for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. This study uses a 

correlational research design in conjunction with the well-established VGA 

methodology using the CEC image quality criteria. 

2. To explore the physics and technology knowledge components of CR, as well 

as the confidence and attitudes of technologists in using the CR imaging 

system in clinical practice. This investigation uses the survey research design 

to capture data from a purposeful (convenient) sample of technologists in 

British Columbia, Canada. Furthermore, this survey approach captures data on 

the specific use of the EI in clinical practice. 
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Table 2-12 A summary of the major elements of optimization studies of kVp in CR studies from 2005 to 2011 

Author Year Anatomy Type of Study and 

CR System 

kVp Settings Evaluation 

Methodology 

Conclusions 

Hansson 
et al. 

2005 • Neonatal 
chest 

• Fuji FCR 5000, 
• Std and Hi Res IPs 
• Optimization of kVp 

• 40–90 kVp • Validation study using a 
rabbit model 

• Absolute VGA 
• 10 observers 
• Constant effective dose 

at all kVp settings 

• High kVp such as 90 kVp for 
diagnostic radiography 

• Std IPs give better image quality at 
low doses 

Tingberg & 
Sjöström 

2005 • Chest and 
pelvis 
anthropo- 
morphic 
phantoms 

• Optimization of kVp 
• Fuji FCR 
• AC-3CD/ID system 

• Pelvis at 
50–102 kVp 
(112–8 mAs) 

• Chest at 
70–150 kVp 
(32–4 mAs) 

• VGA study 
• Constant effective dose 
• 6 observers 
• CEC quality criteria 

• VGAS higher at low kVp for both 
chest and pelvis 

• Reduced kVp produced improved 
image quality of the chest and pelvis 
compared to 120 kVp and 70 kVp 
chest and pelvis respectively used 
for FS radiography 

Honey et al. 2005 • Lumbar spine • Optimization of kVp 
• Kodak Direct View 
• CR 900 system 
• Fuji FCR 9000 system 

• 80, 92, and 
105 kVp for 
Kodak unit 

• 81 to 94 to 
104 kVp for the 
Fuji CR unit 

• Image Scores (IS) 
• ESD measured with 

survey meter 
• 9 observers 

• Doses can be reduced by 25 to 50% 
without affecting image quality 

Sandborg 
et al. 

2006 • Chest and 
pelvis 
anthropo- 
morphic 
phantoms 

• Correlation of physical 
image quality (SNR) 
without clinical image 
quality 

• Fuji FCR AC-3 
system 

• Std IP 

• 70–150 kVp for 
chest 

• 50–102 kVp for 
pelvis 

• Reference kVp 
• Chest – 125 
• Pelvis – 70 

• VGA 
• CEC quality criteria 
• 6 observers 
• mAs adjusted to provide 

constant effective dose 

• Optimum kVp lower than FS 
(i.e., 125 kVp for chest and 70 kVp 
for pelvis) 

• Physical image quality measures can 
be derived that correlate with clinical 
VGA image quality descriptor 
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Author Year Anatomy Type of Study and 
CR System 

kVp Settings Evaluation 
Methodology 

Conclusions 

Moore et al. 2008 • Chest 
anthropo- 
morphic 
phantom 

• Optimization of kVp 
• Agfa 75.0 CR system 

• 60, 80, 90, and 
120 kVp 

• SNR 
• Air kerma dose measure 
• Number of observers 

not mentioned 

• Optimization of kVp depends on the 
anatomical region 

• 60 kVp for lungs, 80–125 kVp for 
heart, and 60–90 kVp for diaphragm 

Burnbure 
et al. 

2008 • Plexiglass 
phantom and 
Test Plate 
(EIR-1) 

• AEC exposure timing 
compared to manual 
exposure timing 

• Kodak Direct View CR 
500 system 

• AEC mode 
40 kVp/23.7 mAs 
50 kVp/6.34 mAs 
60 kVp/2.79 mAs 
70 kVp/1.59 mAs 
80 kVp/0.98 mAs 
90 kVp/0.59 mAs 

• Manual mode 
40 kVp/16 mAs 
50 kVp/4 mAs 
60 kVp/1.6 mAs 
70 kVp/1.0 mAs 
80 kVp/0.63 mAs 
90 kVp/0.5 mAs 

• Image quality assessed 
with visualization of line 
pairs per mm and 
contrast (optical density) 

• Air kerma 
(DAP measure) 

• Number of observers 
not mentioned 

• Compared to AEC manual mode of 
exposure timing resulted in a dose 
reduction of 40–75% while 
maintaining good image quality 
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Author Year Anatomy Type of Study and 
CR System 

kVp Settings Evaluation 
Methodology 

Conclusions 

Egbe et al. 2010 • Chest • Optimization of kVp 
• Kodak Direct View 
• CR 800 system 

• 102, 117, 133, and 
150 kVp 

• AEC used 
• ESD (mGy) measured 

ESD (mGy) measured 
at each kVp setting 

• Simulated lesions for 
clarity and detectability 

• 4 medical physicists as 
observers 

• Clarity and detectability worsen as 
dose was reduced below a 
reference dose of 0.17 mGy (no 
image manipulation) 

• For clarity, significant difference 
seen at 0.04 mGy 

• Image manipulation resulted in 
parallel image quality 

• Significant differences in clarity and 
detectability seen at 0.10 mGy 

• No difference in clarity and 
detectability seen in mediastinum 
area at all doses with and without 
image manipulation 

• Clarity and detectability of simulated 
lesions depend on whether contrast 
enhancement techniques are used 

Walker 2011 • Pelvis 
(phantom) 

• Optimization of kVp 
• Konica-Minolta 

Regius 170 CR 
system 

• 60, 70, 81, and 
• 90 kVp at 
• 6 different mAs 

settings for each 
kVp increment 

• 24 images at each 
kVp setting 

• Image quality score on 
a 5-point scale 

• DAP dose 
measurement 
(mGy/m2) 

• UNFORS dosimeter 
used to measure 
Entrance and Exit 
doses 

• Poor and high image quality scores 
associated with low and high mAs 
respectively for same kVp settings 

• High ‗S‘ numbers at lower doses and 
vice versa 

• Results followed the 15% rule, that 
is, if the kVp is increased by 10%, 
the mAs is reduced by one-half to 
produce equivalent quality 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLGY 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter highlights the research methodology and procedures used in this 

dissertation. These include a restatement of the purpose of the study; phases of 

the study; research perspective and design; subjects, population, and sample; 

research variables; instruments; pilot studies; data collection procedures; and data 

analysis. 

The purpose of this study is twofold: 

1. To determine the lowest possible radiation dose for imaging the AP pelvis and 

AP lumbar spine of an anthropomorphic phantom model, without compromising 

the diagnostic quality of the images. This goal is achieved through a dose-

image quality optimization study, using the exposure indicator (EI) of a Fuji CR 

imaging system as a dose management strategy. Furthermore, this research is 

intended to correlate the mAs and associated EI with the entrance skin dose 

(ESD) and to establish optimized mAs and associated EIs that would result in a 

reduction of the ESD. 

2. To evaluate the degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology; 

confidence and attitudes of radiologic technologists using CR imaging systems 

in an adult clinical practice environment. 

3.2. Phases of the Study 

There are two phases of this study designed to address the above goals; 

namely, a dose-image quality optimization phase and a survey of technologists in 

the province of British Columbia, Canada. 
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The dose-image quality optimization phase of the study consists of three steps 

as follows: 

Step 1: Measurement of the ESD free in air for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine 

of an anthropomorphic phantom using the manufacturer‘s (Fuji) recommended 

mAs and kVp values for each of the anatomical parts. This is considered the 

dosimetry data. 

Step 2: Acquire images of the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine using the Fuji 

recommended mAs and kVp values (referred to here as reference images), as well 

as other images are acquired at varying degrees of doses that double and are 

reduced by 50% of the reference image doses (referred to here as test images). 

Furthermore, the mAs and associated EIs for both reference and test images are 

recorded and correlated with the associated ESDs. 

Step 3: This step involves a dose-image quality optimization procedure in which 

seven expert observers are asked to assess the quality of all images in a two-part 

procedure as follows: 

 In part one, all observers assess all images for acceptability based on the 

appearance of image mottle noise. This is used to establish optimized EIs. 

 In part two, all observers evaluate all images by comparing the test images 

with the reference images on the reproduction and visualization of defined 

anatomical structures, using an established visual grading analysis (VGA) 

method of image quality assessment. This is used to establish dose-image 

quality optimization. 

The second phase of the study uses a questionnaire to capture data on the 

degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology, confidence and attitudes of 

technologists using CR imaging systems in radiology departments in British 

Columbia, to image adult patients. 
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3.3. Research Perspective and Design 

This dissertation is based on the guiding principles of the quantitative 

approach to conducting scholarly inquiry. It uses a non-interventional scheme to 

relate or associate variables in a predictable manner and to describe trends in a 

population of individuals, as opposed to an intervention approach typical of an 

experiment. The non-interventional approach uses a correlational research method 

as well as a survey research method. While the former is used to measure the 

degree of association (or relation) between two or more variables, using statistical 

procedures of correlational analysis, the latter is useful to capture data that 

describes trends in attitudes, opinions, and behaviors in a population of individuals 

(Cresswell, 2008). 

In correlational research, the investigator does not attempt to control or 

manipulate variables, as is the case in experimental research, but rather is 

interested in relating and explaining the relationship among variables, and explains 

whether these variables influence each other (Cresswell, 2008). There are two 

main types of correlational research designs, the explanatory and the prediction. 

The explanatory type is used in this dissertation, since it seeks to explain not only 

the direction and form of the association between or among variables, but also the 

strength of the association as well, and the fact that the data is collected only at 

one point in time (Cresswell, 2008). 

The survey method employs a cross-sectional survey design, the 

characteristics of which allow the researcher to collect data only at one point in 

time and in a short amount of time. Additionally, the researcher can examine 

current attitudes, beliefs, opinions, or behaviors (such as the practical use of the 

CR imaging system in a clinical environment) (Gray & Guppy, 2009; Cresswell, 

2008). Furthermore, the sampling procedure used in this research is non-

probability sampling (Baumgartner et al., 2002). Specifically, the sampling is a form 

of ―qualitative‖ purposeful sampling called snowball sampling, an alternative to 

convenience sampling. 
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In purposeful ―qualitative‖ sampling ―researchers intentionally select individuals 

and sites to learn or understand the central phenomenon‖ (Cresswell, 2008, p. 

214). As noted by Creswell (2008) ―as in quantitative research, ‗qualitative‘ 

snowball sampling is a form of purposeful sampling that typically proceeds after a 

study begins and occurs when the researcher asks participants to recommend 

other individuals to study‖ (p. 217). 

3.4. Subjects, Population, and Sample 

The subjects, population, and sample are important characteristics of the 

survey phase of this study. The survey was carried out on diagnostic radiography 

technologists working in radiology departments in hospitals in British Columbia, 

Canada. These technologists work in several areas of radiology using x-rays to 

produce diagnostic images of adult patients, including digital radiography, 

computed tomography (CT), angiography, mammography, and fluoroscopy. 

Essentially, their central duties include positioning and care of patients during the 

imaging procedure, use of protocols to ensure diagnostic image quality, ensure 

that the imaging equipment performance is acceptable (this includes quality control 

testing of major components of the equipment, for example), image assessment 

for diagnostic quality, and radiation protection of patients and personnel during x-

ray examinations (BCAMRT, 2011). 

Diagnostic radiography technologists are both male and female and range in 

ages from about 21 to greater than 40 years old. They are registered technologists 

with the Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists (CAMRT), and 

use the professional designation of ―Registered Technologist in Radiography‖ 

(RTR). 

The sample of technologists used in the survey phase of the study was 

selected from a population of diagnostic radiography technologists working in 

digital radiography using CR imaging systems. The sample was obtained using the 

snowball sampling procedure identified earlier, and will be described in detail later 

in the chapter. 
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3.5. Research Variables 

Keeping the research objectives of this dissertation (Chapter 1) in mind, 

several independent and dependent variables have been noted. While the 

dependent variables are the entrance skin dose (ESD), the exposure indicator (EI), 

image quality, and confidence and attitudes in using the CR imaging system, the 

independent variables include mAs, education, years of working, and age. Several 

of these were described in the definition of terms outlined in Chapter 1. 

3.6. Research Instruments 

There are several research instruments used to collect data in each of the two 

phases in this dissertation; the dose-image quality optimization phase and the 

survey phase. 

3.6.1. Instruments for the Dose-Image Quality Optimization 

The goals of the dose-image quality optimization study are several as stated in 

Chapter 1; however, two of these goals that require instrumentation are related to: 

 determining an optimum mAs and associated EIs for the AP pelvis and the AP 

lumbar spine 

 the dose-image quality optimization process 

To address these two goals in terms of data collection, two instruments are 

used. The first instrument is shown in Appendices 1 and 2 and is used to establish 

the optimized mAs/EIs for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively. It is 

clearly apparent that each of the two forms consists of instructions, using a check 

mark to indicate whether the image, displayed to the observer on a computer 

monitor, is acceptable or unacceptable in terms of image mottle (noise). 

Furthermore, there is a statement qualifying what image mottle should look like on 

the displayed image and reads ―radiographic mottle creates a grainy, blotchy, 

textured or snowy appearance in a radiographic image.‖ 
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The left-hand column of the forms provides the observer with a list of random 

numbers that indicate the image displayed for viewing. There are 27 images for the 

AP pelvis and 27 images for the AP lumbar spine. Each of the images is recorded 

with a different ESD. This method of establishing an optimized mAs/EI was used 

and described by Peters and Brennan (2002). 

The second research instruments are shown in Appendix 3 and Appendix 4 for 

the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively. These two instruments are used 

to establish dose-image quality optimization for the CR imaging system under 

study, based on the well-established image quality assessment approach using 

human observers. This approach is referred to as a visual grading analysis (VGA), 

and it involves rating the visualization and reproduction of normal anatomical 

structures in the image, using the established and valid image quality criteria of the 

Commission of the European Communities (CEC) (Gorham & Brennan, 2010; 

Bath, 2010; Bath & Manson, 2007; Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005; Tingberg et al., 

2004; Almen et al., 2000; Commission of the European Communities, 1996). 

These criteria define the minimum level of visibility for different anatomical 

structures in the image. 

Each of the VGA forms outlines instructions for scoring the images on different 

anatomical criteria and comparing a reference image (acquired with the 

manufacturer‘s exposure technique [kV and mAs]) with test images (acquired with 

varying levels of ESD). The images are randomly numbered and presented to the 

observer on a computer monitor with the reference image always placed on the left 

and the test images on the right (Sandborg et al., 2006). 

Twenty seven test images for the AP pelvis and 27 test images for the AP 

lumbar spine are presented for VGA image assessment, using a scoring system 

established by Tingberg et al. (2005) and used by others such as Geijer and 

Persliden (2005) and Sund et al. (2004), for example. 
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The scoring system employs a relative grading scheme where each of the six 

image quality criteria for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine test images are 

compared with the reference image and graded as follows: 

 clearly superior (+2) 

 superior (+1) 

 equal to (0) 

 inferior (–1) 

 clearly inferior (–2) 

A VGA score (VGAS) is then calculated for each image using the formula 

provided by Tingberg and Sjőstrőm (2005) 
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where Giso is the grading (–2, –1, 0, +1,+2) described above, for image i, 

anatomical structures, and observer O; I is the number of images per mAs settings 

used in this study; S is the number of anatomical structures (6 for the AP pelvis 

and 6 for the AP lumbar spine); and O is the number of observers (7 in this study). 

The number of observers used in various optimization studies in the published 

literature varies and ranges from 2 (CEC, 1996); 3 (Jacob et al., 2007; McEntee et 

al., 2007; Peters & Brennan, 2002); 5 (Gorham & Brennan, 2010; Geijer et al., 

2009); 6 (Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005); 7 (Brindhaban & Al Khalifah, 2005; Almen et 

al., 2000); 8 (Geijer & Persliden, 2005), and 10 (Hansson et al., 2005). The 

observers are qualified diagnostic radiography technologists with clinical 

experience ranging from 10 to 30 years. They are all clinical instructors and are 

experts on image quality evaluation based on the visualization and reproduction of 

anatomical structures in the image. 
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The image quality anatomical criteria used for the AP pelvis are: 

1. visually sharp reproduction of the sacrum and its intervertebral foramina 

2. visually sharp reproduction of the pubic and ischial rami 

3. visually sharp reproduction of the sacroiliac joints 

4. visually sharp reproduction of the femoral necks 

5. visually sharp reproduction of the greater trochanters 

6. visually sharp reproduction of the cortex/trabecular patterns. 

The image quality and anatomical criteria used for the AP lumbar spine are: 

1. visually sharp reproduction of the upper and lower plate surfaces in the 

centered beam area 

2. visually sharp reproduction of the pedicles 

3. reproduction of the intervertebral joints 

4. reproduction of the spinous and transverse processes 

5. reproduction of the sacroiliac joints 

6. visually sharp reproduction of the cortex/trabecular patterns. 

The terms ‗visually sharp reproduction,‘ ‗reproduction,‘ and ‗visualization‘ used 

in the above criteria are elaborated on the score sheets as follows: 

 visually sharp reproduction: anatomical details are clearly defined — details 

clear 

 reproduction: details of anatomical structures are visible but not necessarily 

clearly defined  — details emerging 

 visualization: characteristic features are detectable but details are not fully 

reproduced — features are just visible. 
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3.6.2. Instrument for the Survey Study 

The second phase of this study involves a major survey of diagnostic 

radiography technologists in British Columbia (BC), a province in Canada. The 

purpose of this survey is to evaluate the degree of knowledge of CR physics and 

technology and explore the level of confidence and attitudes of technologists using 

CR imaging systems in clinical practice. There is no survey instrument in the 

literature that addresses these components, particularly the level of confidence and 

attitudes in using CR technology. One recent study by Morrison et al. (2011) 

explored digital radiography education for pediatric radiography technologists. It 

used a questionnaire comprising of 21 items; however, items addressing CR 

physics and technology, level of confidence and attitudes were missing. 

Furthermore, the use of the EI in clinical practice was not included as well. A few 

items did seek to capture data on quality control (QC) (3 on QC conducted at the 

CR workstation, 2 on repeat images, and 1 on causes of repeat exposures). 

Another recent study is one by Nyathi et al. (2010) who surveyed four South 

African teaching hospitals to assess radiographers‘ familiarity and preferences with 

digital radiography. The questionnaire, however, was designed to capture only 

participants‘ training in digital radiography (only 4 items), a comparison between 

digital radiography and film-based radiography, and preference in digital 

radiography. This questionnaire did not have items specifically focusing on CR 

physics and technology knowledge, level of confidence and attitudes, as well as 

the use of the EI in clinical practice. Therefore, one had to be developed for use in 

this research study‘s context. 

The survey‘s instrument used in this study is entitled “Education/Training in 

Computed Radiography” and it is presented in its entirety in Appendix 5. Its 

design is based on the guiding principles described by Cresswell (2008); Guppy & 

Gray (2008): and Baumgartner and Hensley (2006) for survey questionnaires. The 

survey inventory consists of 15 major questions organized around the following 

themes: 
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1. Demographics of participants. These include gender, age, education level, 

years of being a registered technologist, size of hospital in which employed, 

current job title, years of working with CR imaging systems, amount of 

education/training received in CR in the radiology department, and the total 

number of hours of education/training in CR physics and technology. 

2. Knowledge of CR physics and technology. This theme lists 26 topics related 

to CR physics and technology. These topics were selected on the basis of 

being essential to CR physics and technology as outlined by not only the ICRP 

(2004), but also by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM, 

2006; AAPM, 2009) and also by several well-published authors in this field 

(Seibert & Morin, 2011; Don, 2011; Shepard et al., 2009; Willis, 2009; Seibert, 

2009; Schaefer-Prokop, 2009; Seibert, 2008; Cowen et al., 2007; Seibert, 2006; 

Schaetzing, 2003; Rowlands, 2002). In addition two recent textbooks also 

provide the topics that are important within the context of CR physics and 

technology for radiography technologists (Seeram, 2011; Bushong, 2008). 

3. Level of confidence. The notion of confidence in using new technology is vital 

to clinical practice, especially when imaging patients. CR technology is rich in 

information technology (IT) which involves computer and communication 

technologies to acquire, process, and display images for viewing and 

interpretation by human observers. Furthermore, the storage of images on a 

Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) is an essential piece of 

equipment in the radiology department that has become commonplace 

(Seeram, 2011). Ward et al. (2008) and Hastley (2002) note that confidence in 

using IT is of vital importance to technologists working in the radiology 

department using CR imaging systems. More recently, Brown et al. (2010) 

explained that the level of confidence in using IT warrants further investigation 

when IT components are essential tools for healthcare workers. This survey 

explores this theme particularly with respect to CR use in clinical practice, and it 

consists of 11 items. 
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4. Attitudes. Measuring attitudes of participants is a common form of quantitative 

data for use in surveys (Cresswell, 2008). Attitudes measure positive or 

negative feelings about the use of CR in clinical practice. These feelings are 

important to knowing how participants think about issues arising from using CR 

technology to image patients. Attitude measures were not a part of the surveys 

done by Morrison et al. (2010) and Nyathi et al. (2010). The attitude theme of 

this survey instrument sought to capture data on 14 items (Appendix 5). 

5. Use of the EI. This study explores the optimization of the EI as a dose- 

management strategy. It is necessary to capture data on how often 

technologists make specific use of the EI in clinical practice and in what 

context. This theme of the survey instrument consists of 9 items. 

6. Other topics. This is an open-ended question stated as follows: 

―As a user of CR equipment in the clinical environment, what other topics do 

you believe are essential for effective use of the CR imaging system in the 

hospital?‖ 

While the knowledge content of CR physics and technology is based on how 

much information on each of the topics is listed on the questionnaire, it is scored 

on a four-point scale indicating varying degrees of magnitude as ―very much,‖ 

―some,‖ ―a little,‖ and ―not at all.‖ The level of confidence theme is also scored on a 

four-point scale using ―very high,‖ ―high,‖ ―moderate,‖ and ―low.‖ It was felt by the 

researcher that a four-point scoring scale was a reasonable range to capture equal 

intervals among responses from the participants. Additionally, the four-point scale 

would prevent participants from consistently providing ‗neutral‘ responses 

(Polgar et al., 2000). 

The attitude inventory on the other hand is designed using the popular five-

point Likert scale (Cresswell, 2008) where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 

3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree, and 9 = no idea. This scale ―makes it possible to 

finely discriminate among people with different points of view‖ (Christensson et al., 

2010, p. 299). 
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3.7. Pilot Testing 

The use of pilot testing is an essential ingredient in scientific research. Its 

central purpose is to ensure brevity, clarity, length of time to complete the 

questions, and other characteristics that the research instrument is designed to 

capture. 

This dissertation uses several research instruments to collect data from 

participants as well as to present images to observers for image quality 

assessment that is part of the dose-image quality optimization study. 

There are four ―paper-and-pencil‖ (hard copy) forms; two for the establishment 

of the optimum mAs/EI for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine (Appendices 3 

and 4); and two for the image-quality assessment, one for the AP pelvis and one 

for the AP lumbar spine. The latter forms are more elaborate and use the VGA 

procedure (Appendices 2 and 3). In addition, a website has been created and is 

used to present images to observers for image quality assessment using the four 

hard copy forms for recording scores. 

The fifth research instrument used in this dissertation is a survey questionnaire 

used to address research objective 4 (Chapter 1) that deals with the degree of CR 

knowledge, level of confidence and attitudes in using CR imaging systems in 

clinical practice, and the use of the EI in practice as well. 

Pilot testing of all instruments mentioned above was conducted using three 

experienced technologists with 10–30+ years of experience. These individuals 

were not included in the formal data collection process. 

3.7.1. Pilot Test of Forms to Establish Optimized EIs 

These forms are the ones provided in Appendices 1 and 2. Since the forms 

require the observer to assess whether an image is acceptable or unacceptable in 

terms of quantum mottle (noise-due to the low mAs setings), reviewers felt that it 

may be useful for the observers to review the appearance of quantum mottle on an 
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image. This notion was checked with supervisors Dr. Hans Swan and 

Dr. Robert Davidson, who agreed that it was a practical and worthwhile 

suggestion. Therefore, two images were selected, one showing what image mottle 

should look like and one showing no image mottle at all. These are shown in 

Figure 3-1 and were presented and available on the computer used for the image 

quality assessment. 

 

Figure 3.1 The appearance of quantum mottle on an image (image mottle). 
While image A shows a grainy appearance due to the lack of an 
adequate number of x-ray photons (low mAs settings), Image B, 
shows no grainy appearance due to the use of an adequate amount 
of x-ray photons to create the image. 

The feedback also resulted in the addition of the following statement to each of 

the forms in Appendices 1 and 2: 

―Radiographic mottle creates a grainy, blotchy, textured or snowy 
appearance in a radiographic image.‖ 
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3.7.2. Pilot Test of Forms for Image Quality Assessment Using the VGA 

Procedure 

These forms are shown in Appendices 3 and 4. The testing was conducted by 

displaying images on a computer monitor dedicated to this study and having the 

three technologists use the forms to record their scores, using the VGA procedure. 

This resulted in the addition of the definition of the terms ―visually sharp 

reproduction,‖ ―reproduction,‖ and ―visualization‖ on the forms (see Appendices 3 

and 4). 

3.7.3. Pilot Test of the Website for Presenting Images for Image Quality 

Assessment 

The website for presenting images to observers was developed by 

Powerbutton Media®, a Vancouver-based multimedia company and can be 

accessed at EuclidSeeram.com. All original images acquired for use in this 

dissertation were sent to the company and no image post processing or other 

image manipulation was done on any of the images. The images were stored and 

presented as lossless JPEG (Egbe et al., 2010) to accommodate optimized 

viewing on the computer monitor dedicated for use in this study. The website 

presents images in two phases, with instructions for completing each of the two 

phases. It also includes a statement which indicates consent to use participants‘ 

responses. 

Phase one presents 27 images of the AP pelvis and 27 images of the AP 

lumbar spine in random order, and observers assessed acceptability/unaccept-

ability based on the appearance of image mottle. Images were presented 

individually, that is one image per screen, as illustrated in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. A screen shot showing the presentation of images in phase one of 
the dose-image quality optimization study. 

In phase two, images are presented for assessment using the VGA 

procedure, with a ‗Reference‘ image always on the left-hand side of the 

computer screen and ―test‖ images always on the right. The reference 

images for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine were recorded using the 

manufacturer‘s recommended exposure settings. The test images were 

recorded using 50% of the manufacturer‘s recommended exposures. The 

presentation format for phase two is shown in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3. A screen shot showing the presentation of images in phase two of 
the dose-image quality optimization study. 
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Phase two presents 27 test images in a random sequence of each of the AP 

pelvis and AP lumbar spine to be compared with a reference image of the AP 

pelvis and AP lumbar spine. 

The website access was sent to all three supervisors, Dr. Hans Swan, 

Dr. Robert Davidson, and Dr. Stewart Bushong for their feedback on the 

mechanics of the display of images. Furthermore, the feedback from the three 

technologists who also pilot tested the site was positive with respect to image 

format, presentation, navigation, and access to the website. There were no 

negative comments on the website design. 

3.8. Data Collection Procedures 

This dissertation consists of two major studies to address the practical 

problems and need for the study identified in Chapter 1; namely, a dose-image 

quality optimization study in CR imaging and a major survey study on the use of 

CR systems in clinical practice. The data collection procedures, therefore, are 

designed for each of these two studies. 

The data collection procedures for the dose-image quality optimization 

includes procedures relating to the x-ray equipment to collect both dose and 

images, the dosimetry method used, quality control (QC) tests for x-ray generator 

performance, image acquisition using an anthropomorphic phantom of the pelvis 

and lumbar spine, a CR imaging plate used as the image detector, the Fuji CR 

system for processing and displaying the acquired phantom images, and the image 

quality assessment using a stand-alone computer workstation, dedicated to image 

critiquing by radiography instructors. 

The survey study on the other hand involves several steps to collect data from 

technologists using CR systems to image patients in BC hospitals. Each of these 

will now be described. 
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3.8.1. X-Ray Equipment 

The acquisition of dosimetry and images used in this dissertation was carried 

out in one of the radiography laboratories used for education and training of 

diagnostic students at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT). These 

rooms are fully energized rooms simulating rooms in a hospital radiology 

department and are, therefore, subject to radiation safety checks by the BC 

Radiation Protection Service, Ministry of Health. Providing evidence of this was 

part of the ethics approval process for this study (to be discussed later in this 

chapter). 

The room is labelled ‗Room 3‘ and consists of a Philips Bucky Diagnost- 

Optimus 50 manufactured by Philips Medical Systems and installed in the summer 

of 2006. The specifications for several characteristics such as the x-ray generator, 

x-ray tube, kVp and mAs ranges, collimator, and the scatter radiation grid for use 

with the x-ray table are listed in Table 3-1. 

3.8.2. QC Tests for X-Ray Generator Performance 

Three QC tests were performed to ensure that the x-ray generator 

performance is within acceptable limits, and these include radiation output, 

exposure linearity, and exposure reproducibility as outlined by Papp (2011). While 

the radiation output refers to the amount of radiation (mR or uC/kg) emitted by the 

x-ray tube per mAs, linearity ―means that sequential increases in mAs should 

produce the same sequential increase in exposure measured‖ (Papp, 2011, p. 98). 

On the other hand, exposure reproducibility refers to the fact that the radiation 

intensity emitted from the x-ray tube is always the same ―each time that the same 

set of technical factors is used to make an exposure‖ (Papp, 2011, p. 192). 

Exposure reproducibility is extremely important since it affects the value of the EI 

(Schaefer-Prokop & Weitzel, 2006). 
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For a properly functioning generator, the limits of acceptability as reported by 

Papp (2011) for: 

 Radiation output is ±10% of each other 

 Linearity is ±10% of each other 

 Exposure reproducibility is ±5% 

For the dosimetry measurements in this dissertation, these three QC tests for 

generator performance were conducted using a calibrated solid-state dosimeter, 

the Unfors ThinX Rad®, provided by Unfors (www.unfors.com). The results of 

these QC tests fall within the acceptance limits, indicating a properly functioning 

generator. These results will be provided in the chapter on Results. 

Table 3-1 Specifications of the x-ray equipment used in this study for the Philips 
Bucky Diagnost Optimus 50. 

Characteristics Specifications 

X-Ray Generator High Frequency – Philips Optimus 50 

kVp Range 40–150 kVp  

mAs Range 0.5 to 850 mAs  

Time Range 1 ms to 16 secs (AEC: 1 ms – 4 s) 

AEC – X-Ray Table Yes  

X-Ray Tube Philips Bucky Diagnost 

Focal Spot Sizes Small = 0.6 mm 
Large = 1.2 mm 

 

Anode Target Angle 13°  

Filtration Total = 2.5 mm 
(Optional 2 mm; 3 mm; 1.1 mm; and 2.1 mm) 

Collimation Yes, including PBL Beam Dimensions in inches or 
cm 

Grid in X-Ray Table 12:1 grid ratio 
36 lines per cm 

 

Focal Distance of Tube to 
Table 

97 to 129 cm range 
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3.8.3. Dose Measurement 

The measurement of the radiation dose is an integral part of the data collection 

procedures for this dissertation, since the results are central to the dose-image 

quality optimization component. Dosimetry will be discussed with respect to details 

of the measurement of the radiation quantity, the Entrance Skin Exposure (ESE) 

for both the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine, using exposure technique factors 

(mAs and kVp) suggested by the manufacturer. 

In Chapter 2, dosimetry for diagnostic radiology is complex and requires a 

―suitable measurement protocol‖ (Martin, 2008) especially since several dose 

quantities are available. In this thesis, the ESE is measured free-in-air (without a 

phantom) and does not include backscattered radiation which would arise from the 

phantom if the quantity were measured on the surface of the phantom (IAEA, 

2007). Free-in-air dose measurements have been used by other investigators such 

as Geijer et al., 2009; Bouzarjomehri, 2004; Persliden et al., 2004. It should be 

noted that the anthropomorphic phantom used was intended to simulate the real 

patient however, there were no body organs included in the phantom. The 

phantom was essentially a bony phantom of the pelvis and lumbar spine. These 

organs would also have contributed to backscatter. 

The ESE measurements were obtained as follows: 

1. A calibrated dosimeter, the Unfors ThinX Rad (Unfors Instruments, USA), was 

used to measure the ESE. This dosimeter provides measurements for a kVp 

range of 45  –150; a half value layer (HVL) range of 1.0 – 10 mmAI; exposure 

time range of 10 ms – 10 secs, and a dose range of 20 µ/Gy – 999 mGy 

(2.3 mR – 114 R at > 70 kVp). 

The Unfors ThinX Rad also features ―active compensation‖ (a propriety 

feature) where ―multiple sensors and advanced calculations automatically 

determine the beam quality, thereby eliminating the need for further 

corrections of measured kVp and dose values‖ (Unfors Instruments, USA). 

Unfors dosimeters have been used in several studies (Ofori et al., 2011; 
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Fernandez et al., 2008; Suliman et al., 2008; Toosi & Asadinezhad, 2007; 

Campagnone et al., 2005; Witzani et al., 2004; Bouzarjomehri, 2004) 

2. The measurement protocol is based on that established by the AAPM and 

described in Report No. 31 (AAPM, 1990). The protocol measures the dose 

free-in-air for the ESE. A photograph of the set-up is shown in Figure 3-4. The 

procedure involves two steps. In step 1, the phantom is positioned on the table 

top and the source-to-image receptor distance (SID) is equal to 100 cm and the 

source-to-skin distance (SSD) is measured. The measured SSD (71 cm) is then 

applied in step 2, and the air-gap is set up to at least 3'. The AAPM suggests 

77 cm for the SSD, which would leave an air-gap of 23 cm. This air-gap was 

modified by supervisor Dr. Rob Davidson, and increased at least 3' in an effort 

to drastically reduce any backscatter from reaching the dosimeter. All 

measurements of the ESE for both the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine were 

recorded using the setup in step 2. 

Measurements of the ESE for the AP pelvis were obtained as follows: 

1. First, the AP thickness of the phantom pelvis was measured to obtain the initial 

or starting exposure factors. This thickness was measured at the point where 

the central ray (CR) of the radiation beam from the x-ray tube enters the pelvis 

as described in several classical textbooks on positioning in radiography (Frank 

et al., 2012; Sloane et al., 2010). This procedure will be described in detail later 

in this chapter. The AP thickness for the phantom pelvis measured 20 cm. For 

a 20 cm thickness, the manufacturer suggests that exposure factors of 25 mAs 

and 80 kVp should be used to produce an acceptable image of the AP pelvis. 
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Figure 3-4 The equipment set-up for the measurement of the ESE free-in-air. 

2. These exposure technique factors (25 mAs and 80 kVp) were then selected on 

the radiographic x-ray control panel. It should be noted, however, that the 

control panel does not allow the operator to select 80 kVp, but defaulted to a 

setting of 81 kVp when the pelvis body part was selected for imaging on the 

control panel. This was also reported in a study by Walker et al (2011). 

Therefore, all ESE measurements for 20 cm thickness were done using 

25 mAs and 81 kVp and, hence, was referred to as the reference exposure 

technique. ESE measurements were then recorded (4 measurements per mAs 

setting) for mAs values ranging from 6.3, 8, 12.5, 16, 20, 25 (reference mAs), 

32, 40 and 50 mAs with a fixed kVp of 81. The ESE measured at 25 mAs and 

81 kVp is also referred to as the reference ESE. 

71cm Dosimeter 

3’ 
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3. The AP lumbar spine thickness was measured using the method described by 

Frank et al. (2012) and Sloane et al. (2010) and resulted in a measurement of 

25 cm. Exposure technique factors were then selected from the manufacturer‘s 

technique chart. These factors are listed as 50 mAs and 80 kVp; however, as 

noted above, the kVp setting on the control panel defaulted to 81 kVp. 

Therefore, 50 mAs and 81 kVp was used as the reference exposure technique 

for the AP lumbar spine. Dose measurements were subsequently recorded 

(4 measurements per mAs setting) for mAs values ranging from 16, 20, 25, 32, 

40, 50 (reference mAs), 63, and 80 to 100 mAs. While 100 mAs is doubled the 

reference 50 mAs, 25 mAs would then be considered one half the reference 50 

mAs value. In a similar vein, the ESE measured at 50 mAs and 81 kVp is 

considered the reference ESE. 

4. The dosimeter provided measurements of the entrance exposures in 

milliroentgens (mR) which represent the ESE at the surface of the phantom. 

The mR readings were converted into the International System of units (SI) 

using the algebraic expression provided by Bushong (2012): 

mGya   =  mR   0.01 

where mGya is the absorbed dose in air and mR is the dosimeter reading. 

5. Thirty-six dose measurements were recorded for the AP pelvis 

(4 measurements per each of the 9 different mAs settings) and thirty-six for the 

AP lumbar spine (4 measurements per each of the 9 different mAs settings for 

the lumbar spine). 

6. The means mGya per mAs setting was calculated for each of the 9 settings for 

both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine. 
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3.8.4. Image Acquisition Equipment: The Imaging System 

The image acquisition equipment is a Fuji CR system, specifically the FCR 

XG5000 multireader system, including a review workstation. There are three major 

system components of this system, as illustrated in Figure 3-5; the CR imaging 

plate; the laser scanning and plate erasure components (collectively referred to as 

the CR reader/processor); and finally the review computer workstation. A few 

relevant specifications for the CR reader are listed in Table 3-2. 

 

 

 

 

 

CR Imaging Plate    CR Reader/Processor  CR Review Workstation 

Figure 3-5. There are three major system components of the Fuji CR imaging 
system; the CR Imaging Plate; the laser scanning and plate erasure 
components (collectively referred to as the CR reader/processor); 
and finally the review computer workstation. 
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Table 3-2 Relevant specifications of the Fuji FCR XG 5000 CR system. 

Characteristics Description 

Imaging Plate Phosphor BaFBr : Eu2 

Pixel Readout Technology 633 mm wavelength He-Ne Laser 

Image Reading Size 

35 cm43 cm 

Standard Pixel Density 

Spatial Resolution No. of Pixels 

5 pixels/mm 1760  2140 

Reading Gray Scale 12 bits (212 = 4096) 

Time Required for a 35cm  43cm IP 
Feed 

~ 60 secs 

Power Supply Single phase 60 Hz 
120 ± 10% 
7 A (max) 

Temperature and Humidity Operating 
Condition 

15–30° C and 
40–80% Relative Humidity 
(no dew condensation) 

 

The CR imaging plate (IP) is the image detector/receptor (Johnston & Fauber, 

2012; Seeram, 2011; Schaefer-Prokop, 2009) coated with a photostimulable 

phosphor (PSP) such as barium fluorohalide. The imaging plate is housed in a 

cassette to protect it from damage and exposure to foreign materials. The physics 

of PSP and technology were described in Chapter 2 and, therefore, only the 

relevant steps in acquiring the image will be discussed here. 

The imaging plate used for image acquisition is the Fuji standard 

35 cm  43 cm IP (ST-VI Type) for general purpose radiography. While the front of 

the cassette is radiolucent, the back is designed with a lead backing to prevent 

backscatter radiation from getting to the IP, since backscatter will lead to image 

artifacts. 
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The second major system component of the CR equipment is the CR reader 

and it is a cassette-based system (FCR XG5000) for scanning the exposed IP 

which has a latent image stored on it. The CR reader is a point-scan system that 

consists of a laser source, transport mechanism, light channel guide, a 

photodetector (a photomultiplier tube = PMT), and an analog-to-digital converter 

(ADC). These components are illustrated in Figure 3-6. The laser beam is used to 

extract the latent image stored on the exposed IP to render it visible (known as 

image readout). After laser scanning, the IP is subsequently erased using a high 

intensity light that falls upon the entire surface of the IP to remove any residual 

latent image from the plate. This process enables the IP to be used again. 

 

Figure 3-6. Major system components of the CR Reader ((From American 
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM). Acceptance testing and 
quality control of photostimulable storage phosphor imaging systems. 
AAPM Report No. 93. 2006. College Park, MD. Reproduced by 
permission) 
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When the IP is scanned by the laser beam, light is emitted and collected and 

sent to the PMT which converts the light into electrical signals that are then 

converted into digital data. A digital processor processes the digital data to 

produce the CR image that is displayed for viewing on the review workstation 

monitor. 

The review workstation monitor consists of a microcomputer coupled to a 

monitor. The workstation allows the technologist to interact with the entire CR 

imaging system, through a number of important functions such as input of patient 

demographics, technologist identification, selection of the body part to be imaged, 

selection of patient data, image post processing, image preview, and quality 

assurance procedures, as well as sending images to the PACS for storage and 

retrieval retrospectively. The review workstation consists of an image processing 

computer, a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor, a keyboard and mouse, and a 

barcode reader. 

3.8.5. Calibration of the CR Imaging System 

There are two considerations in terms of calibration of the CR system used in 

this study (and equally important in the clinical environment). These are 

(a) calibration of the EI and (b) calibration of the review workstation monitor. 

Before acquiring the images used in this study, the EI was first calibrated by 

the Fuji engineers since the Unfors dosimeter used to measure radiation doses 

could not measure as low as 1 mR. The Fuji EI is referred to as the sensitivity(s) 

number (see Chapter 2). The engineer calibrated the ‗S‘ number using the 

calibration procedures outlined by Fuji (2004). Furthermore, the same engineer 

checked the review monitor for image display integrity. Having performed these 

tasks, he subsequently sent an email message which read as follows: 

―Good morning Euclid. I verified that the S value on the multiplate reader 
was within acceptable range. It appears that no calculation was needed. I 
did use the Fuji procedure as per the book. Also checked the monitor 
using the VeriLUM software and it was within the acceptable tolerances. I 
looked at the SMPTE pattern also and it looked good‖ (Roberts, 2001). 
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Essentially, the Fuji sensitivity testing procedure consists of the following steps: 

1. Place a lead sheet on the floor of the x-ray room and place the dosimeter in the 

center of the lead sheet. 

2. Set up exposure technique factors using 80 kV and an appropriate mAs value 

to give a reading of 1 mR on the dosimeter at a distance of about 132.5" 

between the x-ray tube and the dosimeter. 

3. Perform a primary erasure of a 35  43 cm IP and place it on top of the lead 

sheet on the floor of the x-ray room. Use the same distance as given in 2 

above. 

4. Open the x-ray tube collimator so that the primary x-ray beam extends slightly 

beyond the 35  43 cm IP. Expose the IP using the technique factors 

mentioned in 2 above. 

5. Wait until 10 minutes before processing the exposed IP in the CR reader, since 

the light emission from the IP stabilizes after 10 minutes. 

6. Take the IP to the CR reader, select the sensitivity menu, and finally insert the 

IP into the CR reader for processing. 

7. The S value appears on the monitor after the entire IP has been read. 

8. The acceptable range for the S number is 180–220. 

Furthermore, the SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers) 

pattern referred to by the Fuji engineer (in his email to Euclid Seeram) and its 

relevance to monitor testing will be reviewed in this chapter. 
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3.8.6. Anthropomorphic Phantom Image Acquisition 

Anthropomorphic phantoms have been used as tools for teaching radiographic 

anatomy, radiographic positioning, development of radiographic technique charts, 

and reading radiographic quality control. Additionally, they have been used in 

research studies on dose and dose-image quality optimization (Walker et al., 2011; 

Heath et al., 2011; Fauber et al., 2011; Mekis et al., 2010; Egbe et al., 2010; Butler 

et al., 2010; Geijer et al., 2009; Brindhaban et al., 2005; Tingberg et al., 2005; 

Compagnone et al., 2005). 

The anthropomorphic phantom used in this study is a transparent pelvis and 

lumbar spine (L1 to L5), three views of which are shown in Figure 3-7. This 

phantom is intended to represent an average-sized male with a height of 175 cm 

and weighing 73.6 kg (Radiology Support Devices, CA, USA, 2011). It contains 

human skeletal pelvis and lumbar spine parts embedded in anatomically accurate, 

tissue equivalent materials having the same radiation absorption characteristics as 

living tissue. Furthermore, the vendor states the following: 

―They are homogeneous and cast shadows similar to those produced by 
tissue. There are no spongy portions in the phantom. All bone marrow has 
been simulated with tissue-equivalent material which permits critical detail 
study of bone structures and sharpness comparisons using x-rays. The 
user can get virtually the same response to radiation from an x-ray 
phantom as from a human subject. Experiments can be repeated 
(regardless of dose) as often as necessary with no danger of excess 
radiation … All bones are positioned accurately in relation to each other 
and to surface landmarks‖ (Cardinal Health, 2003, p. 1). 

The pelvis and lumbar spine were selected for study in this dissertation for four 

reasons: 

1. Since the reproductive organs (testes and ovaries) are either located in the 

primary beam (e.g., ovaries for the pelvic examination) or very close to it (e.g., 

testes are very close to primary beam in the lumbar spine examination), it is 

prudent to reduce doses in these two examinations to minimize any stochastic 

risks of radiation exposure (Seibert & Morin, 2011; Mekis et al., 2010; 

Brindhaban & Al Khalifah, 2005; Brindhaban et al., 2005). 
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2. The dose to the lumbar spine is high (Geijer et al., 2009; Geijer & Persliden, 

2005). 

3. The image assessment criteria used are based on the visualization of bony 

anatomical structures rather than soft tissues such as the liver, kidneys, psoas 

major muscles, etc.). 

4. The phantom characteristics such as the size of the phantom including its 

weight and AP measurement where the central ray (CR) of the x-ray beam 

enters and exits the phantom remains constant during dose measurements and 

image acquisition. These considerations reduce variance in dose 

measurements and image acquisition significantly. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Three views of the anthropomorphic phantom of the lumbar spine 
and pelvis, including the positioning of the phantom for image 
acquisition. The solid- state dosimeter is also shown, but does not 
represent how the dose was measured. 
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3.8.6.1. Image acquisition for the AP pelvis 

Image acquisition for the AP pelvis included the following steps: 

1. First the phantom was placed on the radiographic table top in the AP position 

without any rotation to the left and to the right as described by Frank et al. 

(2012). The phantom was carefully centered to the scattered radiation grid 

(ratio of 12:1) located just below the table top. The source-to-image receptor 

distance (SID) was then set to 101 cm (40") and the central ray (CR) of the x- 

ray beam was directed perpendicular to the middle of the IP placed in the 

bucky. 

2. The IP used was a 35 cm45 cm standard plate intended to be used for 

general radiography examinations. The same IP was used for acquisition of all 

images of the AP pelvis. It is important to note here that the IP used for the first 

exposure was subject to a primary erasure before its use. 

3. The IP was centered midway between the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) 

and the symphysis pubis, about 5 cm (2") inferior to the ASIS and 5 cm (2") 

superior to the symphysis pubis (Frank et al., 2012) 

4. The AP diameter of the phantom where the CR enters and exits was measured 

to obtain the exposure technique suggested by the manufacturer for that 

measurement. This measurement was 20 cm and the recommended technique 

is 80 kVp and 25 mAs. This technique was considered the reference technique 

and the image acquired with 81 kVp and 25 mAs was considered the reference 

image. (Note as mentioned earlier that the x-ray console defaulted to a setting 

of 81 kVp when the AP pelvis was selected on the console.) 

5. Three images were subsequently acquired for each of the following exposure 

technique settings, each at 81 kVp: 

6.3 mAs; 8 mAs; 12.5 mAs; 16 mAs; 20 mAs; 25 mAs (reference 

technique/image);  32 mAs; 40 mAs; and 50 mAs. 
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6. A total of 27 images were acquired, using the following procedure for each 

image: 

 The x-ray beam was collimated to ensure all parts of the pelvis are included 

on the IP. The collimated beam size was smaller than the IP size of 

35 cm  43 cm. This collimation size was used for all of the 27 images. 

 After each exposure, the IP was taken to the CR reader for processing. The 

time from exposure to processing was always the same (about 7 secs). 

This is an important step to follow since delays in processing an exposed 

IP can lead to image quality degradation (Al Khalifah & Brindhaban, 2011) 

and EI degradation as well (Kowalczyk & Comer, 2009). 

 All other technical parameter settings were maintained. For example, the 

SID was 101 cm for all images; the position of the phantom did not change; 

the centering of the CR to the phantom did not change; the focal spot size 

(default to the large focal spot size of 1.2 mm) and the beam filtration 

remained the same for all 27 image acquisitions. It is important to hold the 

factors constant during image acquisition since they can affect the 

consistency of the EI value (Walker et al.,2011; Butler et al., 2010; Fuji 

Film, 2006; Willis, 2002). 

3.8.6.2. Image acquisition for the AP lumbar spine 

Image acquisition for the AP lumbar spine followed identical steps as listed for 

the AP pelvis, with the differences in positioning, centering, collimation, and 

technical factor selection. Each of these will now be described. 

1. For positioning, the phantom was placed on the same radiographic table top 

(used for the AP pelvis) in the AP position without any rotation from left to right 

sides of the phantom. 

2.  The IP used was a 35  43 cm standard plate (the same IP was used for 

acquisition of all images). The IP was also subject to a primary erasure before 

the start of the image acquisition process. 
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3. The IP was centered at the level of the iliac crests, and the CR of the x-ray 

beam was directed perpendicular to the IP at the level of the iliac crests (L4) in 

order to include the sacrum and sacroiliac joints. In addition, the collimation 

was adjusted to 18  43 cm (Frank et al., 2012) and remained fixed at this size 

for all images. 

4. The AP diameter for the lumbar spine was measured, where the CR enters and 

exits the phantom, to obtain the exposure technique suggested by the 

manufacturer for that measurement. This measurement was 25 cm, and the 

recommended technique is 80 kVp and 50 mAs. This was considered the 

reference technique and the image acquired with 81 kVp and 50 mAs was 

considered the reference. (Note that when the AP lumbar spine was selected 

on the x-ray console the kVp defaulted to 81 kVp.) 

5. Three images were then acquired for each of the following exposure technique 

settings; each at 81 kVp: 

16 mAs; 20 mAs; 25 mAs; 32 mAs; 40 mAs; 50 mAs (reference 

technique/image); 63 mAs; 80 mAs; and 100 mAs 

6. A total of 27 images were acquired and processed by the CR reader. Each 

processed image for both the pelvis and lumbar spine was displayed on the CR 

review monitor (CR console) to ensure that all image quality requirements were 

met. Furthermore, all other technical parameter settings (source to image 

receptor distance, position of the phantom, beam centering, collimation, focal 

spot size, beam filtration, etc, were held constant in order to ensure consistency 

of the EI values (Walker et al., 2011; Baker, 2011). 

The Fuji CR imaging system has four reading modes; the auto reading mode, 

the semi reading mode, the semi-x reading mode, and the fixed reading mode 

(Chapter 2). All images in this study were acquired using the auto reading mode 

since this was the mode established and selected by the BCIT Medical 

Radiography program. In this mode ―the majority of exposure menus are auto 

reading which means that the density and contrast are set according to a 
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histogram analysis (a function of the Exposure Data Recognition (EDR)) and are 

independent of mAs‖ (Fuji Film, 2006, p. 22). 

Once images were processed by the CR reader, they were sent to the CR 

review workstation for image display on a 19" touch screen, flat-panel LCD 

monitor. The display matrix is 1024768. The images were displayed without any 

image post processing to adjust contrast and brightness using windowing, simply 

because the system was already optimized for image viewing in the Medical 

Radiography laboratory. Such optimization of the image displayed is controlled by 

Fuji‘s gradation processing parameters, specifically the gradation angle (GA) which 

controls image contrast, and gradation shift (GS), which controls image density or 

brightness. The system default setup for image acquisition for this study was 

GA = 0.6 and a GS = 0.98; that is all images were displayed and recorded with 

these values. Fuji‘s (2006) recommendation for GA and GS range of settings is 

–4.1 to –0.1 and 0.1 to 4.0; and –1.44 to 1.44 respectively. All images in this study 

fell within these ranges. Finally the EI (S number) for each of the images acquired 

for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine were documented. There were a total 

of 54 EI readings, each one matched to an image. No compression of images was 

used and all images were stored in jpeg format on an external storage device. 

3.8.7. Assessment of Phantom Images 

The image assessment data collection procedure involves a number of steps. 

First, seven observers were carefully selected to evaluate all images (as described 

earlier in this chapter). These observers did not include any of the ones used in the 

pilot testing phase. The CEC (1996) recommends that a minimum of two observers 

are needed to assess each image and that all images are assessed independently. 

Secondly, the entire image assessment procedure was explained to each 

observer in general, such as how to use the images shown in Figure 3-1, and how 

to access and navigate the website specifically developed for the image 

assessment phase of this dissertation. The third step involves calibration of the 
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monitor used for image presentation for assessment and finally measurement of 

the ambient lighting in the image viewing room. 

A dedicated PC-based PACS workstation was used for image assessment. 

This is only one of a set of PC-based PACS workstations used by radiography 

students and clinical instructors to review images as part of lab exercises in image 

critiquing. The monitor is a 20' widescreen, flat-panel monitor (Dell™ Professional 

series 2009W) with a 16801050 resolution. The flat-panel display is an active 

matrix, thin film transistor (TFT) LCD monitor, with a pixel pitch of 0.25 mm, a 

pre-set display area (433.44 cm  270.90 mm), a viewing angle of 160º vertical and 

170º horizontal, a luminance output of 300 cd/m2, and a dynamic contrast ratio of 

2000:1 (Dell™, 2011). As emphasized by Thomas et al (2006): 

―The quality of the image display and reader performance depend on not 
only the properties of the display device itself but also on viewing 
conditions … of the room used for image viewing. The term of viewing 
conditions includes room illumination and display device positioning 
relative to the viewer‖ (p. 184). 

The assessment of monitor conditions for radiology and illumination of the 

viewing room are not new phenomena. Several investigators, for example, have 

conducted testing of the performance of the monitor and ambient lighting 

conditions in studies involving observer performance on image quality assessment 

in radiology (Reed et al., 2011; Lowe et al., 2010; Brennan et al., 2007; Rainford 

et al., 2007; Goo et al., 2004; Wade & Brennan, 2004). In this respect, therefore, 

the monitor used for image assessment in this study was calibrated to the Digital 

Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) gray-scale display function 

(GSDF) using the software VeriLum 5.1 (Image Smiths, Bethesda, MD) and the 

VeriLUM luminance calibrated pod. In addition, the ambient lighting was measured 

using a calibrated Traceable® Dual-Range Lightmeter (Friendswood, Texas) 

shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. The lightmeter used to measure the ambient lighting in the room 
used for image assessment. 

On completion of the monitor calibration the SMPTE pattern was displayed on 

the monitor for visual assessment (Figure 3-9). The pattern provides several 

characteristics such as the 5% and 95% patches, low and high contrast resolution, 

geometric distortion and background uniformity, for example. Of these ―the most 

important is the observation of the 5% and 95% luminance patches. This helps to 

pinpoint any gross deviations in luminance adjustments‖ (Bushong, 2008, p. 479). 

The ambient lighting measured 28–30 lux at 20" from the monitor. This is in 

agreement with studies by Reed et al. (2011); Brennan et al. (2007); Wade and 

Brennan (2004); and Goo et al. (2004). 
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Figure 3-9. Display of the SMPTE pattern used for calibration of the monitor for 
visual assessment of all images in this study. 

After monitor calibration and ambient lighting measurement procedures, each 

of the observers was scheduled at different days and times to evaluate a total of 54 

images in phase 1 of the image assessment study and 54 images for phase 2 of 

this portion of the study using the forms in Appendices 1 and 2 and Appendices 3 

and 4 respectively. All observers were also instructed not to discuss their individual 

assessment/scoring with each other. Furthermore, all observers were informed that 

there was no time limit for the assessment, and to pause during the assessment 

(as needed) in order to reduce any potential effect that fatigue may have on their 

ability to objectively score the images. 
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3.8.8. Survey Data Collection Procedures 

The data collection for the survey phase of this dissertation is intended to 

address research objective 4. This objective is stated as follows: 

 To evaluate the degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology and 

explore the level of confidence and attitudes of radiographic technologists in 

using CR systems for imaging adult patients in clinical practice. 

To accomplish this objective, a non-probability sampling approach, specifically the 

―qualitative‖ purposeful sampling referred to as snowball sampling was used, as 

described earlier in the chapter. 

The following steps were used to ensure data collection from the survey instrument 

(Appendix 5): 

1. The revised survey questionnaire (as a result of the pilot test) was prepared for 

online electronic distribution using the Vovici survey software (www.vovici.com). 

2. The researcher of this thesis met face to face with 19 clinical instructors 

(registered radiologic technologists with a wide range of clinical experience) 

who are involved in the BCIT Medical Radiography program. These instructors 

are associated with 19 hospitals in British Columbia which are all clinical sites 

for the program. 

3. They were informed about all aspects of this PhD research and were asked to 

participate in the survey phase of the study. In addition, they were each asked 

to solicit the participation of technologists who use the CR imaging system in 

each of their radiology departments. 

4. They all agreed to participate and provided their email addresses. Later they 

were all contacted and reminded to seek other technologists who would agree 

to participate. 

5. Subsequently, 103 technologists agreed to participate in this survey. 

http://www.vovici.com/
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6. Using their email addresses, the online electronic survey was sent to each 

individual for completion. Three reminders were then sent to those who did not 

respond in the first request. This was done during a 94-day period from 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 to January 21, 2011. 

7. Seventy-one participants completed the survey, which was subsequently 

analyzed by the Vovici survey software. 

3.9. Ethics Approval 

The ethics approval for this dissertation was first provided by the Ethics in 

Human Research Committee, Charles Sturt University (CSU) at the proposal stage 

of the research. During this initial assessment, the executive officer of the Ethics in 

Human Research Committee, CSU requested a statement that the Medical 

Radiography laboratory meets the requirements for radiation safety. This 

statement is shown in Appendix 6. Additionally, ethics approval for the survey 

component which came later was obtained via an email from CSU. In this regard 

all that was required was the addition of the following statement to the survey 

questionnaire: 

―… By completing this survey you will have provided us with your consent 
to use your responses for this research. Please be ensured that any 
information or personal details gathered from this survey are confidential, 
and that neither your name nor any other identifying information will be 
used, or published without your written permission‖ (Appendix 5). 

Furthermore, CSU requires that an Ethics report be completed annually for the 

period of the research. Finally, all data collection forms have statements regarding 

the participation of individuals in the study to assure them that confidentiality is 

strictly maintained. 

3.10. Statistical Treatment of the Data 

Several data sets have been collected to address the four research objectives 

of this dissertation. These include the anthropomorphic phantom dosimetry data; 
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the optimized mAs/EI data; the manufacturer‘s mAs/EI data used for the reference 

images of the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine; image quality scores obtained from 

the VGA image assessment study by seven expert observers; and the survey data. 

Furthermore, data collected using the survey instrument includes demographic 

data; CR physics and technology knowledge data; confidence level and attitude 

data; use of the EI in clinical practice data; and finally data based on the open- 

ended question, the last question on the survey questionnaire. 

These data sets were analyzed using both descriptive statistics as well as 

inferential statistics (Marshall & Jonker, 2011; Marshall & Jonker, 2010; Ettarh, 

2004) since they include both ordinal and ratio data. Descriptive statistics such a 

sample size, mean, standard deviation, and range, etc. were computed for the 

dosimetry data, the EI data, the image quality scores (VGA scores), and various 

aspects of the survey data, such as the demographics data, for  example. In 

addition, the Pearson correlation (Cresswell, 2008; Uffmann et al., 2005) was 

applied to examine the correlation between the ESD (dose) and the EI; dose and 

mAs. For the survey phase of the study, descriptive statistics, measures of internal 

consistency or reliability (Cronbach‘s alpha) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

were used to analyse all data collected. Furthermore, the written responses to the 

last question (number 15) on the survey questionnaire: 

―As a user of CR equipment in the clinical environment, what other topics 
do you believe are essential for effective use of CR imaging systems in the 
hospital?‖ 

was analyzed only for CR topics that are not listed in question 11 (knowledge 

components) and question 14 (use of the EI). 

The VGA study results (image quality scores by seven expert observers on the 

visualization of anatomical structures in the images), specifically the mean criteria 

and the mean total image scores, were examined with the hypothesis that images 

produced with the different mAs (dose levels) values could not be separated with 

respect to image quality. The statistical significance was assessed using analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) (Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005; Geijer & Persliden, 2005; 
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Uffmann et al., 2005). In addition, the Newman-Keuls test was performed following 

the ANOVA test to establish significant difference (Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005; 

Tingberg et al., 2002; Leitz et al., 1993). 

Inter-observer agreement between observers in the VGA study was assessed 

using Cohen Kappa analysis (Gorham & Brennan, 2010; Almen et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, a p-value of < 5% (0.05) was used to determine statistical 

significance (Gorham & Brennan, 2010; Tingberg & Sjőstrőm, 2005). These will be 

described further in Chapter 4. 

All statistical analysis were done using the SAS system (http://www.sas.com/) 

 

  

http://www.sas.com/)
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3.11. Summary 

This chapter presented details of the research design, subjects, research 

variables and instruments, pilot testing, data collection procedures, ethics 

approval, and finally statistical treatment of the data. 

The research design is based on the quantitative approach to scholarly inquiry 

using correlational research and survey research designs. Dosimetry data were 

collected using an anthropomorphic phantom model of the pelvis and lumbar 

spine, as well as images of both anatomical structures. Subjects were 

technologists in medical radiography working in BC hospitals. The research 

variables included both dependent and independent variables and these were 

outlined as well. Several research instruments were described. Each of these was 

pilot tested before use in this dissertation. 

The survey instrument was developed to capture data on demographics, 

degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology, level of confidence and 

attitudes of technologists using CR systems in clinical practice. Data collection 

procedures were described in detail for the dosimetry and image assessment by 

seven observers. Furthermore, the survey data collection included the use of non- 

probability snowball sampling and an online questionnaire. Finally, ethics approval 

and data analysis using descriptive and inferential statistics were described. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS – DOSE-IMAGE QUALITY OPTIMIZATION STUDY 

4.1. Introduction 

This research involved two major phases: 

1. a dose-image quality optimization study in CR imaging, and 

2. a survey study of the knowledge components of CR Physics and Technology 

and the use of the CR imaging system in clinical practice. 

The dose-image quality optimization study dealt with the collection of 

dosimetry data for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine, using a calibrated solid-

state dosimeter to record entrance skin doses (ESDs) to the surface of an 

anthropomorphic phantom, while varying the mAs (kVp kept constant) for each of 

the body parts under investigation. Furthermore, images of each body part were 

obtained using the mAs techniques from the dosimetry procedure, and recording 

the EIs on each image associated with each of the mAs settings. These images 

were referred to as the test images. In addition, images were also obtained using 

the mAs settings recommended by the manufacturer (reference images) for the AP 

pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. The associated EIs were also recorded for the 

reference images. 

In the second phase of the study, a survey was conducted (using a 

convenient sample of radiography technologists in British Columbia). A 

questionnaire was designed to capture not only demographic data, but also data 

on the knowledge of CR physics and technology; confidence and attitudes in 

using the CR system; as well as the specific use of the ESDs and EI in clinical 

practice. The survey results will be presented in Chapter 5. 
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This chapter will present the results of the dose-image quality optimization 

study with respect to the following topics: 

 Quality Control (QC) test results for the x-ray generator performance 

 Anthropomorphic phantom dosimetry results 

 Anthropomorphic phantom image acquisition results 

 Pelvis and associated EIs 

 Lumbar spine and associated EIs 

 Optimized mAs (and associated EIs) results 

 Anthropomorphic phantom image quality assessment results 

 Visual grading analysis results 

4.2. X-Ray Generator Performance Results 

The x-ray generator includes advanced electronic circuitry responsible for 

the production of x-rays from the x-ray tube. It consists of such components as 

the high voltage transformer, rectifiers, timing circuits, kVp and mA circuitry. To 

ensure accurate and consistent performance of the x-ray generator, three QC 

tests were performed before any dose measurements were obtained. These 

include the radiation output, exposure linearity, and the exposure reproducibility. 

These were defined in Chapter 3; and the limits of acceptability for a properly 

functioning generator were stated as well. 

The results for each of these three QC tests are shown in Table 4-1, and the 

calculation results for limits of acceptability are shown in Table 4-2. The results 

show that the performance of the x-ray generator is well within the acceptability 

limits on each of the three measures. 
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Table 4-1 The results for each measure of x-ray generator performance in QC 
testing 

Radiation Output 
(mR/mAs) at 81 kVp 

Exposure Linearity 

(mR/mAs) at 70 kVp 

Exposure 
Reproducibility 

(mR) 

 Technique 
Stations 

mR/mAs Mean  

 
67.5 

 
67.1 

 
67.3 

 
67.2 

 
67.3 

70 kVp at 10 mAs 
50.0 

49.7 

49.8 

49.8 

 
66.7 

 
66.9 

 
66.7 

 
66.9 

 
66.8 

 
66.7 

70 kVp at 20 mAs 

98.8 

98.9 

98.7 
98.8 

70 kVp at 40 mAs 

197 

197 

197 
197 

70 kVp at 80 mAs 

392 

392 

392 
392 

Table 4-2 Formulae for calculating the limits of acceptability and the results of 
three QC tests according to Papp (2011) 

QC Test Formula 
Limits of 

Acceptability 
Results 

Radiation 
Output at 
81 kVp 

100
mAs/mR

mAs/mRmAs/mR
VariationmR/mAs%

max

minmax



  variance is 

within ± 10% 
0.5 % 

Linearity at 
70 kVp 

2
mAs/mR

mAs/mRmAs/mR
VariationLinearity

avg

minmax



  

variance is 
less than 

10 % 

0.3% 
0.1% 
0% 
0% 

at 10, 20, 
40, and 
80 mAs 

respectively 

Reproducibility 
at 81 kVp 

minmax

minmax

mRmR

mRmR
VariationilityReproducib




  

variance is 
less than 

± 5% 
0.1 % 
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4.3. Anthropomorphic Phantom Dosimetry Results 

The dose measurement procedure for this portion of the study was 

described in detail in Chapter 3. In summary, the Entrance Skin Exposure (ESE) 

was measured using a calibrated dosimeter, the UNFORS ThinX Rad (Unfors 

Instruments, USA), and a measurement protocol established by the AAPM in 

Report 31 (AAPM, 1990). This protocol measures the dose free-in-air (without a 

phantom). Measurements were obtained for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar 

spine. A reference exposure technique suggested by the manufacturer for a 20 

cm AP thickness for the pelvis and a 25 cm AP thickness for the lumbar spine 

was used. These were labelled reference techniques and were 25 mAs at 81 

kVp (AP pelvis) and 50 mAs at 81 kVp (AP lumbar spine). 

4.3.1. Absorbed Dose in Air 

The dosimeter provided measurements of the entrance exposure in 

milliroentgens (mR); however, these were subsequently converted into SI units 

using the algebraic expression provided by Bushong (2009): 

mGya   = mR ×  0.01 

where mGya is the absorbed dose in air and mR is the dosimeter reading. 

The results of these measurements for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine 

are shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 respectively. 
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Table 4-3 AP pelvis dose measurement results. These are free-in-air 
measurements. The AP phantom diameter is 20 cm and the 
exposure technique suggested by the manufacturer is 81 kVp at 
25 mAs. This technique is the reference technique. 

kV mAs mR 
(4 recordings) 

Mean mR mGya = mR 0.01 Mean mGya 

81 50 646 
646 
645 
645 

645.50 6.46 
6.46 
6.45 
6.45 

6.45 

81 40 517 
517 
517 
517 

517.00 5.17 
5.17 
5.17 
5.17 

5.17 

81 32 414 
414 
414 
414 

414.25 4.14 
4.14 
4.14 
4.14 

4.14 

81 25 
Reference 

324 
325 
325 
325 

324.25 3.24 
3.24 
3.24 
3.25 

3.24 

81 20 261 
260 
261 
261 

260.75 2.61 
2.60 
2.61 
2.61 

2.60 

81 16 209 
209 
209 
209 

209.00 2.09 
2.09 
2.09 
2.09 

2.09 

81 12.5 164 
163 
164 
164 

163.75 1.64 
1.63 
1.64 
1.64 

1.63 

81 8 106 
106 
106 
106 

106 1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 

1.06 

81 6.3 84.2 
84.2 
83.4 
84.1 

83.97 0.84 
0.84 
0.83 
0.84 

0.83 
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Table 4-4 AP lumbar spine dose measurement results. These are free-in-air 
measurements. The AP diameter of the phantom is 25 cm and the 
manufacturer’s recommended exposure technique for this thickness 
is 81 kVp at 50 mAs. This technique is the reference technique 

kV mAs mR 
(4 recordings) 

Mean mR mGya = mR x 0.01 Mean mGya 

81 100 1.26 R 
1.26 R 
1.26 R 
1.26 R 

1.26 R 13 13 

81 80 1.01 R 
1.01 R 
1.01R 
1.01 R 

1.01 R 10 10 

81 63 798  
799 
798 
798 

798.25 7.98 7.98 

81 50 
Reference 

636 
636 
636 
637 

636.25 6.36 6.36 

81 40 510 
509 
509 
510 

509.50 5.09 5.09 

81 32 407 
408 
408 
408 

407.75 4.07 4.07 

81 25 319 
319 
319 
319 

319.00 3.19 3.19 

81 20 256 
256 
256 
256 

256.00 2.56 2.56 

81 16 205 
205 
205 
205 

205.00 2.05 2.05 
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Graphs of the mean dose (mGya) plotted as a function of mAs for the AP pelvis 

and the AP lumbar spine are shown in Figures 4-1A and 4-1B respectively. There 

is a strong positive linear relationship (correlation = 0.999 for both the pelvis and 

the lumbar spine) between the mean dose and the mAs setting. 

 

(A) AP Pelvis 

 

 (B) AP Lumbar Spine 

Figure 4-1 The graphs above show a strong positive linear relationship between 
the mean dose and the mAs setting for the AP pelvis (A) and the AP 
lumbar spine (B). The equations are mean dose (mGy) = 0.027657 + 
0.1285085 mAs setting for the pelvis and mean dose 
(mGy) = 0.040013 + 0.1283101 mAs setting for the lumbar spine 
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4.4. Anthropomorphic Phantom Image Acquisition Results 

The results will be described with respect to image acquisition for the AP pelvis 

followed by the AP lumbar spine, at the reference mAs settings and mAs settings 

above and below the reference values. These settings will be referred to as test 

mAs values. The EIs associated with each of the mAs settings (both reference and 

test settings) will be reported as well. 

The phantom image acquisition procedures were described in detail in 

Chapter 3. 

4.4.1. AP Pelvis Image Acquisition Results 

The results of the image acquisition for the AP pelvis are shown in Table 4-5. 

Three images were recorded for each mAs setting together with their associated 

EIs. 

Table 4-5 AP pelvis image acquisition results showing the mean EI for three 
images obtained at each mAs setting. The reference mAs is 25 mAs 
for an AP pelvis phantom diameter of 20 cm. 

kV mAs Mean 
mGya 

EIs 
(S #s - Fuji 
CR System) 

Mean EI 
(S #) 

Inverse 
Mean EI 

81 50 6.45 43 
44 
44 

43 0.023 

81 40 5.17 54 
55 
54 

54 0.018 

81 32 4.14 71 
68 
68 

69 0.014 

81 25 
Reference 

3.24 88 
86 
84 

86 0.011 

81 20 2.60 108 
108 
108 

108 0.009 
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kV mAs Mean 
mGya 

EIs 
(S #s - Fuji 
CR System) 

Mean EI 
(S #) 

Inverse 
Mean EI 

81 16 2.09 136 
136 
136 

136 0.007 

81 12.5 1.63 175 
175 
175 

175 0.005 

81 8 1.06 277 
277 
277 

277 0.003 

81 6.3 0.83 357 
357 
357 

357 0.002 

 

In addition, while Figure 4-2A shows a graph of the inverse EI plotted as a 

function of mAs, Figure 4-2B shows a plot of mean dose as a function of the 

inverse EI for the pelvis. In both cases, there is a strong positive linear 

relationship (correlation = 0.999) between the inverse EI and the mAs, and 

between the mean dose and the inverse EI respectively. 

 

A 
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B 

Figure 4-2 Graphical illustration of the inverse EI plotted as a function of mAs 
(A) and mean dose plotted as a function of the inverse EI (B) for the 
AP pelvis. There is a strong positive linear relationship in both cases 
(correlation = 0.999) 

Finally, three images obtained at each mAs setting (from an average of three 

images per setting) are shown in Figure 4-3. The reference image was recorded at 

the manufacturer’s recommended value of 25 mAs. All other images are test 

images. Enlarged views of images recorded at 12.5 mAs (half the reference dose); 

25 mAs (reference dose); and 50 mAs (twice the reference dose) are shown in 

Figure 4-4. The overall quality appears to be same. 
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Figure 4-3 The visual appearance of images of the AP pelvis of an 
anthromorphic phantom recorded at 9 different mAs setting, with 
25 mAs representative of the manufacturer’s recommended mAs 
value (reference value/image) for a 20 cm AP diameter of the 
phantom. 
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Figure 4-4 Enlarged views of images recorded at half the dose (12.5 mAs); the 
reference dose (25 mAs); and twice the reference dose (50 mAs). 
The overall visual quality appears to be the same. 
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4.4.2. AP Lumbar Spine Image Acquisition Results 

The results of the image acquisition for the AP lumbar spine are shown in 

Table 4-6. Three images were recorded for each mAs setting, together with their 

associated EIs. In addition, Figure 4-5 shows graphical illustrations of the mean 

dose plotted as a function of 1/mean EI (Figure 4-5A) and of 1/mean EI as a 

function of the mAs (Figure 4-5B). 

Table 4-6 AP lumbar spine image acquisition results showing the mean EI for 
three images obtained at each mAs setting. The reference mAs is 
50 mAs for an AP lumbar spine phantom diameter of 25 cm. 

kV mAs Mean mGya    EIs 
(S #s) 

Mean EI 
(S #) 

Inverse 
Mean EI 

81 100 13 45 
45 
45 

45 0.022 

81 80 10 57 
55 
55 

55 0.018 

81 63 7.98 71 
71 
70 

70 0.014 

81 50 
Reference 

6.36 88 
90 
88 

88 0.011 

81 40 5.09 110 
110 
110 

110 0.009 

81 32 4.07 139 
139 
139 

139 0.007 

81 25 3.19 179 
179 
179 

179 0.005 

81 20 2.56 220 
220 
220 

220 0.004 

81 16 2.05 277 
277 
277 

277 0.003 
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(A) AP Lumbar Spine 

 

(B) AP Lumbar Spine 

Figure 4-5 Graphical illustrations of the mean dose as a function of the mAs (A) 
and of the 1/mean EI as a function of the mAs (B) for the AP lumbar 
spine. In both cases, there is a strong positive linear relationship 
(correlation = 0.999 for Figure 4-5A and correlation 0.998 for Figure 
4-5B) 

Finally, nine images obtained at each mAs setting (from an average of three 

images per setting) are shown in Figure 4-6. The reference image was recorded at 

the manufacturer’s recommended value of 50 mAs. All other images are test 

images. Enlarged views of images recorded at 25 mAs (half the reference dose); 

50 mAs (reference dose); and 100 mAs (twice the reference dose) are shown in 

Figure 4-7. The overall quality appears to be the same. 
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Figure 4-6 The visual appearance of images of the AP lumbar spine of an 
anthropomorphic phantom recorded at 9 different mAs settings, with 
50 mAs representative of the manufacturer’s recommended mAs 
value for a 25 cm AP diameter of the phantom. 
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Figure 4-7 Enlarged views of images recorded at 25 mAs (half the reference 
dose); 50 mAs (reference dose); and 100 mAs (twice the reference 
dose). The overall visual image quality appears the same. 

4.5. Optimized mAs (and Associated EIs) Results 

The procedure for selecting the optimized mAs was described in detail in 

Chapter 3, and was based on the appearance of image mottle (noise) for both the 

AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine (see Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively). 

The images produced with the lowest mAs and selected as acceptable by all 

observers were chosen as the optimum mAs. The image selection by each 

observer is shown in Table 4-7. It is clearly apparent that image number 3 for the 

AP pelvis (recorded with 16 mAs) and image number 23 for the AP lumbar spine 

(recorded with 20 mAs) resulted as the optimized mAs. 
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Table 4-7 The selection of the images of the pelvis and lumbar spine taken with 
the lowest mAs and judged to be acceptable by all observers 

Body Part 

Observers 
Optimized 

mAs 

Dose Reduction 
Compared to 

Reference Dose 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Pelvis 
Image Number selected 
(Reference mAs = 25) 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Image 3 
recorded at 
16 mAs 

36% 

Lumbar Spine –Image 
Number selected 
(Reference mAs = 5) 

23 23 23 23 23 23 23 
Image 23 
recorded at 
20 mAs 

60% 

 

Furthermore, the optimized mAs and corresponding optimized EI, together with 

reference mAs and the manufacturer’s recommended EI range for the AP pelvis 

and AP lumbar spine are shown in Table 4-8. 

Table 4-8 Reference and optimized mAs as well as the optimized EI and the 
manufacturer’s recommended EI range for the AP pelvis and the AP 
lumbar spine 

Body Part 
Reference 

mAs 
(AP diameter) 

EI for the 
Reference mAs 

Optimized 
mAs 

EI for the 
Optimized mAs 

Manufacturer’s 
Recommended 

EI Range 

AP Pelvis 
25 mAs 
(20 cm) 

86 16 136 250–600 

AP Lumbar 
Spine 

50 mAs 
(25 cm) 

88 20 220 250–600 
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It is important to note that the manufacturer’s recommended EI ranges as 

provided in Appendix 7, do not provide any mAs settings for any of the body parts 

listed. The manufacturer’s mAs used in this study for the AP pelvis (25 mAs for an 

AP diameter of 20 cm) and for the AP lumbar spine (50 mAs for an AP diameter of 

25 cm) were provided in a separate document from one of the Fuji’s applications 

specialists, who in general provides all training on the system to the radiology 

technical staff in the hospitals and to BCIT as well. 

The images for the reference mAs and the optimized mAs for the AP pelvis 

and the AP lumbar spine are shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9 respectively: 

 

Reference mAs Optimized mAs 

Figure 4-8 A visual comparison of the image quality between the reference 
image of the AP pelvis recorded at 25 mAs and the optimized image 
recorded at 16 mAs (about one-third the reference dose) 
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Reference mAs Optimized mAs 

Figure 4-9 A visual comparison of the image quality between the reference 
image of the AP lumbar spine recorded at 50 mAs and the optimized 
image recorded at 20 mAs (about one-third the reference dose) 

4.6. Anthropomorphic Phantom Image Quality Assessment 
Results 

The procedure for image quality assessment is described in detail in 

Chapter 3. In summary, the assessment was based on the visualization of 

anatomical structures using the image quality criteria established by the CEC. A 

visual grading analysis (VGA) methodology was used to record scores of 27 

images of the AP pelvis and 27 images of the AP lumbar spine obtained at the 

mAs settings listed in Tables 4-5 and 4-6. Three images were recorded at each 

mAs setting. Seven observers rated the visualization of structures on the test 

images compared to those on the reference images (one for the AP pelvis and the 

other for the AP lumbar spine). VGA scores (VGAS) were calculated for each mAs 

value and IQ criteria for all 6 observers. 
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4.6.1. VGA Study Results for the AP Pelvis 

4.6.1.1. Overall Results 

The overall results of the VGA study for the pelvis images are shown in 

Table 4-9. The data includes the mean VGAS, the mean dose, and the mean EI for 

each of the nine mAs settings used (25 mAs is the reference mAs setting). 

Table 4-9 Visual grading analysis scores for anthropomorphic phantom images 
of the AP pelvis compared to a reference image at 25 mAs; 
7 observers; and 3 images for each mAs setting at 81 kVp 

mAs Setting 
Mean Dose 

(mGya) 
Mean EI Mean VGAS 

50 6.45 43 0.5 

40 5.17 54 0.4 

32 4.14 69 0.3 

25 (Reference) 3.24 86 0.2 

20 2.60 108 0.2 

16 2.09 136 0 

12.5 1.63 175 0 

8 1.06 277 –0.2 

6.3 0.83 357 –0.5 
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The data indicates the following: 

1. The VGAS range from –0.5 (for the 6.3 mAs setting) to +0.5 (for the 50 mAs 

setting) 

2. Positive VGA scores mean that the overall image quality is better than the 

reference image 

3. Zero VGA scores mean that the image quality is equal to the reference image 

4. Negative VGAS mean that the overall image quality is inferior compared to that 

of the reference image 

A graph of the VGAS plotted as a function of dose are shown in Figure 4-10 

 

Figure 4-10. The VGAS plotted as a function of mean dose 

A trend exists, meaning that the VGAS increases (better image quality) as the 

dose increases. Furthermore, it appears that there is a positive linear relationship 

as the dose increases from 1.63 mGya to 6.45 mGya. (12.5 mAs to 50 mAs 

respectively). It is also interesting to note that there is a sharp decrease in the 
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VGAS (image quality) as the dose decreases from 1.63 mGya to 0.83 mGya. 

(12.5 mAs to 6.3 mAs respectively) 

A plot of the VGAS plotted as a function of the mean EI is graphically shown in 

Figure 4-11. A trend exists, that is,as the EI increases, the VGAS decreases. This 

is to be expected since for the Fuji CR system, the EI is inversely proportional to 

the dose, meaning that the EI increases as the dose decreases. As seen in Figure 

4-10, as the dose decreases, the VGAS decreases. 

Figure 4-17 Graphical display of the interaction term mAs setting criteria number 

 

 

Figure 4-11.  A graph of the VGAS plotted as a function of the mean EI for the AP 
pelvis. As the EI increases, the VGAS (image quality) decreases 

4.6.1.2. Criteria Scores: Statistical Significance Results 

This part of the results will present a more detailed account of the effects of 

mAs settings and criteria number on criteria scores for seven observers’ ratings. 

There are two parts to this analysis. The first part will present the effects of mAs 

settings on the response variable, criteria score, for each criteria number. An 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare mean responses between 

mAs settings for each criteria number. A randomized complete block design was 
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used to compare mean criteria scores between mAs settings. The observers were 

random effects in the model. 

In the second part of the analysis, a randomized complete block design 

ANOVA was used to test for the effects of mAs settings and criteria number on the 

response variable, criteria scores. The interaction between the mAs settings and 

criteria number was included in the model. 

The ANOVA tables for the six criteria used in assessing the pelvis images are 

shown in Table 4-10. 

Table 4-10 Criteria number and associated ANOVA tables for the results of 
assessment of the pelvis images obtained in this study 

Criteria Number and ANOVA Tables Meaning 

Criterion 1: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the sacrum and its intervertebral foramina 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 11.88 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there is 
a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 1 

Criterion 2: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the pubic and ischial rami 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 27.50 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there is 
a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 2 

Criterion 3: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the sacroiliac joints 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 27.50 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there is 
a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 3 
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Criteria Number and ANOVA Tables Meaning 

Criterion 4: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the femoral necks 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 54 8.37 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there is 
a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 4 

Criterion 5: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the greater trochanter 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 10.42 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there is 
a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 5 

Criterion 6: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the cortex/trabecular patterns 
 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 15.53 <0001 
 

The ANOVA table shows that there 
is a statistically significant (p-value < 
0.01) difference in mean criteria 
scores between mAs settings for 
criterion 6 

 

Plots of mAs settings as a function of criteria scores for criteria 1–6 are illustrated 

in Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12 Graphs of the mean criteria scores plotted as a function of the mAs 
settings for criteria 1 to 6 for the AP pelvis 

The mean criteria scores increase as the mAs setting levels increase. The 

above results appear to indicate that certain structures are better seen depending 

on the mAs. Furthermore, the results of the analysis of the differences of least 

squares means for criteria 1–6 for pelvis images, looking at whether there are 

significant differences in mean criteria scores between mAs settings are 

summarized in Table 4-11. In all of the analyses, there was a small effect due to 

observers. 
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Table 4-11 Statistical significance results for mean criteria scores and mAs 
settings (see Table 4-10 for a description of each criterion) 

Criteria 
Number 

Statement of Statistical Significance 
(Compared to the Reference mAs Setting of 25 mAs) 

1 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 40; 25 and 50 

2 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 8; 25 and 40; 25 and 50 

3 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 32; 25 and 40; 25 and 50 

4 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 8 

5 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 8 

6 The results show that there is a statistically significant difference 
(p-value < 0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings 25 and 
6.3; 25 and 8; 25 and 12.5 

 

The results of the second part of the analysis are shown in Table 4-12. 
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Table 4-12 A randomized complete block design to test for the effects of mAs 
setting and criteria number on the response variable criteria score 
using a randomized complete block design ANOVA. The interaction 
between mAs setting and criteria no. was included in this model. 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 324 72.03 <.0001 

Criteria No 5 324 2.43 0.0350 

Setting 
Criteria No 

40 324 1.49 0.0344 

 

Table 4-12 shows that the main effects of mAs settings and criteria score are 

significant (p-value < 0.05) but there is a statistically significant interaction (p-value 

< 0.05) present. This means that the levels of criteria scores are changing 

depending on the levels of the two main effects. 

A graph of the interaction term mAs setting/criteria number is shown in 

Figure 4-13. 

 

Figure 4-13.  Graphical display of the interaction term mAs setting/criteria number 
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It is quite clear in Figure 4-13 shows that the levels of criteria scores increase 

with mAs settings for all levels of criteria number, but the mean criteria scores vary, 

depending on the level of mAs setting and criteria number. 

In Appendix 8 tables show how the criteria scores vary by mAs setting and 

criteria number for each of the seven observers. 

4.6.1.3. Interrater Reliability 

This part of the analysis focussed on the kappa statistic to measure the 

reliability in observer criteria score ratings for all images of the AP pelvis. Landis 

and Koch (1977) attempted to indicate the degree of agreement that exists when 

kappa is found to be in various ranges shown below. 

 

Kappa Value Degree of Agreement 

< = 0 
0 – 0.2 

0.2 – 0.4 
0.4 – 0.6 
0.6 – 0.8 
0.8 –1 

Poor 
Slight 
Fair 

Moderate 
Substantial 

Almost Perfect 

 

The kappa scores are presented for the ordinal responses in two parts; for 

mAs settings and for the criteria numbers to compare reliabilities between 

observers. The results for both are given in Table 4-13. 
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Table 4-13 The results of the kappa statistic for interrater reliability for mAs 
settings and criteria number for the VGA study of the AP pelvis 

For mAs Settings For Criteria Numbers 

mAs 
Kappa 
Value 

Degree of 
Agreement 

Criteria 
Number 

Kappa 
Value 

Degree of 
Agreement 

50 0 Poor 1 0.7 Substantial 

40 0.3 Fair 2 0.9 Almost 
Perfect 

32 0.3 Fair 3 0.8 Almost 
Perfect 

25 0.4 Moderate 4 0.6 Substantial 

20 0.4 Moderate 5 0.7 Substantial 

16 0.3 Fair 6 0.7 Substantial 

12.5 0.2 Slight 

 8 0.1 Slight 

6.3 0 Poor 

 

For the mAs settings, interrater reliability ranged from poor (kappa = 0); slight 

(kappa = 0.2); and fair (kappa = 0.3) to moderate (kappa = 0.4). The moderate 

agreement was related to scoring images taken with 25 mAs (the reference image) 

and 20 mAs. For the criteria numbers, the interrater reliability ranged from 

substantial (kappa = 0.6; 0.7) for criteria numbers 1, 4, 5, and 6 to almost perfect 

(kappa = 0.8; 0.9) for criteria numbers 2 and 3. 
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4.6.2. VGA Study Results for the AP Lumbar Spine 

4.6.2.1. Overall Results 

The overall results of the VGA study for the lumbar spine images are shown in 

Table 4-14. The data includes the mean VGAS, the mean EI, and the mean dose 

for each of the mAs settings used (50 mAs is the reference mAs setting). 

The data shows the following: 

1. The VGAS range from –0.3 (for the 16 mAs setting) to +0.4 (for the 100 mAs 

setting). 

Table 4-14 Visual grading analysis scores for anthropomorphic phantom images 
of the AP lumbar spine compared to a reference image obtained at 
50 mAs; 7 observers; and 3 images for each mAs setting at 81 kVp 

mAs Setting 
Mean Dose 

(mGya) 
Mean EI Mean VGAS 

100 13 45 0.4 

80 10 55 0.3 

63 7.98 70 0.2 

50 (Reference) 6.36 88 0.2 

40 5.09 110 0.1 

32 4.07 139 0.1 

25 3.19 179 0 

20 2.56 220 –0.3 

16 2.05 277 –0.3 

 

2. Positive VGAS mean that the overall image quality is better than the reference 

image. 

3. Zero VGAS means that the image quality is equal to the reference image. 
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4. Negative VGAS mean that the overall image quality is inferior than that of the 

reference image. 

A graph of the VGAS plotted as a function of the mean dose is shown in 

Figures 4-14. 

 

Figure 4-14 The VGAS plotted as a function the mean dose 

Figure 4-14 shows that a trend exists, meaning that the VGAS increases 

(better image quality) as the dose increases. It is also interesting to note that there 

is a sharp decrease in VGAS as the dose decreases from 2.56 mGya to 2.05 

mGya (20 mAs to 16 mAs respectively). 

Furthermore, a graph of the mean VGAS plotted as a function of the mean EI 

is shown in Figure 4-15. 

 

Figure 4-15  Graphical display of the VGAS plotted as a function of the mean EI 
for the AP lumbar spine. As the EI increases, the VGAS (image 
quality) decreases 
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It is quite clear that as the EI increases, the VGAS decreases. This is to be 

expected since for the Fuji CR system, the EI is inversely proportional to the dose, 

meaning that as the EI increases, the dose decreases. As seen in Figure 4-14, as 

the dose decreases, the VGAS decreases. 

4.6.2.2. Criteria Scores: Statistical Significance Results 

In this section is a more detailed account of the effects of mAs settings and 

criteria number on criteria scores for seven observers’ ratings. This analysis will be 

presented in three parts (similar to that of the pelvis). The first part will present the 

effects of mAs settings on the response variable, criteria score, for each criteria 

number. An ANOVA was used to compare mean responses between mAs settings 

for each criteria number. A randomized complete block design was used to 

compare mean criteria scores between mAs settings. The observers were random 

effects in the model. 

The second part of the analysis used a randomized complete block design 

ANOVA to test for the effects of mAs settings and criteria number on the response 

variable criteria scores. The interaction between mAs settings and criteria number 

was included in the model. 

The ANOVA tables for the six criteria used in assessing the lumbar spine 

images are shown in Table 4-14. 

Table 4-15 Criteria number and associated ANOVA tables for the results of the 
assessment of the lumbar spine images obtained in this study 

Criteria Number and ANOVA Tables Meaning 

Criterion 1: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the upper and lower end plate surfaces 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 4.37 0.0005 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 1. 
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Criteria Number and ANOVA Tables Meaning 

Criterion 2: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the pedicles 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 54 8.19 <0001 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 2. 

Criterion 3: Reproduction of the 
intervertebral joints 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 54 12.01 <0001 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 3. 

Criterion 4: Reproduction of the spinous 
and transverse processes 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 54 15.18 <0001 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 4. 

Criterion 5: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the greater trochanter 

 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 9.70 <0001 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 5. 

Criterion 6: Visually sharp reproduction of 
the cortex/trabecular patterns 
 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 48 26.56 <0001 
 

The table shows that there is a 
statistically significant (p< 0.01) 
difference in mean criteria scores 
between mAs setting levels for 
criterion 6. 
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In Appendix 9, the criteria scores for each mAs setting for all six criteria for the 

lumbar spine are provided. Plots of the mAs setting as a function of criteria scores 

for criteria 1–6 are illustrated in Figure 4-16. 

 

Figure 4-16 Graphs of the of mean criteria scores plotted as a function of mAs 
settings for criteria 1–6 for the AP lumbar spine 

It is quite clear in Figure 4-16 that a trend is present, meaning that the mean 

criteria scores increase with increasing mAs settings, meaning that structures are 

better visualized as the mAs increases. Furthermore, the results of the analysis of 

the differences of least squares means for criteria 1–6 for the lumbar spine images, 

looking at whether there are significant differences in mean criteria scores between 

mAs settings are summarized in Table 4-16. In all of the analyses for the lumbar 

spine, there was a small effect due to observers. 
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Table 4-16 Statistical significance results for mean criteria scores and mAs 
setting (see Table 4-15 for a description of each criterion) 

Criteria 
Number 

Statement of Statistical Significance 
(Compared to the Reference mAs Setting of 50 mAs) 

1 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 100 

2 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 16 

3 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 16; 50 and 20 

4 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 16; 50 and 20 

5 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 16; 50 and 20; 50 and 100 

6 There is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean scores 
between mAs settings 50 and 16; 50 and 20 

 

The results of the second part of the analysis are shown in Table 4-17. 

Table 4-17 The effects of mAs setting and criteria number on the response 
variable criteria score using ANOVA. The interaction between mAs 
settings and criteria number was included in the model 

Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 

Effect 
Num 
DF 

Den 
DF 

F Value Pr > F 

Setting 8 318 59.74 <0001 

Criteria No 5 318 17.39  

Setting 
Criteria No 

40 318 2.90  
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Table 4-17 shows that the main effects of mAs setting and criteria number are 

significant (p. < 0.05) but there is a statistically significant interaction (p < 0.050) 

present. This means that the levels of criteria scores are changing depending on 

the levels of the two main effects. A graphical display of the interaction term setting 

criteria number is shown in Figure 4-17. 

 

Figure 4-17 Graphical display of the interaction term mAs setting criteria number 

It is quite clear from Figure 4-17 that the levels of criteria scores are increasing 

with mAs setting for all levels of criteria number, but the mean criteria scores vary 

depending on which mAs setting and criteria number are examined. In Appendix 9, 

tables show how the criteria scores vary by mAs setting and criteria number for 

each of the seven observers. 

4.6.2.3. Interrater Reliability 

This part of the analysis focussed on the kappa statistic to measure the 

reliability in observer criteria score ratings for all images of the AP lumbar spine. 

The results of the kappa scores are shown in Table 4-18 for mAs settings and for 

criteria numbers to compare reliabilities between observers. 

The interrater reliability ranged from 0.1 (poor) to moderate (0.4) to substantial 

(0.6) for the mAs settings. While the moderate agreement was related to 100 mAs, 

63 mAs, 40 mAs, and 16 mAs, the substantial agreement was related to the 20 

mAs setting. 
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Table 4-18 The results of the kappa statistic for inter-rater reliability for mAs 
settings and criteria number for the VGA study of the AP lumbar 
spine 

For mAs Settings For Criteria Numbers 

mAs 
Kappa 
Value 

Degree of 
Agreement 

Criteria 
Number 

Kappa 
Value 

Degree of 
Agreement 

100 0.4 Moderate 1 0.4 Moderate 

80 0.3 Fair 2 0.6 Substantial 

60 0.4 Moderate 3 0.7 Substantial 

50 
(Reference) 

0.3 Fair 4 0.8 
Almost 
Perfect 

40 0.4 Moderate 5 0.6 Substantial 

32 0.1 Slight 6 0.8 
Almost 
Perfect 

25 0.2 Fair 

 20 0.6 Substantial 

16 0.5 Moderate 

 

For the criteria numbers, the interrater reliability ranged from moderate (0.4) for 

criterion 1; substantial (0.6–0.7) for criteria 2, 3, and 5; to almost perfect (0.8) for 

criteria 4 and 6. 
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4.7. Summary of the Results 

The results of the dose-image quality optimization study can be summarized 

as follows: 

1. The x-ray generator performs within defined acceptable levels of performance 

on radiation output; exposure linearity; and exposure reproducibility. 

2. The anthropomorphic phantom dosimetry results indicate that there is a strong 

positive linear relationship (r = 0.999) between mAs and dose; mAs and the 

inverse EI; and between the inverse EI and dose for both the AP pelvis and the 

AP lumbar spine. 

3. The optimized mAs as selected by all 7 observers and associated EIs 

(optimized EIs) for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine were 16 mAs (EI = 136) 

and 20 mAs (EI = 220) respectively compared to the reference mAs (reference 

EI) of 25 mAs (EI = 86) for the AP pelvis and 50 mAs (EI = 88) for the AP 

lumbar spine. 

4. The phantom image quality assessment results show that: 

A. For the AP Pelvis 

 The overall VGA scores (VGAS) ranged from –0.5 to +0.5. 

 The VGAS for the 25 mAs reference image was 0.2 compared to 0 for 

the 16 mAs optimized image. 

 The statistical significance for criteria scores results show that: 

 there is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean 

criteria scores between mAs settings for all criteria numbers. 

 the main effects of mAs setting and criteria number are significant 

(p < 0.05) but there is a statistically significant interaction 

(p < 0.05) present, meaning that the levels of criteria scores are 

changing depending on the levels of the two main effects. 
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 The interrater reliability for the different mAs settings (images) ranged 

from poor and slight  to fair and moderate; and ranged from substantial 

to almost perfect for the criteria numbers. 

B. For the AP Lumbar Spine 

 

 The overall VGAS ranged from –0.3 to +0.4. 

 The VGAS for the 50 mAs reference image was 0.2 compared to –0.3 

for the 20 mAs optimized image. 

 The statistical significance for criteria scores results show that: 

 there is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean 

criteria scores between mAs settings for all criteria numbers. 

 the main effects of mAs setting and criteria number are significant 

(p < 0.05) but there is a statistically significant interaction (p < 

0.05) present, meaning that the levels of criteria scores are 

changing depending on the levels of the two main effects. 

 The interrater reliability for the different mAs settings (images) ranged from 

slight and fair to moderate and substantial; and ranged from substantial to 

almost perfect for the criteria numbers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS – NON-INTERVENTIONAL QUANTITATIVE SURVEY 

5.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the second phase of 

this dissertation, a non-interventional quantitative survey study of radiologic 

technologists working in hospitals in British Columbia (BC), Canada. 

The details of the survey methodology were described in Chapter 3. In review, 

an online questionnaire was administered to a convenient sample of technologists 

in BC who use CR imaging systems in daily clinical practice. The questionnaire 

was designed to capture data on not only demographics, but also on the degree of 

knowledge of CR physics and technology, level of confidence and attitudes in 

using the digital radiography imaging system, and the specific use of the EI in 

clinical practice. These data are intended to address one of the objectives of this 

research that is intended to evaluate the degree of knowledge of CR physics and 

technology, and to explore the level of confidence and attitudes of technologists 

using the system in an adult patient environment. 

The survey results will be presented as follows: 

 sample demographics 

 degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology 

 level of confidence in using the CR system 

 attitudes (the extent of agreement/disagreement) towards CR imaging 

 frequency of use of the EI in clinical practice 

 specific uses of the EI in clinical practice 

 other topics essential for the effective use of CR imaging in the hospital 

Descriptive statistics are used to analyze the data collected from surveys and 

present the results in a meaningful way (Monshall and Jonker, 2010). For example, 

the central position of a frequency distribution of a group of data can be expressed 

using the frequency distribution. Furthermore, a measure of central tendency can 
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be analysed using the mean, mode, or median of the data. Additionally, a measure 

of the spread of the data can be expressed using the range, quartiles, or the 

standard deviation. 

In this thesis, the specific descriptive statistics used to analyze the data sets 

collected from the survey, were the number of individuals (N) who participated in 

the study, the mean and the standard deviation. It is important to note that the 

results obtained from the sample will not be used to generalize to the population, a 

fundamental limitation of descriptive statistics. 

The validity and reliability of the questionnaire used in this survey were 

reviewed in Chapter 3. As noted by Tavakol and Dennick (2011), “an instrument 

cannot be valid unless it is reliable. However, the reliability of an instrument 

does not depend on its validity” (p 53). To measure the reliability Cronbach‟s 

alpha is used and “it has become the most widely used objective measure of 

reliability” Tavakol and Dennick (2011, p 53). Cronbach‟s alpha was used to 

provide a measure of the internal consistency of the survey instrument used in 

this thesis. Such consistency indicates the extent to which all items on the 

instrument  “measure the same concept or construct and hence it is connected 

to the inter-relatedness of the items….reliability estimates show the amount of 

measurement error ….” (Tavakol and Dennick, (2011, p 53). This error is the 

correlation of the test instrument with itself. If this correlation is squared and 

then subtracted from 1.00, the result is the index of the measurement error. 

Cronbach‟s alpha is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. Tavakol and 

Dennick, (2011) provides a simple example to calculate the alpha. They note 

that “if a test has a reliability of 0.80, there is a 0.36 error variance (random 

error) in the scores (0.80 x 0.80 = 0.64; 1.00 – 0.64 = 0.36)” (p 53). Acceptable 

alpha values may range from 0.70 (acceptable) to 0.95 (excellent) (Bland et al. 

1997; DeVillis, 2003). All descriptive statistics were calculated using the SAS 

statistical package (Chapter 3). 
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5.2. Sample Demographic Results 

These results will be presented with respect to response rate and specific 

professional demographic characteristics such as age, years worked as a 

registered technologist, current job title, years worked in CR imaging, education 

and training in CR for example. 

5.2.1. Response Rate 

An online questionnaire was sent out to 103 technologists in several regions in 

BC including 27 urban and rural hospitals. The survey was administered in a period 

from Tuesday, October 19, 2010 to Friday, January 21, 2011, and 71 completed 

responses were received during this time period. The response rate was, therefore, 

68.9%. This response rate was attributed to three email reminders to those who did 

not complete the questionnaire, the first and second times. A detailed breakdown 

of the demographic characteristics of the study population is shown in Table 5-1. 

Based on the results presented in Table 5-1, the majority of the study 

participants were female (77.5%). In addition, most of the participants were within 

the age range of 40 and above (47.9%), followed by 18.3 % who were within the 

range of 26–30 years old. The educational level of the participants varied, with the 

majority (38%) having a diploma of radiology followed by 21.1% who had a 

ongoing continuing education. Furthermore, the majority of the respondents 

worked 16 years or more (39.4%) as a registered technologist, while 60% of 

respondents worked in a medium scale hospital. 47.1% indicated that their current 

job title was „Grade 1 technologist.‟ 

The number of years worked in CR clinical practice ranged from 8.7% (1 year) 

to 44.9% who worked 4–6 years. The most common educational method received 

by 50.7% of the sample was delivered by the vendor, with the majority of 

respondents receiving less than 2 hours of instruction in CR theory with hands-on 

training on the system (48.6%), followed by 22.9% of those who had 2–4 hours of 

theory/hands-on training in CR. 
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Table 5-1 Demographic characteristics of the study sample 

Primary 
Characteristics 

Secondary 
Characteristics 

Percent Number 
(71) 

Gender Female 

Male 
77.5 

22.5 
55 

16 

Age 20 or younger 

21–25 
26–30 
31–35 
36–40 
Above 40 

0 

11.3 
18.3 
12.7 
9.9 

47.9 

0 

8 
13 
9 
7 
34 

Educational Level Diploma in Medical Radiography 
CAMRT Advanced Certification 
Degree in Sciences/Arts 
Degree in Radiography 
Ongoing Continuing Education 
Other 

38 

11.3 
14.1 
8.5 

21.1 
7 

27 

8 
10 
6 
15 
5 

Years of Work as a 

Registered Technologist 
# 3 years 

4–6 years 
7–10 years 
11–15 years 
≥ 16 years 

22.5 

11.3 
11.3 
15.5 
39.4 

16 

8 
8 
11 
28 

Hospital Size Large scale 
Medium scale 
Small scale 

36.2 

60.1 
2.9 

25 

42 
2 

Current Job Title Grade 1 Technologist 
Grade 2 Technologist 
Grade 3 Technologist 
Clinical Instructor 
QC Technologist 
Supervisor 
Manager 
Other 

47.1 

10 
7.1 
20 
1.4 
5.7 
4.3 
4.3 

33 

7 
5 
14 
1 
4 
3 
3 

Years Worked in CR 1 year 

2–3 years 
4–6 years 
7–10 years 

8.7 

21.7 
44.9 
24.6 

6 

15 
31 
17 

Method of CR Education 

Acquisition 
In-service by vendor 

In-service by medical physicist 
In-service by manager/supervisor 
In-service by QC technologist 
In-service by clinical instructor 
In-service by others 
Formal course 
Informal short course 
Self-directed learning 
Other 

50.7 

2.8 
7.0 

12.7 
19.7 
11.3 
5.6 
8.5 
7.0 

25.4 

36 

2 
5 
9 
14 
8 
4 
6 
5 
18 

Hours of Education in CR < 2 hours theory – hands-on training 

2–4 hours theory – hands-on training 
5–14 hours theory – hands-on training 
≥ 15 hours theory – hands-on training 

48.6 

22.9 
11.4 
17.1 

34 

16 
8 
12 
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Finally, the demographic characteristic of the year in which participants 

received their training showed that one technologist had training in 1992, while the 

majority of technologists (18.6%) received training in 2004, followed by 12.5% in 

2005, and 7.8% in 2007. The most recent training was received in 2009 by 6.25% 

of technologists. Seven participants did not complete this question. 

5.3. Degree of Knowledge of CR Physics and Technology 
Results 

This section of the survey questionnaire (question 11) listed 28 items intended 

to capture data on the degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology, using a 

4-point Likert scale (to limit the participants from consistently providing “neutral” 

responses). 

5.3.1. Frequency Distribution 

The frequency distribution of the responses to the CR physics and technology 

knowledge components are shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 Frequency distribution of responses to the 28 items related to the 
degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology 
education/training received by study participants (frequencies 
missing for items k, m, n, and p) 

CR Physics and Technology Topics 

Percent (Number) 

Very 
Much 

Some 
A 

Little 
Not 

at All 

a. Physics of Photostimulable Luminescence (PSL) 
(i.e., How the CR Phosphors respond to the 
X-Ray Beam) 

21.1 (15) 21.1 (15) 23.9 (17) 33.8 (24) 

b. Types of CR phosphors 12.7 (9) 22.5 (16) 21.1 (15) 43.7 (31) 

c. Structure of the CR Imaging Plate (IP) 23.2 (16) 29 (20) 23.1 (16) 24.6 (17) 

d Exposure techniques for different body parts 
performed 

44.3 (31) 28.6 (20) 22.9 (16) 4.3 (3) 

e. The CR Reader and its major components 27.1 (19) 37.1 (26) 27.1 (19) 8.6 (6) 

f. How the CR Reader detects and digitizes the 
PSL signal coming off the IP 

22.5 (16) 31 (22) 31 (22) 15.5 (11) 

g. IP erasure procedure and its importance 39.4 (28) 42.2 (30) 15.5 (11) 2.8 (2) 
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CR Physics and Technology Topics 

Percent (Number) 

Very 
Much 

Some 
A 

Little 
Not 

at All 

h. Components of the CR Workstation 38.6 (27) 42.9 (30) 18.6 (13)  

i. Selection of the correct body part 57.1 (40) 31.4 (22) 10 (7) 1.4 (1) 

j. Selection of the correct processing algorithm to 
match the body parts and views under 
investigation (i.e., a chest algorithm is selected 
to process chest body part and view) 

50.7 (36) 35.2 (25) 12.7 (9) 1.4 (1) 

k. Image display on the monitor 49.3 (35) 40.9 (29) 9.9 (7)  

l. Image pre-processing operations 
(e.g., histogram analysis) 

17 (12) 28.0 (27) 33.8 (24) 11.3 (8) 

m. Image post-processing operations (e.g., 
windowing) 

49.3 (35) 40.8 (29) 9.9 (7)  

n. Exposure Indicators (EI) for your system 46.5 (33) 38.0 (27) 15.5 (11)  

o. Relationship of the EI to the radiation dose used 36.6 (26) 39.4 (28) 22.5 (16) 1.4 (1) 

p. Vendor acceptable ranges of EIs for various 
body parts/views 

44.3 (31) 47.1 (35) 8.6 (6)  

q. Guidelines for the use of EIs in Quality Control 25.7 (18) 37.1 (26) 25.7 (18) 11.4 (8) 

r. How to use the EIs for managing patient dose 29.6 (21) 36.6 (26) 23.9 (17) 9.7 (7) 

s. Lack of Exposure Indicator standardization 7.2 (5) 24.6 (17) 43.5 (30) 24.6 (17) 

t. Image quality descriptors (spatial resolution, 
contrast resolution, and noise) 

22.9 (16) 32.9 (23) 34.3 (24) 10 (7) 

u. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) and its 
relationship to image quality and dose 

14.1 (10) 22.5 (16) 33.8 (24) 29.6 (21) 

v. CR artifacts 25.3 (18) 36.6 (26) 36.6 (26) 1.4 (1) 

w. Causes of sub-optimal CR images 29.6 (21) 40.9 (29) 26.8 (19) 2.8 (2) 

x. Exposure “creep” 21.4 (15) 31.4 (22) 20 (14) 27.1 (19) 

y.  Optimization of the Image Quality and Radiation 
Dose 

28.2 (20) 36.6 (26) 32.4 (23) 2.8 (2) 

z. Quality Control Tools, Reject Analysis, and QC 
Tests for CR 

16.9 (12) 23.9 (17) 28.0 (27) 21.1 (15) 

aa Effects of fogging 21.1 (15) 21.1 (15) 39.4 (28) 18.3 (13) 

bb Cassette and imaging plate cleaning and 
operator maintenance 

26.8 (19) 45.1 (32) 22.5 (16) 5.6 (4) 
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The participants were asked how much information they received in their 

education/training on the topics listed in Table 5-2. In this regard, the percentage of 

respondents indicated that: 

1. A good amount  of information was received on: 

 Exposure techniques for different body parts 

 Selection of the correct body part 

 Selection of the correct processing algorithm 

 Image display on the monitor 

 Image post-processing operations (windowing) 

 Exposure indices 

 Vendor acceptable ranges of EIs for body parts 

The only topic in which the majority of respondents indicated greater than 50% 

was selection of the correct body part. 

2. Little information was received on the following topics: 

 The CR Reader and its major components 

 How the CR Reader detects and digitizes the PSP signal 

 Image pre-processing 

 EI exposure standardization 

 Image quality descriptors 

 Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) 

 CR artifacts 

 Optimization of Image Quality and Radiation Dose 

 Effects of fogging 

3. No information was received on: 

 Physics of Photostimulable Luminescence 

 Types of CR phosphors 

 How to use the EI for managing patient dose 
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 DQE and its relationship to image quality and dose 

 Exposure “creep” 

 Quality Control (QC) tools, Reject Analysis, and QC Tests for CR 

5.3.2. Descriptive Statistics/Measure of Internal Consistency 

The internal consistency (reliability) in the manner in which participants 

responded to the knowledge component items for question 11 was measured by 

Cronbach‟s coefficient alpha. A value of 0.80 indicates a high measure of 

consistency and suggests that the respondents have answered these questions in 

the same way. The N, mean and standard deviation for question 11 are shown in 

Table 5-3. Furthermore, Cronbach‟s alpha for question 11 was 0.96 which 

indicates a high measure of consistency, meaning that the respondents have 

answered the question in the same manner. 

5.4. Confidence in Using the CR System Results 

Question 12 of the survey questionnaire was designed to obtain data on the 

level of confidence in using the CR system, using a 5-point Likert scale. The 

ratings were labelled “very high”; “high”; “moderate”; “low”; and “very low.” The 

responses to the items that define the nature of this question will be reported with 

respect to frequency distribution, internal consistency, and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). 

5.4.1. Frequency Distribution 

The frequency distribution results for question 12 dealing with the level of 

confidence in using the CR imaging system on several items is shown in 

Table 5-4. 
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Table 5-3 Descriptive statistics of the study participants responding to 
question 11 

Variable N Mean Std Dev 

Q11_a 71 2.29577 1.15133 

Q11_b 71 2.04225 1.08807 

Q11_c 69 2.50725 1.10644 

Q11_d 70 3.12857 0.91559 

Q11_e 70 2.82857 0.93206 

Q11_f 71 2.60563 1.00682 

Q11_g 71 3.18310 0.79839 

Q11_h 70 3.20000 0.73426 

Q11_i 70 3.44286 0.73496 

Q11_j 71 3.35211 0.75779 

Q11_k 71 3.39437 0.66502 

Q11_l 71 2.60563 0.90204 

Q11_m 71 3.39437 0.66502 

Q11_n 71 3.30986 0.72883 

Q11_o 71 3.11268 0.80266 

Q11_p 70 3.35714 0.63783 

Q11_q 70 2.77143 0.96566 

Q11_r 71 2.85915 0.96059 

Q11_s 69 2.14493 0.87909 

Q11_t 70 2.68571 0.94090 

Q11_u 71 2.21127 1.02700 

Q11_v 71 2.85915 0.81584 

Q11_w 71 2.97183 0.82759 

Q11_x 70 2.47143 1.11279 

Q11_y 71 2.90141 0.84777 

Q11_z 71 2.36620 1.00341 

Q11_aa 71 2.45070 1.02523 

Q11_bb 71 2.92958 0.85061 
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Table 5-4 Frequency distribution of responses by study participants to 11 items 
related to the level of confidence (question 12) in using the CR 
imaging system (frequencies missing for items a–k) 

Use Characteristics 

Percent (Number) 

Very 
High 

High Moderate Low Very 
Low 

a. Using computers 41.4 (29) 45.7 (32) 10.0 (7) 2.9 (2)  

b. Using the CR IP in positioning the 
patient and x-ray parameters in the 
radiography room 

61.4 (43) 30.0 (21) 4.3 (3) 4.3 (3)  

c. Using the CR reader to process 
the IP 

60.9 (42) 28.9 (20) 5.8 (4) 4.3 (3)  

d. Using the CR system in general 66.2 (45) 26.5 (18) 4.4 (3) 1.5 (1) 1.5 (1) 

e. Using the EI to reduce radiation 
dose 

37.1 (26) 34.3 (24) 20.0 (14) 8.3 (6)  

f. To assess CR image quality 44.3 (31) 42.9 (30) 10.0 (7) 2.9 (2)  

g. Using the vendor recommended EI 
values for different body 
parts/views 

37.1 (26) 37.1 (26) 20.0 (14) 5.7 (4)  

h. Using the EI as part of a QC 
program 

15.7 (11) 31.4 (22) 25.7 (18) 17.1 (12) 10 (7) 

i. Using the CR workstation 
hardware (e.g., mouse) 

70.0 (49) 25.7 (18) 2.9 (2) 1.4 (1)  

j. Using the CR workstation software 
to perform processing on the 
image such as windowing, 
annotation, etc. 

66.7 (46) 26.1 (18) 5.8 (4) 1.5 (1)  

k. Using the software to process QC 
tests (e.g.,  dark noise, erasure 
thoroughness, spatial accuracy, 
and the IP Exposure Uniformity, 
reject analysis) results 

5.9 (4) 16.4 (11) 26.9 (18) 29.8 (20) 20.9 (14) 
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The participants were asked to rate their level of confidence in using the CR 

system on 11 items shown in Table 5-4. The results indicated that the: 

1. Majority of participants rated their confidence as high to very high for the 

following: 

 Using the CR workstation software to perform processing on the image 

such as windowing, annotation, etc. 

 Using the CR workstation hardware 

 Using the CR system in general 

 Using the CR reader to process the IP 

 Using the CR IP in positioning the patient and x-ray parameters in the 

radiography room 

2. Approximately 27%, 26%, and 20% of respondents indicated a moderate 

confidence level on: 

 Using the software to process QC tests 

 Using the EI as part of a QC program 

 Using the EI to reduce radiation dose respectively 

3. The item with low (30%) and very low (21%) was item k (Table 5-4) that is 

using the software to process QC tests. 

5.4.2. Descriptive Statistics/Measure of Internal Consistency 

Descriptive statistics for question 12 are shown in Table 5-5. In addition, 

Cronbach‟s alpha for the same question was 0.91, indicating a high measure of 

consistency. 
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Table 5-5 Descriptive statistics for responses to question 12 (see Table 5-4 for 
the meanings of items a–k) 

Variable N Mean Std Dev 

Q12_a 70 4.25714 0.75538 

Q12_b 70 4.48571 0.77540 

Q12_c 69 4.46377 0.79668 

Q12_d 68 4.54412 0.78100 

Q12_e 70 4.00000 0.96309 

Q12_f 70 4.28571 0.76410 

Q12_g 70 4.05714 0.89904 

Q12_h 70 3.25714 1.21209 

Q12_i 70 4.64286 0.61469 

Q12_j 69 4.57971 0.67314 

Q12_k 67 2.56716 1.17065 

 

5.4.3. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

For question (Q) 12 the null hypothesis is that there is no difference in total 

scores between education level (Q3), years worked as a registered technologist 

(Q4), years worked in CR (Q7), hours of education/training in CR (Q9), and the 

level of confidence in using the CR imaging system (Q12). ANOVA Tables for Q3, 

Q4, Q7, and Q9 on the dependent variable Q12 are shown in Tables 5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 

and 5-9 respectively. 
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Table 5-6 ANOVA results for any difference in total scores between education 
level (Q3) and the level of confidence in using the CR imaging 
system (Q12) 

Class Level 
Information 

Clas
s 

Level
s 

Value
s 

Q3 3 1 2 3 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 68 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 2 18.761905 9.380952 0.21 0.8143 

Error 65 2958.238095 45.511355   

Corrected Total 67 2977.000000    

 
 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q3 2 18.76190476 9.38095238 0.21 0.8143 

 

Table 5-7 ANOVA results for any difference in total scores between years 
worked as a registered technologist (Q4) and the level of confidence 
in using the CR imaging system (Q12) 

Class Level 
Information 

Clas
s 

Level
s 

Values 

Q4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 70 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 263.646429 65.911607 1.56 0.1955 

Error 65 2745.839286 42.243681   

Corrected Total 69 3009.485714    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q4 4 263.6464286 65.9116071 1.56 0.1955 
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Table 5-8 ANOVA results for any difference in total scores between years 
worked in CR (Q7) and the level of confidence in using the CR 
imaging system (Q12) 

Class Level 
Information 

Class Levels Values 

Q7 4 1 2 3 4 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 70 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 119.375490 39.791830 0.92 0.4347 

Error 65 2758.315686 43.098683   

Corrected Total 67 2877.691176    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q7 3 119.3754902 39.7918301 0.92 0.4347 

 

Table 5-9 ANOVA results for any difference in total scores between hours of 
education/training in CR (Q9) and the level of confidence in using the 
CR imaging system (Q12) 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q9 4 1 2 3 4 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 69 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 3 63.014740 21.004913 0.46 0.7081 

Error 65 2940.202652 45.233887   

Corrected Total 68 3003.217391    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q9 3 63.01473979 21.00491326 0.46 0.7081 
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In all of the analyses, the p-value (Pr > F) is greater than 0.05, meaning that 

there is no statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis. The conclusion drawn, 

therefore, is that there is no statistical evidence to suggest that there is a difference 

in mean scores for question 12 between levels of question 3, question 4, 

question 7, and question 9. The calculated p-values were 0.81, 0.19, 0.43, and 

0.70 for questions 3 (education level); question 4 (years worked as an RTR); 

question 7 (years worked in CR); and question 9 (hours of education received in 

CR) respectively. 

5.5. Attitudes: Extent of Agreement/Disagreement Results 

The purpose of question 13 of the survey questionnaire (to what extent do 

you agree or disagree with the following statements?) was to capture attitudes of 

the respondents to 14 items related to CR imaging. A 5-point Likert scale was 

used, with ratings that ranged from “strongly agree” and  “agree” to “disagree”‟ 

“strongly disagree”; and “no idea.” The responses to the 14 items will be 

reported in terms of frequency distribution, internal consistency, and analysis of 

variance (ANOVA). 

5.5.1. Frequency Distribution 

The frequency distribution results for the responses to question 13 are shown 

in Table 5-10. A strong agreement (> 50%) was indicated for items a, d, i, and j 

(see Table 5-9 for attitude statements). Additionally, strong disagreement (> 50%) 

was indicated only for item f. Furthermore, while 60.6% of respondents indicated 

“no idea” for item m, 52.1% had “no idea” for item n. 
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Table 5-10 Frequency distribution of the responses to question 13 related to the 
attitudes of study participants to CR imaging (frequencies missing for 
some items). 

Characteristics 

Percent Number 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Idea 

a. CR improves patient care because 
of its ability to adjust a low 
exposure to produce an image 
that appears to be acceptable to 
the technologist 

17.1 (2) 55.7 (39) 18.6 (13) 8.6 (6)  

b. CR does not require the use of 
correct exposure technique factors 
(kV, mAs) 

2.8 (2) 7.4 (5) 38.0 (27) 52.1 (37)  

c. CR “exposure creep” is not 
considered a problem for the 
patient since the radiologist must 
always obtain high quality images 

1.41 (1) 5.6 (4) 33.8 (24) 40.8 (29) 18.3 (13) 

d. CR technology makes imaging 
patients more interesting 
compared with film-based imaging 

7.1 (5) 50.0 (35) 27.1 (19) 7.1 (5) 8.6 (6) 

e. Technologists must always use 
the correct image processing 
algorithm for the body part and 
view under examination (i.e., a 
chest algorithm must always be 
used for a chest examination) 

18.3 (13) 42.2 (30) 38.0 (27) 1.4 (1)  

f. A shoulder algorithm can be 
accurately used to process a 
chest body part 

 10.4 (7) 65.2 (45) 21.7 (15) 2.9 (2) 

g. Technologists should not change 
the EIs as they appear on 
displayed images 

14.3 (10) 48.6 (34) 28.6 (20) 2.9 (2) 5.7 (4) 

h. Technologists should always 
perform image post processing 
before sending displayed images 
to PACS 

19.7 (14) 35.2 (25) 45.1 (32)   

i.  The EI is a useful tool to assist in 
controlling the radiation dose to 
patients 

25.7 (18) 68.6 (48) 2.9 (2)  2.9 (2) 

j.  The EI should always be used to 
assess image quality 

14.3 (10) 60.0 (42) 21.4 (15) 4.3 (3)  

k. The EI is always calibrated as a 
part of a QC program 

7.0 (5) 38.0 (27) 8.4 (6) 1.4 (1) 45.1 (32) 
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Characteristics 

Percent Number 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Idea 

l. CR QC tests are a routine part of 
imaging in my department 

9.9 (7) 42.2 (30) 21.1 (15) 5.6 (4) 21.1 (15) 

m. Radiation dose audits are always 
conducted using the EIs 

2.8 (2) 12.7 (9) 16.9 (12) 7.0 (5) 60.6 (43) 

n. The automatic exposure timer is 
calibrated to the exposure class of 
the CR system 

5.6 (4) 32.4 (23) 7.0 (5) 2.8 (2) 52.1 (37) 

 

5.5.2. Descriptive Statistics/Measure of Internal Consistency 

Descriptive statistical analysis of the responses to question 13 of the survey 

questionnaire is presented in Table 5-11. In addition, Cronbach‟s coefficient 

alpha for question 13 was 0.54 indicating a low level of reliability, suggesting 

that one or some of the questions were not answered consistently for all 

participants. 

Table 5-11 Simple descriptive statistics for responses to question 13 (see 
Table 5-10 for the meanings of items a–n) 

Variable N Mean Std Dev 

Q13_a 70 2.81429 0.82168 

Q13_b 71 1.60563 0.74602 

Q13_c 71 2.95775 2.94927 

Q13_d 70 3.17143 1.93347 

Q13_e 71 2.77465 0.75965 

Q13_f 69 2.08696 1.32553 

Q13_g 70 3.14286 1.61771 

Q13_h 71 2.74648 0.76938 

Q13_i 70 3.40000 1.08213 

Q13_j 70 2.84286 0.71497 

Q13_k 71 5.66197 3.07963 

Q13_l 71 4.04225 2.67495 

Q13_m 71 6.35211 3.34706 

Q13_n 71 6.05634 3.12998 
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5.5.3. Analysis of Variance 

Question 13 of the survey also sought to examine whether age (Q2), level of 

education (Q3), years of working as a registered technologist (Q4), years of 

working in CR (Q7), and hours of CR education/training received (Q9) had any 

effect on attitudes of the study participants. 

ANOVA was used to compare the mean total scores for Q13 responses 

between levels of Q2 (age range for example), Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q9; and the 

results of ANOVA are shown in Tables 5-12, 5-13, 5-14, 5-15, and 5-16 

respectively. 

Table 5-12 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q13 between  

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q2 5 2 3 4 5 6 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 71 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 98.076852 24.519213 0.60 0.6667 

Error 66 2714.514697 41.129011   

Corrected Total 70 2812.591549    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q2 4 98.07685239 24.51921310 0.60 0.6667 
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Table 5-13 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q13 between 
levels of Q3 (level of education) 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q3 3 1 2 3 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 69 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 2 5.377391 2.688696 0.06 0.9384 

Error 66 2789.173333 42.260202   

Corrected Total 68 2794.550725    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q3 2 5.37739130 2.68869565 0.06 0.9384 

 

Table 5-14 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q13 between 
levels of Q4 (years of working as a registered technologist) 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 71 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 97.109406 24.277352 0.59 0.6710 

Error 66 2715.482143 41.143669   

Corrected Total 70 2812.591549    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q4 4 97.10940644 24.27735161 0.59 0.6710 
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Table 5-15 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q13 between 
levels of Q7 (years of working in CR) 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q7 4 1 2 3 4 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 69 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 3 82.060685 27.353562 0.65 0.5837 

Error 65 2721.098735 41.863057   

Corrected Total 68 2803.159420    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q7 3 82.06068531 27.35356177 0.65 0.5837 

 

Table 5-16 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q13 between 
levels of Q9 (hours of CR education/training received) 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q9 4 1 2 3 4 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 70 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 3 266.729867 88.909956 2.33 0.0826 

Error 66 2521.912990 38.210803   

Corrected Total 69 2788.642857    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q9 3 266.7298669 88.9099556 2.33 0.0826 
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The ANOVA analyses for question 13 provided no statistical evidence to reject 

the null hypothesis (the mean total scores for all levels of Q2, Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q9 

are equal) since the p-value (Pr > F) is not less than 0.05. The conclusion, 

therefore, is that there is no statistical evidence to suggest that there is a difference 

in mean total scores for Q13 between levels for Q2, Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q9. 

5.6. Use of the Exposure Indicator (EI) in Clinical Practice 
Results 

The intent of question 14: How often do you use the CR Exposure Indicator 

(EI) in Clinical Practice? was to explore how respondents used the EI in routine 

daily work in the hospital. A Likert scale was used to rate 9 items on a 5-point scale 

ranging from “often”; “sometimes”; and “seldom” to “never” and “no idea.” The 

responses to the nine items will be reported here with respect to frequency 

distribution, internal consistency, and analysis of variance (ANOVA) similar to 

questions 11, 12, and 13. 

5.6.1. Frequency Distribution 

The frequency distribution results for the responses to question 14 are shown 

in Table 5-17. Furthermore, a graphic illustration of these results is shown in 

Figure 5-5. 

Table 5-17 Frequency distribution of the responses to question 14 relating to the 
use of the EI in clinical practice (frequencies missing for some items) 

 Percent (Number) 

Characteristics Often Sometimes Seldom Never 
No 

Idea 

a. Relate EIs to Image Quality 60.6 (43) 35.2 (25) 2.8 (2)  1.4 (1) 

b. Check the radiation dose to the 
Imaging Plate 

31.8 (22) 21.7 (15) 18.8 (13) 18.8 (13) 8.7 (6) 

c. Check the radiation dose to the 
patient 

36.6 (26) 23.9 (17) 16.9 (12) 18.3 (13) 4.2 (3) 

d. Check the EIs to ensure that the 
appropriate exposure technique 
(mAs) was use 

78.9 (56) 16.9 (12) 2.8 (2)  1.4 (1) 
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 Percent (Number) 

Characteristics Often Sometimes Seldom Never 
No 

Idea 

e. Use the EIs as an integral part 
of your Quality Control program 

16.9 (12) 23.9 (17) 18.3 (13) 5.6 (4) 35.2 (35) 

f. Use the EIs in dose audits done 
in your department 

7.1 (5) 7.1 (5) 12.9 (9) 18.6 (13) 54.3 (38) 

g. Compare the department‟s EIs 
with the vendor‟s EIs 

11.3 (8) 8.4 (6) 8.4 (6) 26.8 (19) 45.0 (32) 

h. Use the EI to calibrate the CR 
Imaging System 

7.2 (5) 5.8 (4) 11.6 (8) 18.8 (13) 56.5 (39) 

i. Use the EI s in dose-image 
quality optimization studies 
done in your department 

11.3 (8) 8.4 (6) 5.6 (4) 25.3 (18) 49.3 (35) 

It is quite clear from the results in Table 5-17 that: 

1. Respondents often check the EIs to ensure that the appropriate exposure 

technique (mAs) was used (78.9% rated this item (d) as “often”). 

2. The EI is used often to relate it to image quality (item a) as rated by 60.6% of 

the respondents. 

3. Most of the respondents had “no idea” of item f – use of the EIs in dose audits 

(54.3%); item h – use of the EI to calibrate the CR imaging system (56.5%); 

and item i – use of the EI in dose-image quality studies in their departments 

(49.3%). 
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5.6.2. Descriptive Statistics/Measure of Internal Consistency 

Simple descriptive statistical analysis of the responses to question 14 of the 

survey questionnaire is shown in Table 5-18. 

Table 5-18 Simple descriptive statistics for responses to question 14 (see 
Table 5-17 for the meanings of items a–i) 

Simple Statistics 

Variable N Mean Std 
Dev 

Sum Minimum Maximum 

Q14_a 71 3.66197 0.84420 260.00000 2.00000 9.00000 

Q14_b 69 3.27536 2.09259 226.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_c 71 3.08451 1.67968 219.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_d 71 3.84507 0.78645 273.00000 2.00000 9.00000 

Q14_e 71 4.98592 3.07289 354.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_f 70 5.82857 3.55891 408.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_g 71 5.19718 3.58417 369.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_h 69 5.97101 3.55615 412.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

Q14_i 71 5.50704 3.58119 391.00000 1.00000 9.00000 

 

Furthermore, Cronbach‟s alpha for question 14 was 0.80 indicating a high level 

of reliability or consistency in the way subjects responded to the items. 
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5.6.3. Analysis of Variance 

Question 14 of the survey was also concerned with relating the responses to 

age (Q2); education level (Q3); years of working as a registered technologist (Q4); 

years of working in CR (Q7); and hours of CR education/training received (Q9). 

ANOVA was used to compare the mean total scores for Q14 responses 

between levels of Q2, Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q9. The results of ANOVA are shown in 

Tables 5-19, 5-20, 5-21, 5-22, and 5-23 for Q2, Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q9 respectively. 

For this one question (Q14), the overall test for the ANOVA was significant 

(p < 0.05) but the analysis failed to detect a difference between any two levels of 

hours of education/training received. This means that there is some linear 

combination or levels that are different, and that there is no evidence of difference 

in the levels. 

Table 5-19 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q14 between 
levels of Q2 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q2 5 2 3 4 5 6 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 70 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 243.462796 60.865699 1.56 0.1945 

Error 65 2529.908633 38.921671 
 

 

Corrected Total 69 2773.371429    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q2 4 243.4627955 60.8656989 1.56 0.1945 
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Table 5-20 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q14 between 
Q3 

Class Level 
Information Class 

Class Levels Values 

Q3 3 1 2 3 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 68 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 2 28.665710 14.332855 0.36 0.7013 

Error 65 2611.804878 40.181614   

Corrected Total 67 2640.470588    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q3 2 28.66571019 14.33285509 0.36 0.7013 

 

Table 5-21 ANOVA results comparing the total scores for Q14 between levels of 
Q4 

Class Levels Values 

Q4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 70 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 4 116.772733 29.193183 0.71 0.5852 

Error 65 2656.598695 40.870749   

Corrected Total 69 2773.371429    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q4 4 116.7727333 29.1931833 0.71 0.5852 
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Table 5-22 ANOVA results comparing the total scores for Q14 between levels of 
Q7 

Class Levels Values 

Q7 4 1 2 3 4 

 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 68 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 3 71.049020 23.683007 0.58 0.6294 

Error 64 2607.068627 40.735447   

Corrected Total 67 2678.117647    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q7 3 71.04901961 23.68300654 0.58 0.6294 

 

Table 5-23 ANOVA results comparing the mean total scores for Q14 between 
levels of Q9 

Class Levels Values 

Q9 4 1 2 3 4 

2 

Number of Observations Read 71  

Number of Observations Used 69 

  Sum of 
Squares 

Mean Square F Value Pr > F 
Source DF 

Model 3 320.981085 106.993695 2.87 0.0430 

Error 65 2421.221814 37.249566   

Corrected Total 68 2742.202899    

 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

Q9 3 320.9810848 106.9936949 2.87 0.0430 
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5.7. Other Uses of the EI in Clinical Practice Results 

Question 14 of the survey questionnaire also included an open-ended 

statement. „Please state any other uses of the EI in your department.‟ 

There were only four responses as follows: 

1. “We have a QC program although I do not personally take part in the 

program.” 

2. “To my knowledge there isn‟t a lot done with our CR QC since I stopped doing 

it last year.” 

3. “The EI is a useful tool to help determine different factors of an image.” 

4. “Our new fluoro/CR room gives us the skin entrance dose for each image.” 

It appears from these responses that numbers 1 and 2 above indicate that the 

EI is used in QC. Responses 3 and 4 above do not appear to have any clarity of 

meaning. 

5.8. Other Uses of Importance in CR Education/Training 

The final question (Q15) of the survey questionnaire included the following 

format: 

15. The following are some of the important topics in CR education/training. 

 
Physics of Photostimulable Luminescence (PSL);  
The CR Reader and its major components; 
How the CR Reader digitizes the IP; 
Image pre-processing (e.g., histogram analysis); 
Image post-processing operations (e.g., windowing); 
Exposure Indicators (EI) for your system; 
Relationship of the EI to the radiation dose used; 
Vendor acceptable ranges of EIs for various body parts/views; 
Guidelines for the use of EIs in Quality Control; 
Exposure “creep”; 
Optimization of the Image Quality and Radiation Dose; Quality Control 
Tools, Reject Analysis, and QC Tests for CR. 
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As a user of CR equipment in the clinical environment, what other topics do 

you believe are essential for effective use of the CR imaging system in the 

hospital? 

The responses are provided below as follows: 

1. “Education of techs who use the system but were never properly trained. We 

may be doing better than we think we are but then we may not be doing all that 

we should be. Although we do have the ability to educate ourselves we are 

often taking other BCIT/CAMRT courses etc.” 

2. “not sure” 

3. “recognizing artifacts – blue dot phenomena, dust in screen vs artifacts on 

cassette, lines produced on image due to dust in digitizer (CR reader)” 

4. “learning policies specific to each hospital about post-processing (ie. when the 

rad‟s do not want you to “fiddle” with the image) – each site is different – 

learning when to use CR over DR to get a better quality image in each 

department” 

5. “I would like to see more in depth training for CR. More than the standard post 

processing options available” 

6. “cannot think of any.” 

7. “I think it‟s important to teach the proper technique selection for the patient. CR 

makes a good tech better a bad tech worse.” 

8. “Exposure indicators (EI) for your system; Relationship of the EI to the radiation 

dose used; Exposure “creep”; Quality Control Tools, Reject Analysis, and QC 

Tests for CR. Image pre-processing (e.g., histogram analysis); Image post-

processing operations (e.g., windowing) We have Bio med engineers that fix 

any problems with equipment. I think the most important topics are ones which 

help understand radiation protection, and image quality.” 
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9. priority of the application of the above topics for optimization of an image, i.e., 

histogram above EI manipulation, windowing above adjusting the EI” 

10.  “The process of I.D.ing the image … pulling name from RIS (or manual 

entry), most systems RIS map exam (body part) to programmed algorithms 

and exam combinations.” 

11. effects of IP size and image quality” 

12. “Quality Control in CR has been completely lacking until recently, now playing 

catch-up. Exposure creep is reality as Techs error on side of overexposure. 

More education is essential. Most older techs do not understand the 

technology. Younger Techs do not watch their exposure factors as those from 

older film based technology do.” 

13. “can‟t think of any others” 

14. “Recognizing CR/IP mechanical and physical flaws that may affect/corrupt an 

image‟s diagnostic value and its accurate interpretation.” 

15. “Basic system trouble-shooting” 

16. “Understanding the difference between CR & DR exposures, now that many 

depts utilize both technologies.” 

17. “image interpretation” 

18. “hands on of how to operate the system” 

19. “Care of the IP to prevent artifacts” 

20. “How is the EI generated: How different vendors display EI‟s – why the 

systems don‟t use the same terminology and number ranges” 

21. “some thing on Artifacts” 

22. “I can‟t think of any other topics then the ones listed above” 
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5.9. Summary of the Results 

The results of this non-interventional quantitative survey can be summarized 

briefly as follows: 

 The response rate was 68.9%. 

 Respondents were mostly female (above 40 years of age) and registered 

technologists working at an entry-to-practice position. The maximum number 

of years worked in CR ranged from 4–6 (for most respondents) and 7–10 years 

(for some of the respondents). Most of the respondents received their CR 

education/training via the CR vendor for less than 2 hours of theory and 

hands-on training. 

 The degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology was varied and “little” 

information was received on topics c, e, l, s, v, y, and aa (see Table 5-2). No 

information was received on the physics of photostimulable luminenscence, 

types of CR phosphors, using the EI to manage patient dose, DQE and its 

relationship to image quality, and exposure creep for most of the respondents. 

 Cronbach‟s alpha (for internal consistency) for questions 11, 12, 13, and 14 

were 0.96, 0.91, 0.54, and 0.80 respectively, indicating that respondents 

answered the questions in the same manner, except for question 13 

(attitudes). 

 The ANOVA results indicate that there was no statistical evidence to reject the 

null hypothesis, meaning that there was no evidence to suggest that there is a 

difference in mean scores for questions 12 and 13 between levels of questions 

2, 3, 4, 7, and 9. For question 14, the overall test for ANOVA was significant 

(p < 0.05) but the analysis failed to detect a difference between any two levels 

of hours of education/training received. 

 There were no significant additional ideas/issues for responses to questions 

relating to other uses of the EI in clinical practice and other topics of 

importance in CR education/training. 
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CHAPTER 6 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

6.1. Overview of the Study 

The need for this study arose from the problems imposed by the use of digital 

radiography systems to image the human body. One fundamental problem is that 

of exposure creep resulting in increased radiation doses to patients and the 

challenge imposed by the wide dynamic range of the digital imaging system 

(Chapter 1). While the former implies unknowingly exposing patients to higher 

doses of radiation, the latter implies that there is a potential for dose reduction. 

Furthermore, the transition from film- based radiography to digital radiography and 

the resulting lack of education/training created a ―state of confusion‖ problem for 

technologists (Don, 2011), leading to a need to explore both formal and practical 

knowledge of computed radiography (CR) physics and technology and its use in 

clinical practice. 

Solutions to these problems are addressed in this dissertation in two phases, 

namely, a dose-image quality optimization study and a non-interventional 

quantitative survey. The purpose of the dose-image quality optimization study was 

to investigate the optimization of the mAs and associated EI as an implementation 

of the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) philosophy as applied to a Fuji 

CR imaging system using an anthropomorphic phantom of the pelvis and the 

lumbar spine. The goal of the survey study on the other hand was to evaluate the 

degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology, confidence, and attitudes in 

using the CR system in an adult clinical environment. 

The dose-image quality optimization study consisted of two steps. While step 1 

involved a phantom dosimetry study, step 2 consisted of image acquisition and 

image quality assessment procedures. In the image acquisition procedure, images 

were acquired at specific doses followed by image quality assessment based on 
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first, the appearance of image mottle to establish an optimized mAs/EI value. 

Secondly, all images were evaluated by seven experienced observers by 

comparing test images with reference images on the reproduction and visualization 

of defined anatomical structures using the well-established visual grading analysis 

(VGA) procedure. While step 1 is intended to measure the entrance surface dose 

for the pelvis and lumbar spine for the purpose of establishing a correlation 

between dose and exposure technique factors, mainly mAs and the exposure 

indicator (EI), step 2 served the purpose of the dose- image quality optimization by 

means of the VGA study. The survey phase of this dissertation was intended to 

capture data using an online questionnaire on the degree of knowledge of CR 

physics and technology and the use of the CR imaging system by technologists 

working in hospitals in British Columbia (BC), Canada. 

In addition this dissertation is based on the guiding principles of the 

quantitative non-interventional approach to conducting research using two 

research designs (Chapter 3). The dose-image quality optimization study used an 

explanatory correlational research design to relate or associate variables in a 

predictive manner, using statistical procedure of correlational analysis, and no 

attempts were made to control or manipulate variables. The survey research on 

the other hand was based on a non-interventional quantitative cross-sectional 

survey design. This design captured data only at one point in time and in a short 

amount of time, using a form of the ―qualitative‖ purposeful sampling method called 

snowball sampling (non-probability sampling), an alternative to convenience 

sampling (Chapter 3). Additionally, while the dependent variables were entrance 

surface dose, EI, image quality, confidence, and attitudes, the independent 

variables were the mAs, education, years of working, and age. 

This chapter will discuss the results of this research with respect to the 

following topics: 

A. Dose-Image Quality Optimization Study 
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 X-ray generator performance 

 Anthropomorphic phantom dosimetry study 

 Anthropomorphic phantom image acquisition study 

 Optimized mAs/EI procedure 

 Anthropomorphic phantom image quality assessment study using the VGA 

methodology 

B. Survey Study 

 Response rate 

 Survey sample demographics 

 Degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology 

 Confidence in using the CR system 

 Attitudes: Extent of agreement/disagreement 

 Use of the EI in clinical practice 

 Other uses of the EI 

 Other topics of importance in CR education/training 

6.2. Summary of the Results 

It is essential first to summarize the major findings presented in Chapters 4 

and 5 for the dose-image quality optimization study and the survey study 

respectively, before discussing or explaining the results. 

6.2.1. Dose-Image Quality Optimization Study 

The results showed that the x-ray generator performance was well within 

acceptable levels of performance on radiation output, exposure linearity, and 

exposure reproducibility. The phantom dosimetry results revealed a strong positive 

linear relationship between mAs and dose, mAs and inverse EI, and inverse EI and 

dose for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine. The optimized mAs/EI study 

showed that compared to the reference mAs/EI of 25/86 for the AP pelvis and 
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50/88 for the AP lumbar spine, observers selected 16 mAs/EI = 136 and 20 

mAs/EI = 220 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively as the optimized 

values. 

The VGA studies of the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine showed several 

interesting results when compared to the manufacturer‘s suggested exposure 

technique settings and EI values. The VGA scores (VGAS) ranged from –0.5 to 

+0.5 and –0.3 to +0.4 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively. 

Additionally, the VGAS for the reference images recorded at 25 mAs and 50 mAs 

for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively were 0.2 and 0.2 respectively, 

compared to 0 for the 16 mAs optimized pelvis image and –0.3 for the 20 mAs 

optimized lumbar spine image. Furthermore, both VGA studies of the pelvis and 

lumbar spine showed a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) in mean image 

criteria scores between mAs settings for all image criteria numbers (1 to 6). For 

both the pelvis and lumbar spine, the main effects of mAs setting and image 

criteria number are significant (p < 0.05), but there is a statistically significant 

interaction (p < 0.05) present for both the pelvis and lumbar spine. These results 

indicate that the levels of the image criteria scores are changing depending on the 

levels of the two main effects. For the AP pelvis the interaction ―setting-criteria 

number‖ is not significant (p < 0.05) meaning that the rates of increase in mean 

image criteria scores are the same for all levels of image criteria number. For the 

AP lumbar spine on the other hand, the interaction ―setting-criteria number‖ is 

statistically significant (p < 0.05), meaning that the rates of increase in mean 

criteria score are different from each other for all levels of image criteria number. 

Finally, the interrater reliability for the different mAs settings for the pelvis and 

lumbar spine ranged from ―fair‖ to ―moderate‖ and ―substantial‖ to ―almost perfect‖ 

for the criteria numbers for both the pelvis and lumbar spine. 
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6.2.2. Non-Interventional Quantitative Survey Study 

The survey study results showed a 68.9% response rate. The demographic 

results indicated that the respondents were mostly female above 40 years of age 

and registered technologists with a varying number of years of work experience in 

CR. Most of the respondents indicated that their CR education/training was 

provided by the vendor for less than two hours of theory/hands on training. The 

degree of knowledge of CR physics and technology varied from little information to 

no information received on certain topics. No information was received on the 

physics of photostimulable luminescence, types of CR phosphors, using the EI to 

manage patient dose, the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) and its relationship 

to image quality and exposure creep for most of the respondents. 

The internal consistency (Cronbach‘s alpha) results of 0.96, 0.91, 0.54, and 

0.80 for questions 11 (how much information was included in the knowledge of CR 

education and training), 12 (level of confidence in using elements of the CR 

system), 13 (extent of agreement/disagreement with attitude statements), and 14 

(use of the EI in clinical practice) respectively showed that the respondents 

answered the questions in the same manner, except for question 13. 

The ANOVA results showed that there was no evidence to suggest that there 

is a difference in mean scores for questions 12 and 13 between levels of questions 

2 (age), 3 (level of education), 4 (years of work as a registered technologist), 

7 (years of working in CR), and 9 (hours of education/training received in CR). For 

question 14, the overall test for ANOVA was significant (p < 0.05) but the analysis 

failed to detect a difference between the two levels of hours of education/training 

received. Finally, no significant issues/ideas for other uses of the EI in practice and 

other topics of importance to CR education/training (beyond those given in the 

questionnaire) were expressed by the respondents. 
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6.3. Discussion 

6.3.1. Dose-Image Quality Optimization Study 

As stated earlier in Chapters 1 and 3, the overall goal of the dose-image 

quality optimization study was to determine the lowest possible dose to the pelvis 

and lumbar spine of an anthropomorphic phantom without compromising the 

diagnostic quality of the images. To accomplish this goal three sets of data were 

collected: 

1. Dosimetry data, recorded using exposures suggested by the vendor for the 

pelvis and lumbar spine (reference doses) and exposures above and below the 

reference doses (test doses). 

2. Image acquisition using the dosimetry data and recording the EIs not only for 

the reference images (two; one for the AP pelvis and the other for the AP 

lumbar spine) but also for the test images (images recorded above and below 

the reference doses) displayed on the monitor. The purpose of this data 

collection was to correlate the mAs and associated EIs with the entrance skin 

dose (ESD) and to establish an optimized mAs/EI for the main purpose of dose 

management. 

3. Image quality was assessed using the well-established VGA methodology. The 

central purpose of this assessment study was to address the dose-image 

quality optimization objective of this research. ANOVA was used to check the 

statistical significance between dose and image quality using the mean image 

quality criteria scores and the mean total image scores. Finally, since seven 

observers were used to assess image quality, inter-observer agreement was 

examined using Cohen's kappa statistical test. 

The dose-image quality optimization study will be discussed with respect to x-

ray generator performance, dosimetry results, image acquisition results, 
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optimized mAs/EI results, and finally the VGA studies of the pelvis and lumbar 

spine. 

6.3.1.1. X-Ray Generator Performance 

In any study involving the measurement of radiation doses from an x-ray 

imaging system (such as the CR imaging system in this study), it is absolutely 

important as a first step in the procedure to check the performance of the x-ray 

generator by means of established quality control (QC) tests. Specifically, these 

tests include the radiation output, exposure reproducibility, and exposure linearity, 

since the dosimetry involved 72 measurements, 36 for the AP pelvis at 9 different 

mAs settings (4 recordings/setting = 36) and 36 for the AP lumbar spine at 

9 different mAs settings (4 recordings/mAs setting = 36). While the kVp was held 

constant at 81 kVp for both the pelvis and lumbar spine for all 72 measurements 

(manufacturer‘s recommended value), the mAs settings were different for both 

body parts since their AP diameters were different (20 cm for the pelvis and 25 cm 

for the lumbar spine). 

The results of these QC tests for the x-ray generator performance in this study 

were excellent and well within defined acceptable limits (Chapter 4). Conducting 

those tests before the actual dose measurements ensures consistency in the dose 

recordings. 

In this study, four measurements for each of the pelvis and lumbar spine were 

recorded at different mAs settings. An example of the consistency of the dosimeter 

values is shown for three different mAs settings for both the pelvis and lumbar 

spine, as follows: 
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Part kVp mAs 

Dose Readings for 
4 Consecutive 

Measurements (mGya) 

AP Pelvis 81 

40 

5.17 
5.17 
5.17 
5.17 

20 

2.61 
2.60 
2.61 
2.61 

12.5 

1.64 
1.63 
1.64 
1.64 

AP Lumbar 
Spine 

81 

63 

7.98 
7.99 
7.98 
7.98 

40 

5.10 
5.09 
5.09 
5.10 

20 

2.56 
2.56 
2.56 
2.56 

 

The above readings for each of the four consecutive measurements show 

excellent consistency in the dose measurement. Furthermore, it is also important 

to use a calibrated dosimeter as has been noted in several dose studies in digital 

radiography (Heath et al., 2011; Gorham & Brennan, 2010; Fauber et al., 2009; 

Brindhaban et al., 2005; Tingberg et al., 2005; Geijer et al., 2005). In this study a 

calibrated UNFORS dosimeter was used for dose recordings. 
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6.3.1.2. Dosimetry Results 

The dosimetry data provides the basis for optimization of the dose to enable 

users to work within the ALARA philosophy, that is, to use as low as reasonably 

achievable dose without compromising image quality. The rationale behind this 

philosophy is that bioeffects (such as cancer, leukemia, skin burns, and hair loss, 

for example) are linked to dose. Any reduction in the dose to the patient will also 

reduce the risk of both stochastic and deterministic effects (Seibert & Morin, 2011) 

as described in Chapter 2. In this study, the entrance skin dose (ESD), ―the 

maximum dose delivered by the incident radiation from the x-ray tube‖ (Seibert & 

Morin, 2011, p. 574), was recorded. The ESD provides a reliable estimate of the 

risk of deterministic effects (ICRP, 2000); however, this study was not concerned 

about the dose-bioeffect relationship, but rather to reduce the dose as 

characterized by the ALARA philosophy. Therefore, the ESD was not converted to 

effective dose which is defined as ―an estimate of the dose to the whole body from 

a procedure that only irradiates a fraction of the total body … is a value sometimes 

used to estimate the probability of carcinogenic effects, for a population based 

upon the sensitive organs that receive the dose during the procedure‖ (Seibert & 

Morin, 2011, p. 574). This study measured the ESD to the AP pelvis and AP 

lumbar spine, examinations which result in very high doses (Geijer & Persliden, 

2005) to the gonads which are located in close vicinity to these anatomical regions. 

If the dose to the gonads can be reduced, it is reasonable to assume that the risks 

of genetic effects (stochastic effects) will be minimized. This is a fundamental goal 

of radiation protection of patients in medicine. 

The dosimetry in this study was based on measuring the ESD free-in-air 

without backscatter (that is, without a phantom), a measurement protocol well 

established by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) in 

Report 31 (Chapter 3) using a calibrated dosimeter, the UNFORS ThinX Rad 

(Chapter 3). 
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As seen in Tables 4-3 and 4-4 (Chapter 4) for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar 

spine respectively, four readings were recorded for each of the nine different mAs 

settings for each body part. The response of the dosimeter to the radiation output 

from the x-ray tube is stable and consistent, thus supporting the rationale that 

calibrated instruments must be used in dosimetry studies (Heath et al., 2011; 

Gorham & Brennan, 2010). 

Plots of the dose as a function of mAs for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar 

spine show the expected relationship between mAs and dose, that is, as the mAs 

increases the dose increases proportionally. For example, in the AP pelvis 

measurement, the dose at 25 mAs is 3.24 mGya and at 50 mAs it is 6.45 mGya. 

For the lumbar spine the same relationship holds true; at 50 mAs the dose is 6.36 

mGya, while it is 13 mGya at 100 mAs. These data lend support to the validity and 

reliability of the dose measurement protocol (free-in-air) established by the AAPM 

in Report 31. 

It is worthwhile to note here that the dose values obtained in this study for the 

AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine could not have been ―matched‖ to values for these 

same body parts from other studies (Walker, 2011; Egbe, 2010; Fauber, 2009; 

Geijer & Persliden, 2005; Tingberg & Sjőstrőm) simply because the dosimetery 

approaches were different. For example, while some studies examined the dose 

area product (DAP) varying both the kVp and mAs, others used automatic 

exposure control (AEC) to record doses (Chapter 2). The dosimetry in this study 

recorded ESD using manual exposure timing (Chapter 3) to vary the mAs while 

holding the kVp at 81 kVp as suggested by the manufacturer. The European 

guidelines on quality criteria for these examinations also recommended a kVp 

range of 75–90 kV (CEC, 1996). 

In both the dose measurements for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine, there 

was a strong positive linear relationship between dose and mAs. In this study the 

dose measurements were accurate and consistent due to the use of a calibrated 
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dosimeter and generator performance consistency over a wide range of manual 

exposure settings. This should be a fundamental tenet of any dose-image quality 

optimization study. These results were subsequently applied to the image 

acquisition phase of this dose-image quality optimization study. This is to be 

discussed in the next subsection. 

6.3.1.3. Image Acquisition Results 

This phase of the study involved the acquisition of images of the AP pelvis and 

AP lumbar spine using the dosimetry data (reference mAs and test mAs), and 

subsequently recording the EIs. Nine different mAs settings were used for each of 

the pelvis and the lumbar spine. For each mAs setting, three images and their 

associated EIs were recorded for a total of 54 images (27 for the pelvis and 27 for 

the lumbar spine). 

The first part of the discussion of these results is related to the data shown in 

Tables 4-5 and 4-6 (Chapter 4) for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively. 

It is clearly apparent that the EIs for each of the three consecutive exposures at a 

single mAs setting is consistent for both body parts. A sample of these readings 

(from Tables 4-5 and 4-6) is shown below. 
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Part mAs Dose 
(mGya) 

EI (S Number) for 
3 Consecutive 

Exposures 

AP Pelvis 

50 (double the 
reference) 

6.45 
43 
44 
44 

25 (reference) 3.24 
88 
86 
84 

12.5 (half the 
reference) 

1.63 
175 
175 
175 

AP Lumbar 
Spine 

100 (double the 
reference) 

13.0 
45 
45 
45 

50 (reference) 6.36 
88 
90 
88 

25 (half the 
reference) 

3.19 
179 
179 
179 

The consistencies of the EIs for the pelvis and the lumbar spine can be 

attributed to the integrity of the image acquisition procedure, meaning that several 

important factors affecting the EI value [such as collimation, source-to-image 

receptor distance (SID), positioning of the phantom with respect to the IP, x-ray 

beam centering to the anatomy of interest, IP size, and IP processing time delay 

(Baker, 2011; Butler et al., 2010)] were held constant during image acquisition. 

Furthermore, from the illustrative data presented above, the three consecutive EI 

readings for the three different mAs settings (50; 25; 12.5) for the pelvis closely 

match the three consecutive readings for the three different mAs settings (100; 50; 

25) for the lumbar spine. For example, the three consecutive readings (43, 44, 44) 

for the pelvis at 50 mAs are relatively close to the three consecutive EI readings 

(45, 45, 45) for the lumbar spine at 100 mAs. One would expect that the EI 
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readings would be drastically different from 50 mAs to 100 mAs for the two 

different body parts. The only factor that was changed significantly was the 

collimation. While the x-ray beam was collimated to include all parts of the pelvis 

on a 14 in × 17 in IP cassette, it was tightly collimated to a smaller area of the 14 in 

× 17 in IP cassette to include only the lumbar spine vertebral bodies and both 

sacroiliac joints and sacrum. The beam collimation geometries for the pelvis and 

the lumbar spine are illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6-1 The differences in the size of the collimation geometry (shaded 
portion) for the AP pelvis (A) and AP lumbar spine (B) 

Collimation is an important factor affecting the value of the EI of a CR imaging 

system (Baker, 2011). If the beam had not been collimated for the AP lumbar spine 

and had been kept the same size for the AP pelvis then the EI would have been 

drastically different at the mAs settings (for the lumbar spine), all other factors held 

constant. 

The second point to consider when discussing the results of image acquisition 

is that of the relationship between the mAs and the EI and the dose and the EI 

shown in Figure 4-2A and Figure 4-2B respectively. As mentioned earlier in the 

discussion, dose is directly proportional to the mAs, meaning that if the mAs is 
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doubled, the dose doubles proportionately. It is quite clear that for the Fuji CR 

system the EI (‗S‘ number) is inversely proportional to the dose (Seibert & Morin, 

2011), meaning that as the dose increases the EI decreases proportionally. For 

example, at 5 µGy, 10 µGy, and 20 µGy the Fuji CR EIs (S numbers) are 400, 200, 

and 100 respectively (Seibert & Morin, 2011). 

When the inverse EI is plotted as a function of mAs, and the dose is plotted as 

a function of the inverse EI, the results show a strong positive linear relationship in 

both cases (correlation = 0.999). 

The notion of an inverse EI (1/S for the Fuji CR system) is an interesting one 

and perhaps instead of displaying the ‗S‘ number on an image, the inverse ‗S‘ 

number should be displayed instead? In this respect, perhaps the technologist may 

have a better understanding of the relationship between dose to the patient (not 

the IP) and the ‗S‘ number, meaning that as the dose increases, the inverse ‗S‘ 

number (1/S) increases proportionally (as is clearly shown in Figure 4-2B). In 

Figures 4-4 and 4-7 for the pelvis and lumbar spine respectively, it is quite clear 

that the overall visual quality of the images appear the same, even though they 

were recorded at three different mAs settings. These settings include the reference 

mAs (25 mAs for the pelvis and 50 mAs for the lumbar spine) and the test mAs 

settings at double and half the reference mAs settings. These visual effects are as 

a result of the influence of three factors. These include the correct selection of the 

processing algorithm for the view (AP) and body part under examination, 

calibration of the image display monitor to the Grayscale Display Function (GSDF) 

of the Digital Imaging and Communication (DICOM) standard, and finally the 

gradation processing used. This processing is intended to convert the digital input 

data into an image displayed with the appropriate contrast and brightness 

(density), as described in Chapter 3. All of the images obtained in this study were 

recorded using the recommended Fuji CR protocol for displaying CR images on 

the display monitor for viewing and interpretation. 
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6.3.1.4. Optimized mAs and EI Results 

In 2008, Tsalafontas et al. pointed out that: 

―From a review of the current literature concerning CR systems, it can be 
readily understood that the relevance of the EI with the exposure factors 
required for obtaining good quality radiographs in actual patients has not 
been adequately clarified‖ (p. 168). 

The need to obtain more clarity on the EI was further explored by Butler et al. 

(2010). This study showed that ―fluctuations in the EI values may result in 

confusion to the clinician …‖ (p. 373). A more recent study by Baker (2011) 

showed that ―collimation to be the most important factor influencing the S value for 

a Fuji CR system‖ (p. 1). Furthermore, ―the reliability of the S value exposure 

indicator of exposures can be increased with better understanding of how it works, 

and by practical application of this knowledge to radiography‖ (Baker, 2011, p. 1). 

A literature search of how vendors establish recommended exposure 

indicators for various anatomical parts and views of those parts revealed no 

published papers on this topic. Could this be related to protection of vendors‘ 

proprietary information? The author of this dissertation requested from Fuji in an 

email communication how such EI values are established. The reply from Fuji is as 

follows: 

―The recommended ranges are based on clinical use and the determining 
factor is the acceptable image quality of the facility. Unlike film the digital 
capture of images provides a wide range of exposures and the dose to 
device will provide a certain amount of noise based on the dose. Each 
facility should practice ALARA and determine for their site the acceptable 
dose/image quality settings. Our applications people typically set up the 
sites to provide good image quality (low noise) at a dose that is generally 
quite acceptable. It is then left up to the end user to make changes if they 
feel the dose can be reduced while still presenting them acceptable 
images‖ (Mallinson, 2012). 
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The recommended S number (EI) ranges for the pelvis and lumbar spine (no 

views, that is, AP or lateral or oblique specified) for the Fuji CR imaging system 

(Chapter 2) is as follows: 

 

Part 
Recommended S Number 

Range 

Pelvis 250–600 

Lumbar Spine 250–600 

 

These ranges are a ―rough guide‖ as noted by Fuji (Chapter 2) and as noted in 

the above quote from Fuji ―our applications people typically set up the sites to 

provide good image quality (low noise) at a dose that is generally quite acceptable. 

It is then left up to the end user to make changes if they feel the dose can be 

reduced while still presenting them acceptable images.‖ 

It appears from the statement from Fuji that these recommended EI ranges are 

not definitive but rather subject to changes depending on doses that end users feel 

fall within the ALARA philosophy. It is clear from this study that the vendor‘s (Fuji) 

recommended EI ranges for the pelvis and lumbar spine are not related to any 

specific minimum exposure values needed for diagnostic quality images. In 

attempting to establish an optimum mAs and associated EI for the pelvis and 

lumbar spine, it was important to first produce images using the vendor‘s 

recommended mAs values. For a 20 cm AP diameter pelvis the recommended 

mAs was 25 mAs (the reference mAs) which produced an EI of 86. Similarly, the 

mAs for an AP diameter of 25 cm for the lumbar spine recommended by the 

vendor was 50 mAs (reference mAs) and this produced an EI of 88 

The optimized mAs (as selected by seven expert observers and described in 

detail in Chapter 3) for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine were 16 mAs and 

20 mAs respectively. These two mAs settings, the optimized mAs produced EI 

values of 136 for the AP pelvis and 220 for the AP lumbar spine. If these optimized 
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EI values are compared with the vendor‘s EI recommended ranges they do not fall 

within the range of 250–600 for both the pelvis and lumbar spine. To fall within this 

range (250–600) the mAs (and associated EI values) would have to be: 
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1. 8 mAs (277) for the pelvis or even as low as 6.3 mAs (357) and 

2. (16 mAs (277) for the AP lumbar spine. 

The optimized mAs of 16 and 20 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine along 

with the optimized EI values of 136 and 220 respectively mean that all observers 

rated these two images as acceptable based on the lowest exposure used to 

produce them. Images obtained with lower than 16 mAs (for the pelvis) and 20 

mAs (for the lumbar spine) were deemed unacceptable for diagnostic quality 

(based on the appearance of image mottle or noise) by all observers as well. 

These specific findings above are consistent with the results of the VGA study 

findings that: 

1. Image quality is inferior (negative VGA scores) for images obtained at 8 mAs 

(EI = 277) and  6.3 mAs (EI = 357) for the AP pelvis compared with the 

reference mAs (EI value) of 25 mAs (86). 

2. Image quality is inferior (negative VGA score) for the image obtained at 16 mAs 

(EI = 277) for the AP lumbar spine compared with the reference mAs of 50 mAs 

(EI = 88). 

The reference EI values for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine of 86 and 88 

respectively (obtained in this study) as well as the optimized EI values of 136 and 

220 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine respectively do not fall within the 

vendor‘s recommended values. One possible explanation might be related to the 

vendor‘s recommended values being based on patient exposures rather than on 

anthropomorphic phantom exposures as noted in the email response from Fuji 

quoted in full earlier. They state that: 

―The recommended ranges are based on clinical use and the determining 
factor is the acceptable image quality of the facility …‖. 

The differences in the optimized EI values found in this study and the vendor‘s 

recommended EI ranges for the pelvis and lumbar spine, however, are not 
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drastically different. Fuji also states that the accuracy of EI values fall within ± 20% 

(Fuji FCR, 2000). With this tolerance limit, the optimized EI value for the AP lumbar 

spine, that is, ± 20% of 220 (176–264) would result in only the upper limit of 264 

falling within the vendor‘s recommended range for the lumbar spine of 250–600. 

Applying this tolerance limit (± 20%) to the optimized EI (136) for the pelvis (± 20% 

of 136 = 110–163) would mean that the upper limit of 163 does not fall within the 

vendor‘s recommended EI range for the pelvis of 250–600. 

These upper tolerance limits of EI values for the pelvis (163) and for the 

lumbar spine (264), however, fall within those recommended limits for general 

adult imaging described by Seibert (2004) based on the Fuji 5000 CR imaging 

system at the University of California Davis (UCD) Medical Center. Seibert (2004) 

reported that assuming proper positioning and the use of the correct processing 

algorithm matched to the anatomy being imaged, the recommended ‗S‘ number 

limits for an acceptable range is 150–300. This study is based on the use of the 

Fuji 5000 CR imaging system, and that the optimized EI values for the AP pelvis 

and AP lumbar spine obtained are more in close approximation with those reported 

by Seibert (2004). 

Finally, the optimized mAs of 16 for the AP pelvis and 20 mAs for the AP 

lumbar spine resulted in a dose reduction (compared to the dose obtained with the 

reference mAs) of 36% and 60% respectively. 

The obvious question that follows now is: Will these optimized mAs settings 

and associated dose reductions compromise image quality. The answer to this 

question will be addressed in the next subsection of the discussion. While 

establishing the optimum mAs (and EI values) was based on the appearance of 

image mottle (noise) on the images assessed by seven expert observers, the 

image quality assessment was based on the visualization and reproduction of 

anatomical structures using the established VGA methodology. 
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6.3.1.5. VGA Study Results 

The fundamental purpose of the VGA study was to address the dose-image 

quality objective of this dissertation. The VGA study was divided into two parts. In 

part one, seven expert observers assessed the image quality of the pelvis, while in 

part two, the same seven observers assessed the image quality of the lumbar 

spine. The observers scored the visualization of defined anatomical structures on 

images produced using a wide range of doses. Furthermore, the statistical 

significance between dose and image quality scores were examined, followed by 

an exploration of inter-observer agreement in the assessment of image quality, 

using Cohen‘s kappa statistic. 

The structures for the AP pelvis include the sacrum and its intervertebral 

foramina, the pubic and ischial rami, the sacroiliac joints, the femoral necks, the 

greater trochanters, and the cortex/trabecular patterns of the bone. On the other 

hand, the structures for the AP lumbar spine include the upper and lower end plate 

surfaces, the pedicles, the intervertebral joints, the spinous and transverse 

processes, the sacroiliac joints, and the cortex/trabecular patterns of bone. 

There are several outcomes of the image assessment by the seven expert 

observers using the established VGA procedure (Chapter 3) that warrant 

discussion. First, the overall VGA scores for the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine 

showed the same general trend, that the image quality improves with increasing 

dose (mAs) and increasing inverse EI, determined by the fixed kVp and variable 

mAs exposure technique settings (Chapter 3). This finding is consistent with that of 

Walker et al. (2011). This finding was also more noticeable for the AP pelvis than 

for the AP lumbar spine, with substantial to almost perfect interrater reliability for 

the criteria numbers (structures 1 to 6) at specified mAs settings (dose) ranging 

from low to high. 

The goal of the image quality assessment was to determine the dose-image 

quality optimization using the mAs settings and the visualization of specific 
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structures at each of the mAs settings in the range of settings used in this 

dissertation. 

Another important finding in the overall VGA scores is clearly apparent in 

Figures 4-10, 4-13, and 4-14 which demonstrate that: 

1. There is a threshold dose (in which the VGA score is equal too) for which the 

visualization of anatomic structures (image quality) on the test images is equal 

to the visualization of the same structures on the reference images. For the AP 

pelvis, this threshold dose is 163 mGya (12.5 mAs), while it is 3.19 mGya (25 

mAs) for the AP lumbar spine. 

2. Below these threshold doses (noted in (a) above), the VGA scores decrease 

dramatically, meaning that the visualization of structures (image quality) on the 

test images becomes more difficult and is worse compared to the visualization 

of structures on the reference images. 

The second outcome of the image quality assessment is related to the VGA 

scores for the reference and optimized mAs values. For the pelvis, the reference 

and optimized mAs were 25 and 16 respectively, while they were 50 mAs and 20 

mAs (respectively) for the AP lumbar spine. The VGA scores for each of these are 

given below: 

 

Part 
mAs VGA Score 

Reference Optimized Reference Optimized 

AP Pelvis 25 16 0.2 0 

AP Lumbar Spine 50 20 0.2 0.3 

 

While a positive VGA score means that the structures on the test images are 

better visualized and reproduced compared to those on the reference images, a 

zero (0) and a negative VGA score means that the structures visualized and 
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reproduced on the test images are equal to and worse than those on the reference 

images respectively. 

As can be seen in the table above, for the AP pelvis, the optimized mAs of 16 

results in a VGA score of zero, meaning that the visualization and reproduction of 

structures on an image obtained at 16 mAs are equal to those on the reference 

image obtained at 25 mAs. This results in a dose reduction that falls within the 

ALARA philosophy, meaning that image quality is not compromised and the dose 

to the patient is reduced by 36%. Additionally, Table 4-9 shows that the dose can 

actually be reduced to 50% without compromising image quality, since the VGA 

score at 12.5 mAs (half the reference mAs of 25) is zero. 

For the AP lumbar spine, the optimized mAs of 20 results in a VGA score of 

–0.3, meaning that the visualization and reproduction of anatomical structures on 

an image obtained at 20 mAs are worse than those on the reference image 

obtained at 50 mAs. Therefore, this finding suggests that the optimized 20 mAs is 

not considered acceptable for dose-image quality optimization of the AP lumbar 

spine. It is noteworthy, however, to revisit Table 4-13 which shows that the dose-

image quality in CR imaging of the AP lumbar spine can be optimized, meaning 

that the dose can be reduced to one-half (25 mAs) since the VGA score at 25 mAs 

(half the reference 50 mAs) is 0. The dose for the reference image obtained at 

50 mAs for the AP lumbar spine was 6.36 mGya, while it is 3.19 mGya for the 

image obtained at 25 mAs. This point will subsequently be discussed later in the 

chapter. 

The third and final outcome of the image quality assessment to be discussed is 

related to the criteria scores themselves. 

The following null hypotheses were evaluated: 

1. That there is no difference between mean criteria scores and the mAs settings 

for all criteria numbers for both the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. 
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2. That there is no difference between the main effects of mAs settings and 

criteria number on the criteria scores for both the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar 

spine. 

Data analysis showed that there is a statistically significant difference (p < 

0.01) in mean criteria scores between mAs settings for all criteria numbers for both 

the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. The mean criteria scores increase as the 

mAs settings increase, meaning that certain structures are visualized and 

reproduced much better depending on the mAs setting. For example, for the AP 

pelvis, at 50 mAs (double the reference 25 mAs setting), the sacrum and its 

intervertebral foramina are better visualized and reproduced than at 25 mAs (half 

the dose) compared to poor visualization and reproduction at 8.0 mAs and at 6.3 

mAs. Furthermore, for the AP lumbar spine, the pedicles are much better 

visualized and reproduced at 100 mAs (double the reference mAs dose) than at 50 

mAs (half the reference mAs/dose) compared to poor visualization and 

reproduction at say 16 mAs and at 12 mAs. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 

there is no difference between mean criteria scores and mAs settings is rejected. 

Secondly, data analysis also revealed that the main effects of mAs settings 

and criteria number are statistically significant (p < 0.05), but there is a statistically 

significant interaction (p < 0.05) present. This means that the levels of criteria 

scores are changing depending on the levels of the two main effects, for both the 

AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. The next section of this discussion will focus 

on only the criteria scores for the optimized mAs and the reference mAs for the AP 

pelvis and the AP lumbar spine. 

The total criteria scores (for each of the criteria numbers) for the seven 

observers for the optimized 16 mAs and the reference 25 mAs for the AP pelvis 

are shown below. 

 

mAs Criteria Number 
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(AP Pelvis) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Reference 
25 mAs 

0 1 3 7 7 7 

Optimized 
16 mAs 

0 0 0 3 1 2 

 

As noted earlier a score of 0 indicates that visualization and reproduction of the 

structures on a test image are equal to those seen on the reference image. 

Negative and positive scores indicate that visualization and reproduction of 

structures on test images are worse and better compared to those seen on the 

reference images respectively. Therefore, with an optimized setting of 16 mAs, 

there is no loss of visualization and reproduction of structures. Furthermore, the 

visualization and reproduction improves at the higher 25 mAs (the reference mAs). 

In terms of dose-image quality optimization of the AP pelvis, the optimized 16 mAs 

appears to be a plausible dose management strategy, resulting in a reduction of 

the dose by 36%. 

Similarly for the AP lumbar spine the total criteria scores for each of the criteria 

numbers for all seven observers for the optimized 20 mAs and the reference 50 

mAs are shown below. 

 

mAs 
(AP Lumbar 

Spine) 

Criteria Number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Reference 
50 mAs 

1 4 5 7 4 0 

Optimized 
20 mAs 

0 –3 –9 –9 –3 –16 

 

It is clearly apparent that for the optimized 20 mAs image of the AP lumbar 

spine, the only structure where the visualization and the reproduction is equal 

(score = 0) to that seen on the reference 50 mAs image is structure 1 (upper and 
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lower end plate surfaces). The visualization and reproduction of all other structures 

are much worse compared to those seen on the reference 50 mAs image. 

In considering the dose-image quality optimization for the AP lumbar spine, the 

visualization and reproduction of structures are better at 25 mAs compared to the 

optimized 20 mAs setting and are equal to those seen on the reference 50 mAs 

image. The cortex and trabecular patterns, however, are visualized and 

reproduced worse than that seen on the 25 mAs image, meaning that visualization 

and reproduction are compromised. Therefore, it is logical to examine visualization 

and reproduction of structures at the next higher mAs setting; that is the 32 mAs 

setting and compare them to that seen on the reference 50 mAs setting. The 

results show that all structures visualized and reproduced on the 32 mAs image 

are equal to those seen on the 50 mAs reference image. No structure is 

compromised in terms of visualization and reproduction. Therefore, it is logical to 

select 32 mAs as the lowest mAs setting in the dose-image quality optimization 

strategy for the AP lumbar spine. This would result in a dose reduction of 36%, 

without compromising image quality. 

In summary, it is clear that the dose can be optimized at 16 mAs for the AP 

pelvis resulting in a dose reduction of 36% and at 32 mAs (dose reduction of 36%) 

for the AP lumbar spine, without compromising image quality. 

The null hypothesis that there is no difference between the main effects of mAs 

settings and criteria number on criteria scores was therefore rejected. 

Finally, the interrater reliability was analyzed using the kappa statistic for the 

ordinal responses, in two parts; that is, for the mAs settings and for the criteria 

numbers. While the mAs settings addressed the entire image sets for overall 

image quality (VGA scores), the criteria numbers focused on specific anatomical 

structures seen on each image. 
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The reliability of the mAs settings for the AP pelvis was moderate 

(kappa = 0.4) for the reference 25 mAs image and fair (kappa = 0.3) for the 

optimized image at 16 mAs. The reliability of the scoring on the criteria numbers 

(structures) for the AP pelvis was moderate (kappa = 0.4) for criterion number 1; 

substantial (kappa = 0.6–0.7) for criteria numbers 2, 3, and 5; and almost perfect 

(kappa = 0.8) for criteria numbers 4 and 6. 

On the other hand, the interrater reliability for the mAs settings for the AP 

lumbar spine was fair (kappa = 0.3) for the 50 mAs reference image and 

substantial (kappa = 0.6) for the 20 mAs optimized image. It appears the latter 

supports the selection of 20 mAs as the optimized mAs by all observers. The 

reliability of the scoring for the criteria numbers for the AP lumbar spine was 

moderate (kappa = 0.4) for criterion number 1; substantial (kappa = 0.6–0.7) for 

criteria numbers 2, 3, and 5; and almost perfect (kappa = 0.8) for criteria numbers 

4 and 6. 

These differences in reliability ratings for the mAs settings (overall image 

quality VGA scores) and for criteria numbers (visualization and reproduction of 

individual anatomical structures) appear to indicate that in image quality 

assessment, more attention by the observer is paid to the identification and 

visualization of structures rather than the overall assessment of the entire image as 

a whole. It would appear that for the latter, technologists (observers in this study) 

judge the entire image on overall density and contrast, and whether the overall 

positioning of the body part is free of rotation, and that the boundaries of the 

anatomy are included in the collimated image. Such assessment is linked to the 

elements of critiquing a radiographic image described by several authors including 

Merrill (2012), and Bontrager (2005). Furthermore, similar findings by Sandborg 

et al. (2006) showed that the VGA analysis using the CEC image criteria ―will give 

an overall evaluation of the characteristics of a good (preferred) image…‖ 

(p. 4174). 
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The VGA studies of the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine are based on the 

visualization and reproduction of anatomical structures defined by the CEC. In 

summary, these studies show that: 

1. Image quality (VGA scores) improves as the dose (mAs settings) increases. 

2. There is a threshold dose in which the structures on the test image are equal in 

visualization and reproduction to the same structures seen on the reference 

image. 

3. Below the threshold dose, the image quality degrades. 
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The explanation for these findings above is based on the physics of quantum 

noise. Bushberg et al. (2012) noted that imaging in the radiology department with 

ionizing radiation (x-rays) ―uses relatively few quanta to form the image - indeed 

the numbers of quanta are so low that for most medical images involving x-rays … 

appreciable noise in the image results, and this noise is quantum noise‖ (p. 80). As 

illustrated in Figure 6-2, the acquired image in diagnostic imaging with x-rays 

consists of not only the anatomical structures but also ―a superimposed image of 

the x-ray beam itself. This image shows the structure of the x-ray beam which is 

actually a shower of photons or quanta of energy. The noise is produced by the 

random distribution of the photons as they are absorbed by the image receptor‖ 

(Sprawls, 2006, p. 24). 

 

Figure 6-2 A diagrammatic representation of presence of quantum noise (the 
major source of noise) on an x-ray image (From Sprawls P, 
Radiographic image formation and characteristics. In Frush DP, 
Huda W. RSNA Categorical Course in Diagnostic Radiology Physics: 
From Visible to Invisible-The Science and Practice of X-Ray Imaging 
and Radiation Dose Optimization. Oak Brook, ILL: Radiological 
Society of North America (RSNA) 2006: 9-28. Reproduced by 
permission of RSNA) 

In this dissertation, quantum noise will simply be referred to as noise, or 

quantum mottle (Chapter 3). 
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Noise affects the visualization and reproduction of structures on an image, and 

the ―presence of noise reduces our ability to extract information from an image‖ 

(Bourne, 2010, p. 92). 

In optimization of a diagnostic x-ray procedure such as a CR imaging 

procedure (as is the major goal of this dissertation), the relationship between noise 

in an image and radiation dose to the patient is a significant contributing factor 

(Bushberg et al., 2012; Bourne, 2010; Sprawls, 2006; Seibert, 2006). In this 

dissertation, the dose to the patient was influenced by the exposure technique 

factor of mAs (which controls the quantity of photons from the x-ray tube), ranging 

from low mAs settings to high mAs settings. By increasing the mAs, more photons 

are distributed more uniformly at the detector resulting in a reduction of the image 

noise (Sprawls, 2006). This reduction of the image noise resulted in better 

visualization and reproduction of anatomical structures assessed in this study. 

It is clearly apparent in Tables 4-9 and 4-14 for the AP pelvis and AP lumbar 

spine respectively, mAs settings below the threshold mAs (16 mAs for the AP 

pelvis and 25 mAs for the AP lumbar spine) resulted in decreased doses (hence 

increased noise) to the CR detector (1.63 mGya to 0.83 mGya for the AP pelvis and 

2.56 mGya to 2.05 mGya for the AP lumbar spine). These doses are much lower 

than the threshold dose of 2.09 mGya for the AP pelvis and 3.19 mGya for the AP 

lumbar spine. Obviously, these lower doses resulted in increased noise or 

quantum mottle in the images obtained at lower mAs settings compared to the 

threshold mAs settings for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine. 

In a digital receptor, quantum mottle follows Poisson statistics, meaning that if 

the photons/pixel is given by N, then the noise is the standard deviation (σ) where 

N  6-1 

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by the expression: 

SNR  =  N/σ 6-2 
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As noted by Bushberg et al. (2012), the SNR is one of the most meaningful 

metrics that describes the conspicuity of an object — how well it will be seen by a 

typical observer. Indeed, Albert Rose recognized this and was able to demonstrate 

that if the SNR ≥ 5, then an object will always be recognized (detected), but the 

detection performance degrades as the SNR approaches zero. This is called the 

―Rose Criterion‖ (p. 92). As the number of photons/pixel (N) increases, the relative 

noise (σ/N) (%) decreases and the SNR increases. 

The above physics is one possible explanation as to why observers failed to 

assess the visualization and reproduction of anatomical structures as the mAs 

settings (dose) fell below the threshold settings for both the AP pelvis and AP 

lumbar spine. It would appear, therefore, that the SNRs were less than 5 for mAs 

settings below the threshold settings for both body parts. 

In examining the goal of dose-image quality optimization of this dissertation, 

the mAs was selected as the basis for daily routine optimization as suggested by 

the ICRP (Chapter 2). The findings of this study show that the mAs (and its 

associated EI) can be used as a radiation dose management strategy in CR 

imaging. The mAs can be adjusted to an optimum value to provide a noise level 

that is clinically acceptable and would not compromise image quality. The user 

must understand how optimum mAs levels can be established for various 

examinations. Graphic illustrations that summarize the main findings of the VGA 

studies of the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine are shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 

respectively. 
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Figure 6-3. The main findings of the VGA study which demonstrate that the 
optimum mAs/EI for the AP pelvis is 16 mAs/136 compared to the 
manufacturer‘s reference image obtained at 25 mAs and an 
associated EI value of 86.  

 
CR Image Noise and Image Quality 

HIGH ACCEPTABLE LOW 
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 16 mAs/EI=277 32 mAs/EI=179 50 mAs/EI=88 
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mAs/EI and Dose 
 

Figure 6-4. The main findings of the VGA study which demonstrate that the 
optimum mAs/EI for the AP lumbar spine is 25mAs/179 compared to 
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the manufacturer‘s reference image obtained at 50 mAs and an 
associated EI value of 88. 

6.3.2. Non-Interventional Quantitative Survey Study 

The results of this survey will be discussed with respect to the response rate, 

demographics, knowledge components of CR, confidence in using the CR system, 

attitudes toward CR imaging, specific uses of the EI in clinical practice, and other 

topics of importance in CR education/training other than those given in the survey 

questionnaire. 

6.3.2.1. Response Rate 

The high response rate of 68.9% could be attributed to use of a strategy 

whereby three sets of reminders were sent via email to those participants who did 

not respond to the first, second, and third requests. The reminders stressed that 

participation in the study was vital and important to providing recommendations for 

improving the education/training in CR and particularly its use in clinical practice. 

Furthermore, the reminders also stressed that since they were practitioners using 

the system they were in a good position to suggest ideas that would contribute to 

the development of the knowledge components of CR technology and its practical 

use in the hospitals. 

6.3.2.2. Demographics 

The goal of capturing demographic data was to provide the background 

variables and the results are not surprising for this sample of the population of 

diagnostic radiology technologists. In order to capture data on the survey questions 

relating to knowledge components of CR, confidence and attitudes in using CR in 

clinical practice, the variables of age, level of education, years working in CR, and 

hours of CR education/training received were critical when examining any 

associations between independent and dependent variables. 
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The demographic characteristics with the highest percentage of responses are 

shown below. 
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Characteristics 
% 

Responses 

 Female 77.5 

 Age above 40 47.9 

 > 16 years as a registered technologist 39.4 

 Medium scale hospital 60.1 

 Diploma in Medical Radiography 38.0 

 Years worked in CR (4–6 years) 47.9 

 Grade 1 technologist 47.1 

 In-service education provided by vendor 50.7 

 < 2 hours of CR education and training 48.6 

 

The data above provides insights into the responses provided to other 

questions listed in the survey questionnaire. It is not surprising that the 

respondents were mostly female, since more females than males tend to work in 

this profession. Although only 38% of the respondents have a Medical 

Radiography diploma, the remainder (62%) have a wide range of education from 

advanced certification from the professional association (Canadian Association of 

Medical Radiation Technologists = CAMRT) and continuing education to degrees 

in science and degrees in radiography. The question of whether this range of 

education would influence confidence in using the CR system and attitudes toward 

CR imaging will be explored later in this chapter. 

It is interesting to note that most of the respondents were from medium scale 

hospitals (compared to large scale urban centers and small scale rural centers). 

This is not surprising since there are more medium scale centers in the province of 

British Columbia (BC). 

The percentage of responses from Grade 1 technologists (47.1%) would 

indicate that CR imaging is performed more than any other radiological 

examination on a routine basis by these technologists who are often also classified 
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as ―entry level‖ technologists. 
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Finally, it is not alarming that most participants received their education/training 

in CR from the vendor (manufacturer). This is common practice in BC hospitals 

and indeed a routine practice of vendors. It is understandable, however, that 

vendors cannot dedicate long training periods when the equipment is installed, and 

this could explain why most respondents received less than 2 hours of instruction 

(48.6), followed by those who received 2–4 hours of theory and hands-on training 

(22.9%). These findings appear to parallel those of Morrison et al. (2011) where 

the majority of respondents indicated that their primary source of education in CR 

was mainly the vendor (23.5%). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that in a study 

by Peer et al. (2005) that when technologists were asked to indicate the amount of 

training hours in CR reasonable for initial and continuing education on a 2–3 year 

basis, most respondents indicated 25+ hours maximum to a minimum of 

5–10 hours. This perception is clearly worthwhile when considering the length of 

time for adequate education/training of technologists in a new imaging modality 

before use in clinical practice. 

6.3.2.3. Degree of Knowledge of CR Physics and Technology 

The literature review (Chapter 2) identified only three papers that attempted to 

capture data on the knowledge components of CR education (Morrison et al., 

2011; Nyathi et al., 2010; Peer et al., 2005). These studies did not address in any 

detail the knowledge components of the physics and technology of CR essential to 

clinical practice. This study was designed to capture more knowledge components 

than those of the previous three studies mentioned above. 

Question 11 of the online survey questionnaire addressed 28 topics which in 

the opinion of the author of this dissertation are topics that have been emphasized 

in review papers and classical textbooks (for example, Seeram, 2011) on digital 

radiography (as detailed in Chapter 2). These topics range from physics concepts, 

equipment, image quality and dose management considerations, and exposure 
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indicators to CR artifacts, quality control (QC) issues including QC test tools, QC 

tests, and reject analysis for CR systems. 

It is interesting to note from the results for question 11 that the topics with the 

highest percentage of responses did not include any physics topics outlining the 

basis of how CR works, but rather topics such as exposure techniques for different 

body parts, selection of the correct body part, and correct processing algorithms. In 

addition, other topics included image display on the monitor, vendor acceptable 

ranges of EIs for different body parts. Perhaps this finding could be attributed to 

the fact that most vendors provide this education/training via their applications 

specialist who is generally not a medical physicist or a biomedical engineer but 

rather a technologist who has received special training on the vendor‘s equipment. 

These training sessions are usually more ―hands-on‖ training rather than a 

description of the more physical principles and technology knowledge components 

of CR. Furthermore, since most of the respondents indicated that their training was 

less than two hours, it is not surprising that there is not enough time to cover the 

range of topics identified in Table 5-2. 

Most of the respondents noted that little information was received on selected 

topics such as the CR reader and its components and function, EI standardization, 

image quality descriptors, DQE, CR artifacts, and optimization of image quality and 

dose. These are important topics essential to understanding how CR works and 

how it can be optimized to meet the ALARA philosophy. This is a concept often 

stressed by vendors in an effort to encourage users to establish their own range of 

EIs for the various examinations done in their departments. 

Finally, most of the respondents indicated that no information was received of 

topics such as the physics of photostimulable luminescence, phosphor types, how 

the EI can be used to manage patient dose, the DQE and its relationship to patient 

dose and image quality, exposure creep, QC test tools, QC tests, and reject 

analysis. These findings are somewhat similar to only a few topics, such as image 
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quality-dose relationship, physical properties of the system, and the basics of 

image acquisition explored by Peer et al. (2005). Furthermore, the Morrison et al. 

(2011) study identified a lack of ―comprehensive and practical education in digital 

image technology for radiologic technologists‖ (p. 602). This finding is consistent 

with the findings of this study. 

Question 11 showed a high measure of internal consistency or reliability 

(Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.96). This is an important finding in that it showed that all 

respondents answered the question in the same manner. This also supports the 

notion that all respondents in BC hospitals appear to have received similar degrees 

of the knowledge components of CR imaging systems. 

It is clearly apparent that these findings for question 11 have highlighted a 

notable lack of knowledge (knowledge gaps) in the theory of CR (physics and 

technology) and equally a lack of hands-on training time for practical use of the 

system. This is a significant finding that has implications not only for formal 

educational programs (at universities and colleges, for example) but also for 

training programs provided by both the vendor and the hospital, in the form of ―in-

service‖ method of delivery. 

6.3.2.4. Level of Confidence in Using the CR System 

The literature review revealed that this is the first study to explore the level of 

confidence in using the CR imaging system in clinical practice. The level of 

confidence was captured by question 12 using a 5-part Likert scale to rate 11 items 

on the survey questionnaire. In addition, one of the goals of the survey was to 

explore whether education level (question 3), years of work as a registered 

technologist (question 4), years of work in CR (question 7), and hours of 

education/training in CR (question 9) made any difference to the level of 

confidence in using the CR system. 
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The percentage in decreasing order of specific use characteristics (extracted 

from Table 5-4) for which most of the respondents rated ―very high‖ on the Likert 

scale are shown in Table below: 
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Use Characteristics 
% 

Response 

 Using the CR workstation hardware 70.0 

 Using the CR workstation software to perform 
processing on the image such as windowing 

66.7 

 Using the CR system in general 66.2 

 Using the CR Imaging Plate (IP) in positioning the 
patient and setting x-ray parameters in the x-ray room 

61.4 

 Using the CR reader to process the IP 60.9 

 

On the other hand, the use characteristics which most of the respondents rated 

as ―low‖ were: 

 using the software to process QC tests 

 using the EI as part of a QC program. 

The internal consistency for this question (question 12) was 0.91 indicating a 

high measure of consistency in responding to this question. 

The ―very high‖ degree of confidence in using the items in the above Table 

could be attributed to the fact that these tasks are embedded within the daily 

routine practices when using the system. This finding is consistent with those of 

Eley et al. (2008) who reported that confidence in Information Technology (IT) 

(which is related to digital radiography including CR) has been associated with the 

frequency with which it is used. On the other hand, tasks that are not a part of 

routine daily activities such as the ones related to a QC program were obviously 

rated with a ―low‖ level of confidence. Additionally, those tasks rated as ―high‖ to 

―moderate‖ level of confidence, such as using computers (45.7%), assessing CR 

image quality (42.9%), and using the vendor‘s recommended EI values for different 

body parts, are all embedded in the routine daily activities of the CR technologist. 
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It appears then that performing routine tasks on a daily basis seems to create 

an individual who becomes ―well versed‖ in these skills. This obviously has a 

profound impact on their level of confidence in performing the skills. 

The ANOVA statistical test to examine whether education level, years of work 

as a registered technologist, years of work in CR, and hours of education/training 

received in CR have any impact on confidence levels showed no evidence of this. 

For example, those who: 

1. worked less years as a registered technologist and in CR 

2. had a higher education level 

3. had more training time in CR. 

had the same confidence level as those who worked longer in CR and as a 

registered technologist, had a lower level of education, and less education/training 

time in CR. 

The conclusion here is that a link between the above independent variables 

and the level of confidence in using the CR system in practice was not found. 

6.3.2.5. Attitudes: Extent of Agreement/Disagreement 

This is the first study of its kind to explore the extent agreement/disagreement 

to 14 items on the survey questionnaire to capture attitudes (question 13) of 

technologists using the CR imaging system in clinical practice, using a 5-point 

Likert scale. 

The extent of agreement/disagreement or ―no idea‖ is linked to the 

education/training received by the participants. Since most participants had < 2 

hours of training (48.6%) by the vendor (50.7%), it is not surprising that topics such 

as dose audits and calibration of the automatic exposure control system were not 

addressed, perhaps due to the ―complexity‖ of these topics. 
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A close examination of the results indicate that most participants (> 50%) 

showed agreement with several items. These include the decreasing order of the 

percentage of participants rating items as ―strongly agree‖ and ―agree‖: 

 The EI is a useful tool to assist in controlling the radiation dose to patients 

(86.3%) 

 The EI should always be used to assess image quality (74%) 

 CR improves patient care because of its ability to adjust a low exposure to 

produce an image that appears to be acceptable to the technologist (72.8%) 

 Technologists should not change the EIs as they appear on displayed images 

(62.9%) 

 Technologists must always use the correct image processing algorithm for the 

body part and view under examination (60.5%) 

 CR technology makes imaging patients more interesting compared with film-

based imaging (57.1%), and 

 Technologists must perform image post processing before sending displayed 

images to the PACS (54.9%). 

It is understood that the first three items above showed agreement among the 

vast majority of respondents, since the EI is always displayed on the monitor for 

every image. In addition, Table 5-2 indicates that a good deal of information on the 

EI and EI ranges for body parts was provided to respondents during their 

education/training by the vendor. Furthermore, such a strong response to the 

extent of agreement on items relating to the EI is due to the fact that the EI 

provides the technologist with a visual cue as to the use of appropriate exposure 

factors. This is a daily routine activity of the technologist. 

Another point with respect to the level of agreement with the item regarding the 

use of the correct image processing algorithm for the body part stems from the fact 

that respondents indicated that very much information on this topic was received 

during their education session. 
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Finally, it is not surprising that since very much information was received on 

image display on the monitor, there was agreement on the image post processing 

of displayed images before sending images to the PACS. The level of agreement 

on the items mentioned above could have been influenced by the extent of the 

coverage during education/training sessions. 

The level of disagreement was strong and rated by most participants (> 75%) 

for three items on the survey questionnaire. Specifically, these are: 

 CR does not require the use of correct exposure technique factors (kV, mAs) 

(90%) 

 A shoulder algorithm can be accurately used to process a chest body part 

(86.9%) 

 CR ―exposure creep‖ is not considered a problem for the patient, since the 

radiologist must always obtain high quality images (74.6%) 

One possible explanation of the above results could be linked to the notion that 

since very much information was provided on these topics (during education 

sessions) technologists have a fair level of understanding of these concepts, hence 

the disagreement with these statements. 

There were four items in which respondents had ―no idea‖ when asked to 

provide a level of agreement or disagreement. These include: 

 Radiation dose audits are always conducted using the EIs (60.6%) 

 The automatic exposure timer is calibrated to the exposure class of the CR 

system (52.1%) 

 EIs are always calibrated as part of a QC program (45.1%) 

 CR QC tests are a routine part of imaging in my department (21.9%) 
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Since the above are more complex topics in CR education, they might not be 

covered in the short training sessions (< 2 hours) for most of the respondents and 

thus have an impact on the attitudes of technologists using the CR system. 

The ANOVA test showed that age, education level, years of work as a 

registered technologist, years of work in CR, and hours of CR education/training 

received had no statistical impact on attitudes of the respondents. A possible 

explanation of this finding is perhaps related to the notion that the tasks in 

performing a CR examination is purely mechanical in nature, requiring more 

psychomotor skills rather than cognitive skills. 

The major steps requiring mechanical skills (the act of performing a motor 

task) are illustrated in Figure 6-5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-5 Major work flow tasks in performing a CR examination requiring the 
use of psychomotor skills rather than cognitive skills 

The internal consistency for question 13 (addressing attitudes) was 0.5 

(Cronbach‘s alpha) indicating a low level of reliability in how respondents answered 

this question. It is quite clear, however, that respondents have a good level of 

agreement on the use of the EI and on using the correct processing algorithm for 
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the body part under study. Furthermore, respondents also appeared to have a 

grasp of the item that states ―CR exposure creep is not considered a problem for 

the patient…‖ since there was a strong level of disagreement with this statement. 

6.3.2.6. Use of the EI in Clinical Practice 

To date no studies have explored in detail the use of the EI by technologists in 

clinical practice and, therefore, this study can be viewed as the first study of its 

kind. 

The responses of the participants were captured by question 14 of the survey-  

―How often do you use the CR EI in clinical practice?‖ A Likert scale was used to 

rate nine items on a 5-point scale ranging from ―often,‖ ―sometimes,‖ and ―seldom‖ 

to ―never‖ and ―no idea.‖ Cronbach‘s alpha for this question was 0.80 reflecting a 

high level of reliability or consistency in the manner the participants responded to 

the nine items. 

It is clearly apparent that there were two major findings from the analysis of the 

results: 

1. A greater percentage of respondents (95.8%) use the EI to relate it to image 

quality and to ensure that the appropriate exposure technique (mAs) was used. 

2. A good majority of the respondents had ―no idea‖ of whether the EI was used 

for dose audits (54.3%), for calibration of the CR system (56.6%), and for dose-

image quality optimization studies (49.3%). 

The finding noted in (a) above would appear to reflect that vendors stressed 

the concept of EI with respect to image quality and the use of appropriate exposure 

factors. Additionally, these two tasks are done routinely on a daily basis and hence 

have become an ―automatic‖ response during the conduct of the CR examination. 
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On the other hand, the response of ―no idea‖ to the finding labeled as (2) 

above should provide to employers and educators alike that these are important 

concepts for users to be familiar with, and should be included in a curriculum of 

studies for CR. 

Finally, the overall test of ANOVA was significant (p < 0.05) for this question, 

but the analysis failed to detect a difference between age, education level, years of 

work as a registered technologist, years of work in CR and the method of CR 

education received, and the frequency of use of the EI in clinical practice. Could 

these findings be due to the notion that the use of the EI to assess image quality 

on the monitor and to check whether the appropriate exposure factors were used 

are simple tasks and performed routinely on a daily basis? Perhaps the more 

complex tasks of using the EI in calibration of the CR system and in dose audits 

require much more comprehensive coverage in education/training programs. 

6.3.2.7. Other Uses of the EI in Clinical Practice 

This is the first study to explore this topic reflected in question 14 of the survey. 

An analysis of the responses showed there were no additional uses (other than the 

ones listed in question 13) provided by the respondents. Perhaps the respondents 

felt that the uses listed in question 13 were already exhaustive. 

6.3.2.8. Other Topics of Importance in CR Education/Training 

This the first study to capture additional topics (content) on CR 

education/training from those who use the system in the hospital (clinical 

practitioners) on a daily basis. 

The responses were captured in an open-ended question (question 15) of the 

survey, and stated as: 

―As a user of CR equipment in the clinical environment, what other topics 
do you believe are essential for the effective use of the CR imaging system 
in the hospital?‖ 
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Only 22 of the 71 respondents provided written statements. These statements 

did not identify any additional topics than were listed in question 11 (28 topics 

related to the knowledge components of CR physics and technology), with the 

exception of ―basic trouble-shooting‖ identified by one respondent. Another written 

statement by one respondent was ―more in-depth training for CR.‖ 

It is clear from these responses that the range of topics identified in question 

11 captured the full scope of the knowledge components for CR education, and 

that respondents could not think of additional topics. The topic of ―basic trouble- 

shooting‖ (from one respondent) could be considered in future curriculum for CR 

education; however, this task is usually a function of biomedical engineers either 

employed by the hospital or by the vendor. 

6.4. Summary Statement 

In summary the results of this study show that it is clearly feasible to optimize 

the dose and image quality in CR imaging using the mAs exposure technique 

factor and associated EIs, for the Fuji CR system. Specifically, the dosimetry study 

component of this dissertation showed that there is a strong positive linear 

relationship (r = 0.999) between mAs and dose, mAs and the inverse EI, and the 

inverse EI and dose for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine. Under controlled 

conditions used in this dissertation, for the dose optimization study (Chapter 3), the 

EI values were stable, unlike the results reported by Butler et al. (2010). 

Secondly, the optimized mAs and associated EI were 16 mAs and 136 

respectively for the AP pelvis, while it was 32 mAs and139 respectively 

(subsequently determined in this discussion) for the AP lumbar spine compared to 

the reference mAs of 25 (EI = 86) for the AP pelvis and the reference 50 mAs 

(EI = 88) for the AP lumbar spine. These reference values are those of the 

manufacturer. 
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The third major finding of the dose-image quality optimization component 

determined by the image quality assessment by seven expert observers 

specifically indicated that: 

 The dose can be reduced by 36% for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine 

(compared to the manufacturer‘s recommended values) without compromising 

image quality. 

There were two major findings of the survey study. First, the results showed 

that CR education and training are lacking and there are significant and important 

knowledge gaps in several specific content areas. These include, for example, the 

physics of photostimulable luminescence, phosphor types, the use of the EI in 

practice, the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) and its relationship to image 

quality, and exposure creep. Secondly, the survey results also showed that age, 

education level, years of work as a registered technologist, years of work in CR, 

and the method and hours of CR education and training did not have any statistical 

impact on confidence and attitudes in using the CR system and on use of the EI in 

clinical practice. 
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CHATPER 7 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1. Introduction 

This study explored two important areas of concern regarding the transition 

from film-based radiography to digital radiography; based on the notion of 

exposure creep (Chapter 2), the challenge imposed by the wide dynamic range of 

the digital detector; as well as the „state of confusion‟ that stems from the lack of 

education/training in using the digital imaging system in clinical practice. 

To address these concerns, two solutions were formulated and investigated 

using the guiding principles of the quantitative non-interventional research 

approaches (Chapter 3). The problems of exposure creep and the challenge of the 

wide dynamic range of the digital detector were investigated by a dose-image 

quality optimization study using an explanatory correlational research design. The 

„state of confusion‟ problem was explored using a non-interventional cross-

sectional survey design. 

The results of the dose-image quality optimization study using an 

anthropomorphic phantom of the lumbar spine and pelvis, showed that the dose 

can be reduced by 36% for both anatomical parts (compared to the manufacturer‟s 

recommendations) without compromising image quality, using the well-established 

Visual Grading Analysis (VGA) methodology (Chapter 3). The quantitative survey 

results showed that there is a definite lack of knowledge on Computed 

Radiography (CR) Physics and Technology, and variables such as age, method 

and hours of CR education received, experience in using the CR system did not 

have a statistical impact on confidence and attitudes in using the system in 

practice. 
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This chapter will present a commentary of not only the implications for further 

research, but also the implications for clinical practice. Furthermore, several 

recommendations and limitations will be described, followed by an outline of the 

conclusions drawn from this research. 

7.2. Implications for Further Research 

The topics of dose optimization and use of a relatively new digital imaging 

technology in clinical practice were central features of this dissertation. These 

topics always warrant continuous scholarly inquiry, as the science and technology 

advance. On the basis of the results of this study the following are 

recommendations for future studies on dose-image quality optimization in CR 

imaging as well as the use of the CR system in clinical practice: 

1. It would be useful to extend this anthropomorphic phantom study, first, to a 

cadaver study followed by a clinical study with patients, using the Fuji CR 

system used in this dissertation. The cadaver study should validate the results 

of the dose-image quality optimization component of this investigation, using 

the optimized mAs and the dose reduction percentage (36%) established in this 

study compared to the manufacturer‟s recommended mAs, not only for the AP 

views of the pelvis and lumbar spine but also for the lateral views as well. 

Secondly, the results of the cadaver study should be validated with a patient 

study. Furthermore, other body parts such as the chest, upper and lower 

extremities in a portable radiographic imaging environment using manual 

exposure technique factors should be explored further. 

The use of manual technique is supported by Willis (2009) in his 

comprehensive review of optimization of digital radiography where he 

emphasized that “to be effective, manual technique guides must be size-based 

rather than age-based, and radiographers must measure the patient rather 

than estimate size” (p 272). The dose measurements recorded in this research 

were based on the measurement of the thickness of the phantom for both the 
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AP Pelvis and AP lumbar spine. Furthermore the manufacture‟s techniques 

were also based on measurements of the anatomy under investigation. 

2. An additional study should investigate in detail how manufacturers of CR 

imaging systems obtain their recommended Exposure Indicator (EI) values (for 

various body parts) that are usually supplied to hospitals and other imaging 

facilities that use their systems, since the EI “is the key to controlling exposure 

levels in CR …..” (Willis, 2009, p 267). In addition, a second component of this 

study should focus on whether hospital radiology departments use 

manufacturers‟ EI values and exposure technique factors (mAs and kVp) 

recommendations, and whether hospitals establish their own EI values and 

exposure technique factors. Finally, this study should include a component to 

determine the stability of the EI as a useful feedback tool. 

3. Presently, there is a wide range of EIs and detector exposures (Table 7-1) used 

by different  manufacturers of digital radiography imaging systems (Chapter 2) 

and this leads to confusion among technologists “as to the meaning of the 

values reported by the system” (Willis, 2009, p 267). 

Table 7-1 Different EIs and detector exposures used by several manufacturers. 
(From Bushberg et al, 2012. Reproduced by permission of Wolters 
Kluwer Publishers) 

Manufacturer Symbol 50µGy 100 µGy 200µGy 

Canon REX 50 100 200 

Fuji, Konica S 400 200 100 

Kodak (CR, STD) EI 1700 2000 2300 

IDC (ST=200) Fø -1 0 1 

Phillips EI 200 100 50 

Siemens EI 500 1000 2000 
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As noted in Chapter 2, the AAPM Task Group No 116 and the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have described the notion of a standardized EI. 

Essentially a standardized EI can be defined and established using the following 

steps: 

1. The vendor calibrates the detector and produce as EI which is derectly 

proportional to the detector exposure. 

2. The user establishes a target EI (EIT) for each anatomical body part for the 

detector being used. 

3. Once the image is obtained, a signal known as the deviation index (DI) is 

calculated as follows 

DI = 10 log10 (EI/EIT) 7-1 

4. The DI provides information to the technologist as follows: 

 0 means that the intended exposure to the detector is achieved, that is 

EI = EIT) 

 A positive number means overexposure 

 A negative number means underexposure 

 A DI of +1 = an overexposure of 26% more than the desired exposure 

 A DI of -1 = an underexposure of 20% less than the desired exposure 

 The acceptable range of the DI is approximately +1 to -1 and the system is 

able to deliver the EIT established by the radiology department 

As noted by Seibert and Morin (2011), “the nuances of this new exposure 

index standard are now at the beginning of clinical implementation and testing…..” 

(p 579). 
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Keeping the above in mind, the logical next step would be to extend this study 

to explore how the user implements this standardized EI by investigating: 

1. The appropriate EIT for a wide range of examinations and detectors. 

2.  The shortcomings of the standardized EI. 

3. How technologists use the DI particularly how they determine compensation for 

over-and under-exposures using the DI information? 

4. One of the assumptions in this study was that visualization of anatomical 

structures is correlated with the visualization of pathology. In this respect, a 

study is needed to find whether there is a correlation between the visualization 

of anatomical structures and diagnostic interpretation of pathology. Such a 

study would have to involve patients and radiologists who will make the 

diagnosis from the images. 

5. A fourth study could possibly explore how technologists assess digital 

radiography image quality (since kVp and mAs do not influence contrast and 

density of images as they did in film-screen imaging), and whether digital image 

post processing (such as windowing) is used routinely in hospitals, before 

images are sent to the PACS. 

6. The survey study needs to be repeated with a larger sample size, perhaps on a 

national scale (a Canada-wide study) to include different CR imaging systems, 

using a random sample instead of a convenient purposeful sample (a valid 

sampling tool in survey research) of technologists. Such a study should sample 

not only hospitals but educational institutions to capture data on the knowledge 

content of CR physics and imaging technology. The results of such a study 

would validate and perhaps enhance the recommendations for CR curriculum 

based on the findings of this study. Furthermore, such a study should also 

focus on how technologists acquire additional skills and how improvement of 

current skills in CR system use may be recognized. 
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7.3. Implications for Clinical Practice 

The results of this study have three significant implications for clinical practice, 

as follows: 

1. The selection of an optimized mAs in a department based on the visualization 

of image mottle (noise), as established in this study, implies that efforts to work 

within the philosophy of ALARA is a central issue in reducing dose to patients. 

It should be clear that the optimized mAs be compared with the manufacturers‟ 

recommended mAs for various body parts without compromising image quality. 

2. The dose-image quality optimization study shows that the doses can be 

reduced by 36% for both the AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine, using an 

established and valid methodology that is easy to implement without 

demanding too much time and effort of personnel. This activity would provide 

an opportunity for departments to easily establish their own exposure technique 

factors and associated EI values, rather than “blindly” accepting and using 

manufacturers‟ recommendations, not knowing how they arrive at these 

recommendations. This would also demonstrate that departments are actively 

engaged in dose optimization as a required fundamental radiation protection 

principle in routine clinical practice. 

3. The survey study demonstrated that there is a knowledge gap in CR 

education/training. Furthermore, the factors of age, method and hours of CR 

education/training, and years of working in CR had no statistical impact on the 

confidence and attitudes in using the CR system. This finding may on the 

surface imply that one does not need any education/training in CR in order to 

use it in practice; however, understanding the physical and technological 

aspects of how new technologies work can only result in a wise user. This 

characteristic is vital when it comes to radiation protection of patients and more 

importantly to minimize the probability of stochastic effects and prevent 

deterministic effects of radiation exposure. 
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7.4. Recommendations 

On the basis of the findings of this study, the following recommendations are 

noteworthy: 

1. That the implementation of the ALARA principle should be an easy task for 

technologists when using the CR imaging system, since setting exposure 

technique factors is an essential task performed in routine daily practice. 

2. That CR education/training includes the following topics such as the basic 

physics of CR image formation, and the technological components of the CR 

imaging system, including computer hardware and software, exposure control, 

image quality descriptors and artifacts, to ensure a comprehensive 

understanding of the physics and technology of CR imaging 

7.5. Limitations 

The purpose of this study was to determine an optimized mAs for imaging the 

AP pelvis and AP lumbar spine, and to correlate the mAs and associated EI with 

the radiation dose to an anthropomorphic phantom using the Fuji CR imaging 

system. Furthermore, the optimized mAs was used to establish a dose-image 

quality optimization strategy suitable for implementation during routine clinical 

practice. Finally, the dissertation explored not only the knowledge components of 

CR physics and technology, but also the confidence and attitudes of technologists 

using the CR system in clinical practice. 

Interpretation and generalization of the study results are subject to several 

limitations as follows: 

1. During the image acquisition phase of the study, the ambient light in the CR 

imaging laboratory with the monitor used to display the images recorded was 

not checked. Image assessment by the author perhaps would have been 

improved. There was no post processing of these images however. 
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2. Image assessment was limited to seven observers. This was the maximum 

number that could be obtained during this phase of the study. Perhaps more 

than seven observers would have influenced the research outcome in this 

regard. The literature suggested 2–10 observers (Chapter 2). 

3. Although a full description of this research and an orientation to the method of 

image assessment were provided to all observers, they reported that they 

became fatigued during the assessment of 54 images. They reported that more 

time in shorter increments on defined groups of images would have helped 

them in their assessment of the entire images recorded at different mAs 

settings. Due to their busy teaching schedules, however, they could not 

volunteer more of their time. Perhaps this is reflected in the “fair” to “moderate” 

interrater reliability on the assessment of images recorded at various mAs 

settings. 

4. Image assessment by the seven observers was conducted in a room removed 

from the CR imaging laboratory. The ambient light was measured to conform to 

acceptable standards for viewing images on a monitor (Chapter 3). The 

dedicated monitor was also calibrated for the image assessment. Perhaps 

observers should have used the Fuji monitor in the imaging laboratory where 

images were reviewed and recorded initially during the image acquisition 

procedure. 

5. Perhaps the sample size used in the survey study was too small; however, it 

was the maximum sample size that could have been obtained on a voluntary 

basis using the established convenient sampling procedure (Chapter 3). 

6. There was no previously available data to support the validity and reliability of 

the survey instrument addressing the inventory of the knowledge components 

of CR physics and technology, confidence, attitudes, and use of the EI in 

clinical practice. Therefore, face and content validity were obtained using a 

panel of experts in medical physics with experience in CR technology 

(Chapter 3). 
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7.6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study provides useful insights into the nature of dose-image 

quality optimization of the Fuji CR imaging system in a medical imaging laboratory 

environment using an anthropomorphic phantom model of the pelvis and lumbar 

spine. Furthermore, the study results show that the dose to the surface of the 

phantom can be reduced by 36% for both the AP pelvis and the AP lumbar spine, 

without compromising image quality, compared to the manufacturer‟s (Fuji) 

recommended mAs for both these body parts. This is an important dose reduction 

strategy that can be easily implemented in routine daily clinical operations by 

technologists. 

Another useful insight relates to the knowledge gaps identified in the survey 

study.  

In closing, it is noteworthy to reflect once again on the quote used in Chapter 1 

by Wagner (2004) who states: 

“We must actively make an effort to identify areas at risk in our ever-
changing environment of medical radiation use and appropriately design 
our protection to meet those challenges; otherwise we run the risk of being 
unfortunately surprised by our lack of diligence.” 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 Image Assessment for Dose Optimization 
Study-Instructions 

PHASE 1 

This assessment is part of a PhD research project conducted by Euclid 

Seeram through Charles Sturt University. The study is entitled Optimization of the 

Exposure Indicator of a Computed Radiography Imaging System as a Radiation 

Dose Management Strategy.  

This image assessment is divided into two parts. While Part 1 will establish an 

OPTIMUM Exposure Indicator for the AP Pelvis and the AP Lumbar spine, Part 2 

will use a technique referred to as Visual Grading Analysis (VGA) to establish 

dose-image quality optimization for a computed radiography imaging system. By 

completing this image assessment you will have provided us with your consent to 

use your responses for this research. Please be ensured that any information or 

personal details gathered from this survey are confidential, and that neither your 

name nor any other identifying information will be used or published without your 

written permission. Furthermore, results of the survey will be published and you will 

be able to access these at that time. 

If you have any questions about this survey, please contact Dr. Hans Swan, 

Ph.D., senior supervisor, School of Dentistry and Health Sciences, Charles Sturt 

University, at haswan@csu.edu.au. 

mailto:haswan@csu.edu.au
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Appendix 2A Image Display Assessment Based on the 
Appearance of Radiographic Mottle AP PELVIS 

Indicate (by using a check mark) which of the images (displayed on the 

computer monitor) listed in the Table is acceptable/unacceptable based on the 

appearance of image mottle (noise) 

Radiographic mottle creates a grainy, blotchy, 
textured or snowy appearance in a radiographic image 

 

Image Number 
for the ap pelvis 

Acceptable Unacceptable 

11   

15   

16   

17   

9   

6   

10   

25   

5   

13   

12   

2   

21   

23   

14   

26   

3   

1   

8’   

24   

22   

19   

27   

18   

4   

7   

20   
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Appendix 2B Image Display Assessment Based on the 
Appearance of Radiographic Mottle 

AP LUMBAR SPINE 

Indicate (by using a check mark) which of the images (displayed on the 
computer monitor) listed in the Table is acceptable/unacceptable based on the 
appearance of image mottle (noise) 

Radiographic mottle creates a grainy, blotchy,  
textured or snowy appearance in a radiographic image 

 

Image Number 
for the 

AP Lumbar Spine 
Acceptable Unacceptable 

7   

25   

18   

6   

10   

17   

4   

14   

16   

5   

24   

21   

3   

2   

11   

12   

27   

20   

8   

9   

19   

23   

26   

22   

15   

13   

1   
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Appendix 3 Visual Grading Analysis Image Assessment 

AP Pelvis 
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Appendix 4 Visual Grading Analysis Image Assessment 

AP Lumber Spine 
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Appendix 5 Survey on Education / Training in Computed 
Radiography 

Computed Radiography (CR) uses an exposure indicator (EI) to ensure that 

patients are not overexposed to radiation. This survey is part of a doctoral research 

project conducted by Euclid Seeram through Charles Sturt University. It is a 

qualitative component of a study entitled Optimization of the Exposure Indicator of 

a Computed Radiography Imaging System as a Radiation Dose Management 

Strategy. The study aims to establish an optimum EI (OEI) to be used as a dose 

reduction strategy.  

This survey will take approximately 10-12 minutes to complete. Please 

complete this survey by December 18. By completing this survey, you will have 

provided us with your consent to use your responses for this research. Please be 

ensured that any information or personal details gathered from this survey are 

confidential, and that neither your name nor any other identifying information will 

be used or published without your written permission. Furthermore, results of the 

survey will be published and you will be able to access these at that time. 

If you have any questions about this survey, please contact Dr. Hans Swan, 

Ph.D, senior supervisor, School of Dentistry and Health Sciences, Charles Sturt 

University, at haswan@csu.edu.au 

  

haswan@csu.edu.au
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1. What is your gender?  

 
                Female [1] 

                Male [2] 

 

2. What is your age range?  
 
                20 or younger [1] 

                21-25 [2] 

                26-30 [3] 

                31-35 [4] 

                36-40 [5] 

                Above 40 [6] 

 
3. What is the highest level of education that you have ever received? 

 
                Diploma in Medical Radiography [1] 

                CAMRT Advanced Certificate (AC) [2] 

                Degree in Sciences/Arts [3] 

                Degree in Radiography [4] 

                On-going Continuing Education Courses/Seminars [5] 

                Other (please specify) [6] 

 

If you selected other, please specify               
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. How many years have you worked as a Registered Technologist (RTR)? 

 
                ≤3 years [1] 

                4-6 years [2] 

                7-10 years [3] 

                11-15 years [4] 

                ≥16 years [5] 

 

5. What is the size of the hospital you are currently working for? 
 
                Large scale [3] 

                Medium scale [2] 

                Small scale [1] 

 
6. What is your current job title in your department? 

 
                Grade 1 Technologist [1] 

                Grade 2 Technologist [2] 

                Grade 3 Technologist [3] 

                Clinical Instructor [4] 

                Quality Control Technologist [5] 

                Supervisor [6] 

                Manager [7] 

                Other (please specify) [8] 
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If you selected other, please specify               

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. How many years have you worked in Computed Radiography (CR)? 

 
                1 year [1] 

                2-3 years [2] 

                4-6 years [3] 

                7-10 years [4] 

 
8. How was education/training in CR provided to you when CR was introduced in your 

department? (Please check all that apply.) 

 
                [a] In-service session provided by the vendor [ 

                [b] In-service session provided by a medical physicist 

                [c] In-service session provided a manager/supervisor 

                [d] In-service session provide by a quality control technologist 

                [e] In-service session provide by the clinical instructor 

                [f] In-service session provide by an individual outside your department 

          [g] Formal course 

          [h] Informal short Course 

          [i]  Self Directed Learning via websites, for example 

                [j] Other (please specify 

 
If you selected other, please specify               

______________________________________________________________________ 

 
9. In total, how many hours of education/training in CR did you receive as indicated 

above? 
 

                <2 hours of theory coverage followed by hands-on training on the system [1] 
                2-4 hours of theory coverage followed by hands-on training on the system [2] 

                5-14 hours of theory coverage followed by hands-on training on the system [3] 

                ≥15 hours of theory coverage followed by hands-on training on the system [4] 

 
10. In which year did you receive your training? 

               ____________________________________________________________ 

 
11. How much information on the following topics was included in the theory 

component (knowledge) of the CR education/training you received? 
 

 Very much 

[4] 

Some 

[3] 

A little  

[2] 

Not at all 

[1] 

a. Physics of Photostimulable Luminescence (PSL) (i.e., How the CR 
Phosphors respond to the X-Ray Beam)  

    

b. Types of CR phosphors     

c. Structure of the CR Imaging Plate (IP)     

d. Exposure techniques for different body parts performed     

e. The CR Reader and its major components     

f. How the CR Reader detects and digitizes the PSL signal coming 
off the IP 

    

g. IP erasure procedure and its importance     
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 Very much 

[4] 

Some 

[3] 

A little  

[2] 

Not at all 

[1] 

h. Components of the CR Workstation     

i. Selection of the correct body part     

j. Selection of the correct processing algorithm to match the body 
parts and views under investigation (i.e., a chest algorithm is 

selected to process chest body part and view) 

    

k. Image display on the monitor     

l. Image pre-processing (e.g., histogram analysis)     

m. Image post-processing operations (e.g., windowing)     

n. Exposure Indicators (EI) for your system     

o. Relationship of the EI to the radiation dose used     

p. Vendor acceptable ranges of EIs for various body parts/views     

q. Guidelines for the use of EIs in Quality Control     

r. How to use the EIs for managing patient dose     

s. Lack of exposure Indicator standardization     

t. Image quality descriptors (spatial resolution, contrast resolution, 

and noise) 
    

u. Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) and its relationship to image 
quality and dose 

    

v. CR artifacts      

w. Causes of sub-optimal CR images     

x. Exposure “creep”     

y. Optimization of the Image Quality and Radiation Dose     

z. Quality Control Tools, Reject Analysis, and QC Tests for CR     

aa. Effects of fogging     

bb. Cassette and imaging plate cleaning and operator maintenance     

 
 

 
12. What is your level of confidence now in using each of the following? 

 

 Very high 
[5] 

High 
[4] 

Moderate 
[3] 

Low 
[2] 

Very 
low [1] 

a. Using computers      

b. Using the CR IP in positioning the patient and x-ray 

parameters in the radiography room 
     

c. Using the CR reader to process the IP      

d. Using the CR system in general      

e. Using the EI to reduce radiation dose      

f. To assess CR image quality      

g. Using the vendor recommended EI values for different body 

parts/views 
     

h. Using the EI as part of a QC program      

i. Using the CR workstation hardware (e.g., mouse)      

j. Using the CR workstation software to perform processing on 
the image such as windowing, annotation, etc. 

     

k. Using the software to process QC tests (e.g., Dark noise, 

erasure thoroughness, spatial accuracy, and the IP Exposure 
Uniformity, reject analysis) results  
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13. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
 

 Strongly 

agree [4] 

Agree 

[3] 

Disagree 

[2] 

Strongly 

disagree [1] 

No idea 

[9] 

a. CR improves patient care because of its ability to 
adjust a low exposure to produce an image that 

appears to be acceptable to the technologist 

     

b. CR does not require the use of correct exposure 
technique factors (kV, mAs) 

     

c. CR “exposure creep” is not considered a problem 

for the patient since the radiologist must always 

obtain high quality images  

     

d. CR technology makes imaging patients more 

interesting compared with film-based imaging 
     

e. Technologists must always use the correct image 

processing algorithm for the body part and view 
under examination (i.e., a chest algorithm must 

always be used for a chest examination) 

     

f. A shoulder algorithm can be accurately used to 
process a chest body part 

     

g. Technologists should not change the EIs as they 

appear on displayed images 
     

h. Technologists should always perform image post 
processing before sending displayed images to PACS 

     

i. The EI is a useful tool to assist in controlling the 

radiation dose to patients 
     

j. The EI should always be used to assess image 

quality 
     

k. The EI is always calibrated as a part of a QC 
program 

     

l. CR QC Tests are a routine part of imaging in my 

department 
     

m. Radiation dose audits are always conducted 
using the EIs 

     

n. The automatic exposure timer is calibrated to the 

exposure class of the CR system 
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14. How often do you use the CR Exposure Indicator (EI) in clinical practice for the 

following purposes? 
 

 Often 

[4] 

Sometimes 

[3] 

Seldom 

[2] 

Never 

[1] 

No idea 

[9] 

a. Relate EIs to Image Quality      

b. Check the radiation dose to the Imaging Plate      

c. Check the radiation dose to the patient      

d. Check the EIs to ensure that the appropriate exposure 
technique (mAs) was used 

     

e. Use the EIs as an integral part of your Quality Control 
program 

     

f. Use the EIs in dose audits done in your department      

g. Compare the department’s EIs with the vendor’s EIs      

h. Use the EI to calibrate the CR Imaging System      

i. Use the EIs in dose-image quality optimization studies 

done in your department 
     

 

Q14j. Please state any other uses of the EI in your department. 

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
_______________ 

 

15. The following are some of the important topics in CR education/training.   
 

Physics of Photostimulable Luminescence (PSL);  
The CR Reader and it’s major components;  

How the CR Reader digitizes the IP;  

Image pre-processing (e.g., histogram analysis);  
Image post-processing operations (e.g., windowing);  

Exposure Indicators (EI) for your system;  
Relationship of the EI to the radiation dose used;  

Vendor acceptable ranges of EIs for various body parts/views;  
Guidelines for the use of EIs in Quality Control;  

Exposure “creep”;  

Optimization of the Image Quality and Radiation Dose;  
Quality Control Tools, Reject Analysis, and QC Tests for CR. 

 
 

As a user of CR equipment in the clinical environment, what other topics do you believe 

are essential for effective use of the CR imaging system in the hospital? 
 

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Thank you for your participation! 
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Appendix 6 Letter from BCIT indicating that the X-Ray Imaging 
Laboratory has been deemed safe by the Radiation 
Protection Services, Center for Disease Control, 
Ministry of Health, British Columbia 

 
 

November 4, 2005 

 

 

 

Runjula Antolovich 

Executive Officer 

Ethics in Human Research Committee, 

Charles Sturt University 

Private Mail Bag 29 

Panorama Avenue 

Bathurst NSW 2795 

Australia 

 

Dear Runjula Antolovich, 

 

This letter is to inform the Ethics Committee that the Medical Imaging Department at the British 

Columbia Institute of Technology, where Euclid Seeram will be conducting his PhD experiments in 

our Radiological Laboratories has met the requirements for radiation protection safety which have 

been assessed by the appropriate authority in British Columbia. 

 

This assessment is provided by the Radiation Protection Services Branch of the Center for Disease 

Control of the Ministry of Health in British Columbia, Canada. 

 

In addition, our program is accredited by the Canadian Medical Association-Conjoint Accreditation 

Committee. Part of this accreditation is that the Radiological Imaging Laboratories comply with 

radiation safety requirements established by the Province of British Columbia and Canada. 

 

Please contact me should you require further details 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Mary Filippelli, RTR., M.Ed., 

Program Head, 

Medical Radiography 

Phone-604-451-6918 

email - mary_filippelli@bcit.c 
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Appendix 7 Manufacturer’s EI (“S”) Numbers for the Fuji CR 
Imaging System (Courtesy of Fuji, 2002) 
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Appendix 8 Tables show how the criteria scores for the AP 
pelvis vary by mAs setting and criteria number for 
each of the seven observers 
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Appendix 9 Tables show how the criteria scores for the AP 
lumbar spine vary by mAs setting and criteria 
number for each of the seven observers 
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